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Abstract 
This thesis investigates the writing process in narratives by Greek deaf students in 
two different conditions: a) translation from Greek Sign Language into written Greek 
from video stimuli and b) direct composition in written Greek from picture stimuli. 
Following language assessments, the deaf students were divided into three language 
groups according to their differing abilities in Greek Sign Language and written 
Greek:. Two parameters were manipulated: language skills and source material used 
for writing. The study aims to answer the questions: 
a) How do the different groups make use of the source material (Le. which 
students benefit from the use of sign language)? 
b) Which material produces better written texts? and 
c) What are the characteristics of the language produced, among the different 
groups (Le. the profile of errors)? 
Four qualitative analyses have been undertaken on the texts: amount/type of 
information given, organisation of information, grammatical characteristics of the 
text, and error analysis. The results show that the use of sign language in the writing 
process has positive effects only on specific groups and on specific aspects of 
writing. 
Keywords: Deaf students, writing, narratives, bilingualism, translation, direct writing. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The present study concentrates on the writing skills of deaf students educated in 
Greece. In Greece, bilingual education for deaf children was only recently recognised 
by law in 2000. Although there is some research concerning deaf writing in Greece, 
there is none to date that considers the bilingual nature of deaf writers in its design. 
The present study, views Greek deaf people as bilinguals, and approaches deaf 
writing from a bilingual perspective. 
This topic encompasses many aspects of language and literacy development theories, 
which will be elaborated in the following chapters. The most relevant are theories on 
writing, language acquisition and bilingualism. The literature review will elaborate 
each of these theories and their aspects, which are relevant to deafness, in separate 
chapters. 
The first chapter explores writing as a linguistic phenomenon and as a developmental 
and cognitive process. As a linguistic phenomenon it is relevant to the topic of the 
study because writing is dependent upon the oral mode of language. Writing 
development has been argued to start as "speech written down" and gradually take on 
a life of its own (Ong, 1982; Singer, 1995). This relationship of written and oral 
language is central to research on deaf writing. The Deaf population does not have 
full access to the oral mode of the language they are learning to write neither does 
their natural language of signs have a written form to date. The chapter looks at 
research on the development of writing in relation to speech raising such questions 
as: How much do deaf writers differ from hearing writers? How crucial is the lack of 
a written form of sign language for deaf literacy? How crucial is non-access to the 
oral mode to deaf literacy? If writing operates in a continuum of orality} to literacy, 
where is deaf writing placed? Is deaf writing developmentally immature i.e. too oral 
or is there an alternative interpretation to the errors made by deaf writers? What are 
the characteristics of orality and can they be detected in deaf writers' texts? The 
} Languages that have not developed a written form are characterised more by specific communicative 
styles and Structures than languages with literacy. Chapter 1 will elaborate the issue of orality vs. 
literacy more extensively. 
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above are key issues the literature raises and these have been used to fonnulate the 
research questions of the present research and also they are the basis of much of the 
discussion. 
Within this chapter the literature review then focuses on the genre of narrative, which 
is the vehicle of language competence to be explored in the present study. The genre 
of narrative is examined for its psychological and cognitive reality, for its structure 
and for its grammatical features. Different approaches to narrative analysis will be 
presented from the existing literature and this will explain the methods of text 
analysis to be applied in the present study. Issues that the literature review raises in 
this area include: What are the current trends in text analysis and on what criteria is 
text analysis based? Do different methods of analysis contradict each other or is it 
just that they look at different aspects of a text? How do researchers segment and 
measure different aspects of a text? Should we combine a variety of measures in 
order to have a more rounded idea of the quality of a text? How do all these measures 
apply to the analysis of texts produced by atypical language users such as deaf 
writers? 
The second chapter explores language acquisition and language processing issues 
that are relevant to the deaf population. The most pervasive issue relevant to deafness 
is that of a critical period, either for first or second language learning (hence "first 
language" will be indicated as "Ll" and "second language" as "L2"). As has been 
noted many times, the deaf population is very unusual when it comes to language 
acquisition as 95% of deaf children come from hearing families. Hearing families are 
not usually skilled at providing meaningful communication early in the deaf child's 
life. This means that the critical period problem for Ll acquisition applies to the 
overwhelming majority of our target population. Even for the remaining 5% who 
come from deaf families and have a more typical Ll acquisition in sign language, the 
critical period issue remains relevant. This is partly because parents may themselves 
be atypical in having acquired sign language in a non-native fashion. The critical 
period debate will be explored in this chapter in order to understand the degree to 
which deaf population is relevant to Ll and L2 acquisition. 
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The debate on critical period is more complicated as far as L2 is concerned and it is 
relevant to deafness because of the impact on their education. Methodologies in 
bilingual education are nowadays the subject of great controversy and critical period 
is at the heart of this. Issues raised here are: If critical period exists, does this mean 
that deaf people have pathologically disadvantaged language abilities? If critical 
period exists does this apply to the same degree in Ll as well as in L2 learning? To 
what extent is it possible to learn a "second language" without having a "first 
language"? And what happens when this L2 comes in the form of writing, as is the 
case for deaf writers? 
Another issue relevant to language acquisition by deaf people, according to the 
present analysis is the characteristics of contact languages. It has been noticed that 
the way deaf children "reinvent" communication can be along the same lines as 
contact languages and can be partly explained as such a phenomenon. So this 
exploration in contact languages raises issues such as: What are the analogies 
between the deaf population and speakers/acquirers of contact languages? What are 
the characteristics of contact languages? Can we detect these in the language 
products of deaf writers? Does L2 production have contact language characteristics? 
If this is true then critical period is not so "critical" after all and deaf writers can 
escape the pathological profile and be looked at through the contact language profile. 
What is the relevance of contact languages, L2 learning and deafness? 
This takes us to another area explored in the second chapter, which is sign 
linguistics. This field of research is relatively new compared to linguistics of spoken 
languages and consequently has a great degree of debate. The researcher's intention 
is to present some description of sign language features because it will be suggested 
that sign language is one of the sources of errors in writing a L2. The issues that the 
second chapter explores: critical period, contact language characteristics and sign 
linguistics, are necessary to the present research, particularly to the discussion. Error 
analysis has encountered language features that can be attributed to all the above 
phenomena and explain their errors. 
The third area presented in relation to deafness is bilingualism, and this provides the 
theoretical framework of this research. Firstly in this chapter a brief introduction to 
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theories of bilingualism is presented and the recent perspective of deaf people as 
bilinguals is introduced. On these theories are based partly the arguments that 
underlie the need to apply bilingual education to deaf populations. However~ 
bilingual education, now more than ever is controversial as to the academic results it 
can attain. If bilingual education is under question for various hearing groups, why 
should we expect it would be facilitative for our deaf populations? For which 
populations, does bilingual education seem to work and how relevant are these 
populations to deaf populations? 
The third chapter therefore elaborates issues relevant to bilingual education such as 
teaching and assessing a L2. Exploring L2 teaching, provides us with ideas as to 
what extent L 1 is involved in L2 teaching. This is important for the present research 
as it tries to investigate exactly that: what is the effect of using sign language in 
teaching written language in the bilingual educational context for deaf students? 
Exploring the area of assessing L2 is also directly connected to this research as it has 
a direct bearing on the selection and categorisation of the sample participants. The 
exploration of the literature regarding the assessment of a L2 yielded the criteria that 
were used in the methodology in order to assess the skills of deaf students in written 
Greek: How were the language stages decided and which criteria define each of these 
stages? How were the assessors trained and how were the groups separated? What 
are the advantages and disadvantages of one method of assessment over another and 
particularly the assessment used in the present study i.e. teachers' interviews in 
collaboration with external assessment? 
The third chapter also investigates patterns of writing in bilinguals using L2. The 
focus of attention here is translation and direct -writing, the main activities of L2 
writing and the reason that are considered as tasks in the present research. Error 
analysis also features in this section, as this will provide evidence of the bilingual 
nature of deaf students' errors in their texts. It will also provide the methodology for 
a bilingual analysis of the texts, defining categories of errors depending on their 
possible source. Error analysis review deals with issues such as: When is an error an 
"error"? What categories of bilingual errors have been identified so far from the 
literature and which bilingual phenomena underlie them? Methodology and 
discussion draw much information on the literature review from this chapter. 
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The literature reVIew converges in the fourth chapter, which concerns deaf 
bilinguals' written narratives. The chapter reviews issues on deaf bilingualism and 
deaf writing. Deaf bilingualism has posed theoretical problems. As the sign language 
of the deaf child does not have a written form yet there seems to be a missing link 
with the acquisition of the written form of the L2. While considering these 
parameters this chapter also focuses on the educational approaches used for deaf 
students. The most recent practice is sign bilingual education, whose results are still 
to be determined. However there is research, which may be indicative of whether 
sign language involvement is facilitative of writing and to what extent. This 
particular issue is one area of investigation of this thesis. The other area is the 
different bilingual skills of deaf writers in both their languages: sign language and 
written language. In order to investigate this, the chapter explores sign language 
assessment. Assessment of sign language relates to questions such as: Are all deaf 
writers the same in terms of sign language skills? If not, how do we separate the 
groups? What sort of materials should be used and who should make the assessment? 
Recent research on deaf literacy coming from Greece is reviewed and we explain 
how the present research seeks to fill in some gaps and also complement the 
international research. By setting tasks, which reflect the basic situations of bilingual 
writing (translation and direct writing) and by considering the deaf writers' 
proficiency in both their languages, the present research hopes to capture the 
phenomenon in its true bilingual nature. The present research is the first to look at 
Greek deaf writers' profiles in a medium-scale popUlation and consider Greek Sign 
Language alongside written Greek in order to define these profiles. So, in the context 
of the fact that bilingual education is just about to be applied for the first time in 
Greece to deaf students, issues that this chapter and eventually this thesis raise, are as 
follows: 
• 
• 
• 
How can we evaluate the bilingual profile of Greek deaf students? 
What may be the consequences of using sign language material in education 
for literacy? 
Which aspects of writing does Greek sign language material, facilitate and 
which not? 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
In what ways is a translation task, which directly involves sign language, 
different from a direct composition task? 
Do groups with different bilingual experiences also approach writing tasks 
differently? 
What patterns of errors occur in deaf students written Greek and do these , 
change according to features of the stimulus material (Le. sign language or 
not)? 
Are error patterns attributable to subjects' bilingual influences, i.e. can they 
be explained with known bilingual phenomena such as language transfer, 
language generalisations, contact characteristics and so forth? 
The fourth chapter concludes with the research questions of the thesis and explains 
how they will be addressed in the research design. The research questions addressed 
by the present study are: 
a. What is the performance of deaf students with different bilingual skills on various 
levels of the writing (information level, organisation of story level and grammar 
level)? 
b. Can we influence the writing process by using different materials? 
c. Do deaf writers with different levels of bilingual skill make different use of sign 
language input? 
d. Do the patterns of errors change when we change stimulus material? 
In order to answer these questions the researcher has designed an experiment: 20 
deaf students in their last 2 years of high school education were separated in 3 
different groups according to their levels of performance in their two languages, 
Greek Sign Language (GSL) and written Greek. The different bilingual groups were 
given two different tasks to perform: a translation from GSL to written Greek and a 
direct composition from pictures to written Greek. Between-groups comparisons 
took place to answer the first research question; within-groups comparisons took 
place to answer the second and an interaction between bilingual groups and tasks 
took place in order to answer the third question (a more detailed research design is 
presented in Chapter 6 where the methodology of the research is described). The first 
three questions are of a quantitative nature and analysis in SPSS (a statistical 
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computer programme for social sciences) was used. The results are presented in 
Chapter 7. 
The fourth question is of a qualitative nature and aims to describe the patterns of 
errors that Greek deaf students produce in two different writing tasks. Error analysis 
has been applied based on a bilingual categorisation of errors and described in detail 
in Chapter 8. A discussion is presented and conclusions are drawn in Chapter 9. 
The following schematic representation of the literature review seeks to explain the 
interconnection of the three areas with which the first three chapters are concerned. 
The overlapping parts of each comprise the content of the fourth .chapter, which is 
the focus of this study. 
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1 WRITING 
The first chapter of this study will elaborate on the areas of writing relevant to 
deafness. The dependency of literacy on the conversational (oral) form and the 
course of writing development from oral-like texts to literate texts are relevant to the 
extent that sign language is basically used for conversational function. Most of the 
chapter will deal with the process of writing narratives, as this genre will provide the 
data for the present study. This exploration will provide the basis for text analysis 
and coding that were used to make measurements and obtain results. 
1.1 Orality and literacy 
Written and oral languages share the same code and purpose, which is to 
communicate a message. Literacy2, though, functions differently and therefore 
written and oral languages demonstrate different communicational needs. Written 
language has filled a gap which transcendent orality could not fill: the obsession of 
the human psyche for displacement. Although the biological priority of oral language 
is undisputed, no one denies the sociaVcultural priority of literacy. 
Historical evidence indicates that written language started as an accountancy code 
and was invented thousands of years after oral language was developed (Schmandt-
Besserat, 1992). So although oral and written language started differently, they came 
to each other's aid and interacted to such a degree that the complexity of oral 
language can be reflected in written language. Ong (1982) explains. that the 
relationship of the oral word to all its technological transformations (e.g. writing, 
print) is important because it shows that: 
2 The term "literacy" is used synonymously with that of "written language", as language, which is 
able to transfer its content through time and space. Oral language can be "literate" in the sense that it 
can display creative workings and treat language as a piece of art. Still these oral-literate 
characteristics are different from written-literate characteristics. Usually they maintain a concrete form 
because they are tightly connected with a function such as to pass on laws and information about the 
tribe which is important for the tribe's historical memory and cohesion through time (Ong, 1982). 
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" ... intelligence is relentlessly reflexive so that even the external tools that it 
uses to implement its workings become 'internalized', that is, part of its own 
reflexive process" (p. 81). 
This means that even if writing is based on oral language, it eventually takes a 
different form, which affects the way one thinks when writing. 
In lit:rate societies, there is a tendency to examine oral-written discourse along a 
continuum where conversational mode is at one end and formal written mode at the 
other (Silliman, Jimerson, & Wilkinson, 2000). The different characteristics of the 
two modes have been described extensively. In brief, the most quoted are: 
1. the dynamic, ephemeral behaviour of orality vs. the static, permanent object of 
writing, 
2. the continuous production of oral language vs. the segmentation of its constituent 
parts in writing. These discrete symbols are the counterparts of structural 
characteristics of oral language but prosody and non-linguistic features have no 
exact equivalent in writing, 
3. the dependency of oral language on context vs. the decontextualisation of written 
language. Oral language is multi-channelled, using all available paralinguistic 
means whereas written language is anchored by its code and can become more 
elaborated because it has to express all information via one dimension. 
Furthermore a natural oral conversation involves feedback and interchange 
among the interlocutors, unlike the production of writing, which is one-way and 
occurs other than for the purpose of interaction. 
(Ahlgren, 1992; Ong, 1982; Paul, 1998) 
In brief, written discourse has more complex grammar because it lacks a natural 
context and all the non-verbal communication features, which accompany written 
discourse. Complex syntax (e.g. subordinate clauses, passives, past and future tenses 
, 
indirect references with shifted deixis, etc.) are much more frequently used in 
writing. In stylistic terms, the lack of a common live context means that written 
discourse uses cohesion and coherence more explicitly, plus punctuation, italics and 
other printed special effects (Kaderavek & Sulzby, 2000; Singer, 1995). Oral 
discourse is always performed "live" and in the "here and now" (Marschark, Siple
s 
Lillo-Martin, Campbell, & Everhart, 1997; Ong, 1982; Singer, 1995). Present tense 
s 
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direct reference, short and simple sentences to aid memory, etc. are mostly used in 
face-to-face communication. In stylistic terms, the participatory nature of discourse 
allows for the use of prosody, facial expression, gestures and all sorts of visual and 
auditory special effects. Styles can be exchanged but the text appears contrived and 
artificial: written language with involvement is "oral-like" (e.g. a letter to a close 
friend) and oral language with detachment is "written-like" (e. g. a lecture), (Roberts 
& Street, 1997) 
Recent theories of literacy have challenged the view that print is a complicated 
version of oral discourse. Paul (1998) challenges this distinction with another aspect 
of language use, namely the content of the information. He argues that the form of 
the two modes may appear different but the information presented in an 
oraVconversational mode can be as complex and difficult as that captured in writing. 
On another note, Marchark, et. al (1997) say that the perceptual demands of literacy, 
especially reading, are not that great in comparison to the perceptual demands of 
understanding speech or sign: 
"when language is uttered and when it is perceived, it is evasive and fugitive 
requiring specifically tuned, fast-working mechanisms to grab its form before 
it disappears" (p. 129). 
On the other hand, written language, because of its permanent nature, allows the 
reader/writer to stay permanently on a spot or to "negotiate" the meaning over time. 
Perhaps future research on the semantics and pragmatics of language will reveal that 
the written and spoken modes share more characteristics than previously thought 
(Heydon, 1996). 
1.2 Theories on written language development 
Traditionally, theories of language were derived from written language. The source 
of this bias towards written language is twofold. Firstly, the high status of written 
and specifically literate language had led academics to believe that it represented the 
essence of human intellect among other creations and arts. Secondly and most 
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importantly, due to its physical permanence written language, unlike orallanguage~ 
could be studied. 
It is not surprising, therefore, that this situation was reversed in the middle of this 
century when technological progress made it possible to research the transcendent 
nature of oral language. Videos and tape recorders as well as speech processors 
~ 
image processors, computers, etc., helped scientists view oral language in an 
equivalent way to that which written language had been. Science could now analYse 
the smallest bits of oral language like prosody or pitch along with situational clues 
like paralinguistic features, gestures, etc. Great attention was also directed to 
children's language development and other studies such as the language training of 
primates' became fashionable. For most of the last century, language research 
became more interested in the primary form of pure language and not in its 
inventions. 
For this reason, writing has received relatively little recent attention and little thOUght 
has been spent on writing development and its different expressions (i.e. L2 writing~ 
writing of populations with deviant language, etc). Only recently the importance of 
the era of information literacy has brought literacy in general -and writing in 
particular- into the spotlight. "Information literacy" is a new term for what is going 
to be the definition of literacy (see Information literacy standards, 2001). There are 
few models of writing development; these will be presented briefly in this section. 
There are even fewer models of L2 writing and a great gap in what happens in deaf 
writing. 
The ability to read and write is one of the most complex skills that humans haVe 
developed. Although it seems that reading and writing are a natural extension of oral 
language, nevertheless they function independently. One needs only to think of the 
development of the two systems: literacy is acquired relatively late in childhOOd 
~ 
sometimes with difficulty. In addition it demands metalinguistic skills, that is, the 
ability to dissociate the content of language from its form. By contrast, the oral fonn 
of a language is acquired in a natural way, very early in childhood, in a condensed 
way, and does not seem to be as directly related to cognitive abilities, as literacy 
seems to be. 
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Literacy development refers to text-based literacy skills: reading and writing. From 
the two dimensions of literacy, writing is interesting to investigate, because it shows 
what kind of processes the writers use to create a text. This allows for analysing the 
breakdowns or inadequacies of the process in use (Francis, 1999; Yoshinaga-Itano & 
Downey, 1996). Writing comprises expressive (e.g. composition) and productive 
(e.g. translation) language skills and both of them will be dealt with in the present 
study. 
As stated above, there are only a few models available for describing the 
development of writing. The three prevailing theories will be presented briefly. The 
first (Breiter, 1980) explains writing development in terms of cognitive development. 
The other two (Kroll, 1981; Perera, 1984) have a common rationale based on how 
the initially merged productive language systems of speaking and writing, become 
gradually independent (see Silliman et aI., 2000; Singer, 1995). 
Breiter's model (1980): This model comprises five stages: 
1. associative writing where the written text suits the writer rather than the reader. 
Thoughts are written down in the way they come to mind; 
2. performative writing where the effort for the task is more focused on monitoring 
technical skills than worrying about the coherence of the text; 
3. communicative writing where an attempt is made to adjust the content of the text 
produced to the reader's knowledge about the subject; 
4. unified writing where the writer is aware not only of the existence of an audience 
but also "transfers" himself from a writer's to a reader's perspective. This allows him 
to reflect on his own text and 
5. epistemic writing where the written text is used for developing thoughts and not 
just for expressing them. 
Kroll's model (1981): In this model the child's first acquaintance with writing 
happens in the phase of preparation where most of the effort is consumed in learning 
the technical aspects of handwriting. Speaking and writing are separate during this 
phase (nursery age). The second phase is that of consolidation where speech is 
written down and the properties of the one mode influence skills in the other (age 6-7 
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years). Differentiation of written and spoken language is the third phase. That is 
when writing becomes literate in form and style and decontextualised in nature while 
speaking remains situational and context dependent. Children understand that writing 
and speech are two different codes where writing lacks the prosodic and 
paralinguistic characteristics of speech and has therefore the commitment of 
rendering "what is meant" instead of "what is said" (age 9-10 years). The last phase 
of Kroll's model is integration where styles and structures from each mode can be 
interchanged creatively. 
Perera's model (t 984): In this model there is a continuum in writing development. 
Development proceeds from using structures of speech in writing (e.g. slang) 
towards using structures more commonly found in writing (e.g. passives). The degree 
of the text's "self-sufficiency" shows the stage of development. 
In all of the above models there is a common ground in that, gradually, written texts 
become independent of speech and decontextualised in nature. Speech, or the 
conversational context of communication, has helped to foster the knowledge that 
writing is just another means of expression and communication. When a child is 
exposed to both the conversational form and the written form of the same language 
slbe gradually comes to understand that the rules underlying the two systems are not 
the same. Writing can be more interpretive, less spontaneous and is not constrained 
by the time pressure of the production of a message, which is not the case for speech 
or signing. The implication for deaf students' writing can be the following: sinCe 
signing lacks literacy and the conversational form of the language they learn to Write 
in is blocked, their texts are less likely to take on literate features and will remain 
close to the conversational form of their best manageable language. In that sense 
~ 
deaf people when developing literacy skills may have similar experiences to other 
oral cultures. 
Cohesion differences and decontextualisation are perhaps the features which best 
sum up the different characteristics of speech and writing make discourse in each 
"feel" different. Indeed research on literacy development has proved that as children 
develop, their writing becomes more literate and decontextualised through the use Of 
low-frequency words, use of cohesion ties, etc. (Singer, 1995). 
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Other research based on the premise that oral and written languages are distinct but 
closely related, has shown that children as young as preschool, in literate tasks such 
as emergent storybook reading, show more sensitivity to the characteristics of written 
language than to oral narratives (Kaderavek & Sulzby, 2000). More precisely 
preschool children tested in oral narratives and literate narratives (that is, retelling of 
a familiar storybook) used more characteristics of written language in the storybook 
task than in the oral one. This is indicative that not only are the written and spoken 
mode different, but also that very young children are sensitive to these differences. 
This sensitivity naturally emerges when children's attention is directed to genre 
differences, which is not a natural activity but a deliberate one (Le. the adult prompts 
the child "to come and read a story from a book"). Even when the child is too young 
to read, s/he is able to engage in literate-introductory activities such as holding the 
book wide open, turning pages from left to right, eye gaze moving from left to right 
and top to bottom. Emergent literacy has been claimed to be the precursor of literacy 
development and its presence or absence can affect academic success (Kaderavek & 
Sulzby, 2000). However emergent literacy may also be another source of deaf 
people's literacy problem. Since most families of deaf individuals are hearing they 
cannot provide a shared context meaningful to the child. On the other hand, even in 
deaf families, much will depend on the level of parents' literacy skills. 
1.3 Written discourse: the case of narratives 
Discourse m general means language in use. There are a number of forms of 
discourse: media discourse, literary discourse, everyday discourse, academic 
discourse, are just a few. Almost all are characterised from distinct similarities in 
language formation sometimes to the point of a ritual (e.g. "dear ... " marks the 
beginning ofletters, "once upon a time ... " is only found in narratives, and so on). 
Genres of discourse refer to the variety of content. Differences in genres promote 
differentiation in language use (Kamberelis, 1999). For example, diaries and legal 
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documents differ in that they are produced and consumed in different contexts: the 
first is individualistic and the second is collective. "Written language" therefore is 
not the issue but rather the context in which the text is generated. Kamberelis 
explains that current theories on writing draw attention not to writing but to the 
people, institutions, rhetorical situations and social contexts from which the texts 
were generated. Literacy learning therefore comes to involve analysing the 
regularities and conventionalities of genres as well as their violations. 
Different genres include texts of narratives, expository texts, argumentative texts 
, 
scientific reports, poetry etc. The present research investigates the genre of narrative 
and an analysis of its discourse will be presented. 
1.3.1 Why study narratives? 
Recent research on writing development has concentrated on the analysis of 
narratives as an alternative to the analysis of isolated sentences (Shrubshall, 1997-
, 
Silliman et at, 2000). An analysis of narratives can be qualitative, as it can reveal the 
tactics children of different ages use to plan the theme (what do I want to talk about? 
what message do I want to convey?), organise the pieces of a story (events in 
chronological order, flash-backs, etc.), produce a meaningful narrative (connecting 
the words into sentences and sentences into text) and eventually to reflect on the text 
as a "reader" and repair the faults (Singer, 1995). Narrative ability seems also to be, a 
reliable predictor of school success (Kaderavek & Sulzby, 2000; Speece, Roth 
, 
Cooper, & de la Paz, 1999). 
However there are a number of reasons why narrative is a preferable genre to 
investigate. The most important is its ecological validity in the evaluation of 
language and cognitive skills. The ecological validity is obvious if one thinks that 
narratives occur naturally in various settings. They are an important part of everyday 
life as well as part of all cultures' creations i.e. narratives as creations and behaviours 
seem to be universal (Fey, Catts, & Proctor-Williams, 2001). 
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Another reason for investigating narrative ability is that it is part of academic 
practice. Narrative production can provide assessment for language form, content 
and use. Narratives can therefore provide valuable information to indicate which 
areas need support because of two things. First, their developmental course: children 
display a sequence of story development matched to their cognitive development 
(Grove & Tucker, 2002). A narrative assessment can thus provide us with 
information on where a student should be according to his development. Second their 
holistic value: narratives can reveal deficiencies in both language comprehension and 
language production such as language form and content in unification, cohesion and 
coherence. 
Narratives can even provide the material of support for possible academic 
disadvantages and be used as a teaching tool because of: 
1. Their direct connection to experience: children understand that narratives are 
like predictable sequences of events that occur in real life. This makes 
narratives salient which further facilitates their acquisition. 
2. Their non-academic nature: expanding from traditional folk stories, fairy tales 
and simple scripts for children to science fiction for adults and most 
importantly to the "banal narratives of every day conversation". Labov (1997) 
explains that "narratives are privileged forms of discourse which playa· 
central role in almost every conversation". He goes on to claim that "narrative 
is the prototype, perhaps the only example of a well formed speech event 
with a beginning, a middle, and an end". 
This "prototypical" nature of the narrative can also be inferred from 
comparative studies of writing genres in young writers such as that of 
Kamberelis (1999). He studied the written narratives, reports and poems of 
fifty-four kindergarten, first and second graders. His findings revealed young 
writers' sensitivity to genre production. More specifically he found that the 
children had greater knowledge of narrative structure than any of the other 
genres. Also there was evidence that written reports and poems developed as 
hybrids based on narratives as primary forms and that these hybrids occurred 
in reports and poems rather than narratives, meaning that children 
overgeneralised narratives but not reports and poems. 
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Another indication of narratives' non-academic nature is that unlike other 
academic genres such as scientific reports or argumentative texts, narratives 
/ 
are not ~reoccupied with credibility. Narratives are there to report something 
-not necessarily truthful or important- in a structured way. We will later see 
that this "way" is temporaVlinear sequenced and is a structure inherent to 
narratives. 
All the above provide a rationale for the use of the genre of narratives as a teaChing 
tool as well as a supportive tool to academic skills, as most children come to schOol 
with a wide experience of narrative structure. Narrative genre can introduce the idea 
of structure in other genres that follow academically. Also, as narratives are a mode 
of representing experience they can become an excellent tool to support social 
identity and interaction. 
Research has also investigated the role of narratives as an alternative and 
augmentative means of communication in children with learning difficulties. Grove 
(2002) used narrative training with a group of six learning disabled students in order 
to develop their skills of telling and listening to stories as well as to develop their 
social skills. She reported that after the training they displayed better attention and 
listening and made more proper use of language. Their social skills were also 
facilitated as a result of participating in retelling groups. Nevertheless, they found it 
hard to acknowledge the audience, express evaluations for the story and most 
importantly. tell stories independently, which is important for writing. On another 
occasion, Grove & Tucker's (2?02) research of intellectually impaired children's 
narratives in manual signs note that "sharing storytelling may provide effective 
models of what information needs to be included and ways of engaging and 
maintaining listener's attention" (p. 32). 
Teachers and educators do not usually include writing narratives as augmentatiVe 
material to academic failure. This may be because little research has been done on 
what writing narratives, can offer as a support tool. However, the little r~search that 
has been carried out indicates the facilitative effects of incorporating written 
narratives as such a material. For example, Silliman et al.'s (2000) case stUdy 
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investigation into the persuasive text of a 4th grader, presents a list of reasons why 
writing narratives is a useful tool: 
a. Writing requires but also enhances phonological awareness, which underlies 
literacy success. 
b. Training in writing influences discourse, semantic and syntactic knowledge, just 
as training in spelling leads to better phonemic awareness and training in sight 
word recognition improves reading. 
c. Students can develop their own voices and styles of writing. 
d. Writing can be used to develop the awareness of an audience, which needs to be 
guided towards the meaning of the text. 
Also, Singer's study (1995) on kindergarten children's developmental route in 
cohesion of their text, suggested that writing can be used as a tool along with oral 
language and reading activities. This can be done in order to familiarise students with 
the specifics of oral language (high frequency structures) as opposed to printed 
language (low frequency structures) and thus promote print literacy. In brief, 
narrative discourse can bridge orality and literacy and make the transfer smooth and 
natural. 
1.3.2 Narrative analysis 
Narratives as a genre have been investigated for a long time and by different 
disciplines. Their presence in the lives of all known cultures and their different 
functions, from every day interaction to literature have attracted the attention of 
psychologists, anthropologists, linguists, and educators. Narratives are generally 
believed to have a structure, which can be applied cross-culturally as well as 
developmentally. The exact higher-order structure along with the terminology is yet 
to be agreed. Also the degree that narratives are culturally determined has been 
challenged. The prevailing theories of narrative analysis are now presented. 
First, narratives are considered mental representations of schemas. Schemas (or 
scripts) are familiar events that are derived from prior experience and knowledge of 
the world. These are present from the beginning and throughout a person's life, and 
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are highly patterned. For example if somebody says that s/he went to a party, the 
"script" will predict that this person experien~ed a situation where people gather 
together, eat food or drink, listen to music etc. People also draw much information 
from schemas such as the assumption of having fun in a party or the assumption of 
experiencing pain after a visit to the dentist. Schemas therefore -and by' extension 
narratives- have a psychological and cognitive perspective, which seeks to explain 
the world by organising our knowledge, predicting and helping memory. They point 
to probabilities and they exclude others (Chau-Hu, 2000; Eaton, Collis, & Lewis 
. . 
1999). 
This is probably as far as the cross-cultural commonalty of schemas goes. Experience 
behind them, is influenced by cultural differences and people's routines so the 
information is culturally specific. Nevertheless, narratives can be considered to have 
a common psychological perspective and structure (DiPardo, 1989; Kamberelis 
• 
1999). The description of this structure comprises the macrostructure analysis and 
different patterns have emerged from various scholars, which will be presented 
below. 
1.3.2.1 The content of narratives 
Narratives are well-organised episodic structures. This means that narratives are seen 
as the temporal sequence of the protagonists' behaviour towards goals. Narratives 
unfold logically and, to a great extent, predictably. Stein & Glenn's (1979) story 
grammar structure best captures the notion of narratives as sequences of information 
(Schneider, 1996; Stein & Glenn, 1979), containing the following elements: 
a. a setting, where the time and place of events and the protagonists with their' 
behaviours are introduced 
b. an initiating event, where a problematic situation arises for the story or the 
protagonist 
c. the internal response, ofthe protagonist towards the initiating event 
d. an attempt, which describes the protagonist's actions to solve the problem 
e. a consequence in which the protagonist's attempt comes to an end 
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f. a reaction which is the response ofthe protagonist to the consequence 
The above elements are connected to each other with various relations such as 
conditional, causal or temporal and there is a developmental embedding of the one 
element into the other (i.e. children gradually produce stories with all these elements 
linked together efficiently). It must be highlighted here that Stein & Glen have also 
accounted for another two elements, namely judgements and appendages. Judgments 
are statements of the narrator's comments about the events and appendages are 
summaries of introductions or conclusions. This structure - the story grammar 
structure- and its tenninology is one of the most frequently quoted in narrative 
theories along with Labov's high point analysis of narratives (Peterson & McCabe, 
1983; Stein & Glenn, 1979). 
In Labov's high point analysis, the narratives operate on two levels: that of reference 
(what happened) and that of evaluation (attitude of the narrator about the events). 
Narratives can have the following elements: 
a. an abstract which summarises the events of the narration 
b. an orientation which sets the time place and characters of the stories as well 
as their initial behaviour 
c. complicating actions which is the sequence of the actions the characters are 
involved with and includes the high point of the story 
d. evaluation which is comments, highlights and elaborations on why specific 
events are important to the story 
e. resolution the events which follow the high point and resolve the crisis 
f. coda which sums up the narrative and returns it to the time of speaking 
(Labov, 1997) 
The abstract and the codas are not compulsory in a narrative. Also the evaluation 
does not occur at a specific point in narration but can be present during all elements. 
It usually accumulates around the high points of the story, which are the points where 
the action accumulates. 
From the above, we can see that the two approaches are similar in many of their 
elements. The difference is the importance attached to the evaluation by high point 
analysis and the importance attached to generic infonnation by story grammar. This 
difference could be due to the different epistemic backgrounds of their proponents. 
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Story grammar has a more cognitive basis and is usually applied to fictional stories. 
High point analysis has a sociolinguistic basis and is usually more appropriate for 
narratives of personal experience (Grove, 2002). However, both deal with the same 
data (the first in a more decontextualised, academic context; the second in a 
contextualised, raw material context) and are more concerned with the content of the 
story (Le. the type of information and the order this comes) rather than the fonn of 
expression. 
1.3.2.2 The organisation of narrative content 
A third prevailing theory of narrative analysis differs in the sense that it attempts to 
account for the relationship of form to content. This theory is known as dependency 
analysis and examines stories by focussing on their grammatical form. Dependency 
analysis is connected to generative grammar, where surface forms are linked to deep 
stmctures and various transformations interrelate these structures (Peterson & 
McCabe, 1983). 
The specifics of this analysis are beyond the scope of the present thesis, but the 
predominant feature of dependency analysis is that it views discourse as a hierarchy. 
It first detects the most important proposition, which organises the text and then 
determines whether the prepositions around it are subordinated or co-ordinated. The 
degree of subordination or co-ordination is important because it is assumed that the 
more subordination and the deeper the hierarchy, the more sophisticated is the story. 
Peterson & McCabe (1983) have analysed extensively the rationale behind this 
theory and the following illustrative example comes from them (page 11): . 
"There is an old hermit named Thomas, who follows Thoreau in believing 
that most luxuries are not indispensable ,and in fact are even hindrances to the 
elevation of mankind". 
This is broken down as: 
1. There is a hermit 
1.1. old (hermit) 
1.2. (hermit) named Thomas, 
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1.3 (hermit) who follows Thoreau in believing that most luxuries are 
(two things) 
1.3.1 not indispensable and 
1.3.2 are hindrances to the elevation of mankind 
1.3.2.1 in fact 
1.3.2. 2 even 
The hierarchy could be shown in tree diagrams as follows: 
Figure 1-1: Example of dependency analysis 
1 
/ I '" 1.1 1.2 1.3 
/'" 
1.3.1 1.3.2 
1.3.2.1 1.3.2.2 
The idea of the text being organised in hierarchically arranged propositions heavily 
dependent on their syntax as well as their content, has been entertained by a number 
of scholars (Langer, 1986; Mann & Thompson, 1988; O'Donnell, 2002; Torrance, 
2002). Rhetorical structure theory (RST) explores the deep text generation process, 
and in order to identify semantic categories, relies on grammatical clues. Long lists 
of semantic categories have been developed to determine the deep structures. For 
example Mann & Thompson's (1988) as well as O'Donnell's (2002) include the 
following categories: 
Antithesis Condition Event-time Description 
Background Conjunction Joint Purpose 
Cause Co-occurrence Summary Result 
Comment Elaboration Spatial location Sequence 
Comparison Evaluation Manner 
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Examples of text analysis based on RST taken from O'Donnell's RSTTool, a 
computer program designed for text processing (O'Donnell, 2002). are indicative of 
the semantic orientation of the propositions (Figure 1-2) and also of the grammatical 
influence on content (Figure 1-3): 
Figure 1-2: Rhetorical structure theory: example of text analysis based on the 
semantic content of propositions 
Two old men 
slttllng talking In a 
retirement home. 
1-4 
2·3 
~_-:-,,~~:-s_e-:-Lquem 
One asks, "How's The other replies 
your memory?- "No problem at 
all, touch wood", 
as he 
knocks on the 
oak table. 
Two minutes go 
by, and he says 
"Isn, anyone 
going to get that 
doorl" 
J?igurc 1-3: Rhetorical structure theory: example of text analysis based on the 
semantic contcnt of propositions as revealed from grammar 
3-6 
____________________ ~~~~-o-n~jUn-c-tio----~--------------------------
J-4 5-6 
_______ ...:::==:;...c_o_o_c_curre~1 k cau_se_::-:>...,:""""""";::,,,,, __ _ 
When he took It It was as heavy and he was going because he 
up as lead to throw it away, thought a trick 
had been played 
upon him. 
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A more applied text organisation analysis comes from Langer (1986). Her approach 
-on which the present research has relied- is a combination of dependency analysis 
and RST and has been applied to children's writings. Her intention was to capture the 
"differences in language use [which] are usually accompanied by differences in the 
range of language structures" (p. 35). Langer has developed tree diagrams, which 
capture the semantic relationships between propositions or content units, as she calls 
them. The tree diagrams are basically the rhetorical structure of the story. Again, we 
witness a reliance on grammar in order to account for "content units". 
In summary, the trees are organised in levels of content hierarchy. The top-most level 
is the rhetorical pattern of a story, which is always a Sequence (Le. episodes or 
events ordered by temporal sequence). The whole narrative then is subordinated 
under the Sequence and can undergo various levels of elaboration (Level 2, Level 3, 
etc.). At the lower levels there is a list of rhetorical predicates that can appear: 
1. Events (e.g. an action taking place) 
2. Descriptions (e.g. elaborations of manner, attribution, setting) 
3. Evaluations (e.g. narrator's opinion or comment) 
4. Adversatives (e.g. two alternatives one more favoured than the other) 
5. Explanations (e.g. causal antecedents which explain the main idea and 
require explicit causal marker) 
6. Evidence (e.g. support of an argument) 
7. Collection (i.e. a list of identical events) 
8. Cause and Consequence (i.e. the cause and the effect of an action), 
9. various kinds of Responses (Le. Question-Answer, Remark-Reply and III 
general dialogues, monologues, and inner thoughts). 
The above is similar to the RST mentioned previously. The difference is that 
Langer's list is adapted to simple written products while RST accounts for elaborated 
texts. 
An example of how a narrative is organised via tree diagrams is the following story 
written by a child, aged 8 years (see Langer, 1986, p. 55)3: 
3 Spelling of story is that of the original text 
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"lOne daY a little girl went to sChool. 2 When she got ther she was scared. 3 
She did not I<now what to do. -I Then she went to her desl<. 5 She was In 
firSt grade. 6 Then She felt IIl<e crying. 7 But then she did not. 8 At reacse 
there were lOtS Of I<lds. 9 A little girl Came up to her. 10 The little girl sead 
wath Is your name7 11 "MY name Is Carrie. 12 What Is your name. 13 Marry. 14 
Marry will yoU PlaY With me7 15 yes. 16 Thanl< you. 17 So they Start Playing. 18 
Carrie had lotS Of fun. The end." 
The tree diagram of the above story is shown in Figure 1-4: 
Figure 1-4: Tree diagram of a story according to Langer (1986) 
Level 11 
Level 111 
Level IV 
Level V 
Sequence· 
------------- ------------
Ev.Ev. Ev.Ev. Ev.Ev.Ev... Resp.Resp Resp. Ev. 
I 146 7 8 9 
I I 
Dese Desc 
3 5 
17 
I 
QA QA QA Dese 
10 II 1113 1415 18 
I 
Resp 
~ 
Rem Rep I 
16 
• (Ev. == event, Desc. == description, Resp. = response, Q. A. = question & 
. answer, Rem. == remark) 
The advantage of the tree diagrams is, according to Langer: 
" ... [that they] highlight a number of aspects of children's emerging control 
over structure. In comparing one tree diagram to another, the overall depth of 
the tree is a measure of the amount of rhetorical structure imposed upon the 
content. For a text of a given length, the deeper the structure the more tightly 
focused it is likely to be. Another aspect of structure is captured by looking at 
the level that contains the greatest number of nodes. The deeper this level, the 
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more tightly the body of the text is likely to be framed by superordinate 
information. Alternatively one can examine the degree of superordination by 
looking at individual nodes, and calculating how many are more deeply 
linked (superordinate to two or more lower-level nodes), shallowly linked 
(superordinate to a single node), or unlinked" (p. 38). 
After reviewing these theories of narrative analysis we can see that the boundaries 
between content and form are intertwined. Therefore a study on narratives should not 
only account for the surface text but also for the thoughts and process that took place. 
All the above point to two major issues in narrative analysis: the content/information 
of the story and the way this information is structured. 
1.3.2.3 Detecting and measuring meaning via grammar: coherence & cohesion and 
text evaluation 
Although the distinction between content and language form exists, it is a blurred 
one. Sometimes the grammatical features of a narrative are used to determine its 
content, propositions and also its structure. This is most evident in the coherence & 
cohesion theories but also in Labov's evaluation element (see 1.3.2.1), which 
differentiates the content of a story into two different types: descriptions and 
evaluations. 
Cohesion and coherence are examined with multiple features. Grabe (quoted by 
Chiang, 1999) explains these terms as follows: 
"Cohesion is the means available in the surface forms of the text, to signal 
relations that hold between sentences or clausal units in the text, it is the 
surface manifestation of the underlying relations that bind a text. Coherence, 
as a theoretical construct in text structure, refers to the underlying relations 
that hold between assertions (or propositions) and how they contribute to the 
overall discourse theme (or macro-structure). Much as cohesion represents 
the formal features of text beyond the limits of the sentence, so also does 
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coherence represent the semantic relations of text beyond the level of the 
scntence" (p.223). 
Coherence is almost identical to rhetorical structure theories as both refer to the 
semantic continuity of the text. Coherence can be achieved via verbal means (Le. 
cohesion) and non-verbal means (Le. inferences about the recipient's existing 
knowledge). Verbal means can be: 
a. repetition of key words or use of synonyms, 
b. reference by proper use of pronouns, 
c. use of transitional words or connectives of semantic categories such as 
addition (and, too, again), comparison (but, yet, although), proof (because 
, 
obviously, evidently), deixis (later, over, under), sequence (next, then), 
d. use of sentence devices such as parallelism (iconicity, chiasmus) and 
ellipsis. 
(Abadiano, 1997; Chiang, 1999; Halliday & Hasan, 1976; Kamberelis, 1999). 
Non-verbal means refers to the common sense on which the narrator can draw 
assumptions of different degrees. This common sense is plainly the scripts Or 
schemas activated and the prior knowledge about the world (see 1.3.2). 
Cohesion, on the other hand, consists of features that tie sentences together and link. 
di fferent sentences to each other. These features vary among the theorists in 
tcnninology but not in reality. For example according to Halliday and Hasan (1976), 
cohesion involves four main areas: reference, ellipsis, conjunction and lexical 
cohesion. For Singer (1995), cohesion could be analysed through the study of 
reference usc, substitution and conjunction fonns. Chiang (1999) elaborates cohesion 
as 
• expressions of equivalence (e.g. repetition of vocabulary, paraphrase), 
• proper use of cleixis, 
• lise of junction words for interconnecting and intraconnecting sentences, e.g. 
coordinating conjunctions (and, or, but), subordinating conjunctions (that, when 
, 
because, because 01), 
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• punctuation use, which helps sentences retain a degree of compactness and 
efficiency and functions to separate ideas and dramatise the plot (e.g. question 
marks, exclamation marks, fullstops, commas) 
As we can see, coherence and cohesion are strongly connected and even overlap. 
However, they are always studied in parallel, simply because there is some degree of 
independence: one can have coherence without cohesion and vice versa. One actually 
could have all combinations. For example: 
1. Coherent - Cohesive 
Mary is looking for a new flat. She does so because her wedding will be in a 
month. 
2. Coherent - Incohesive 
Mary is looking for a new flat. The wedding will be in a month. 
3. Incoherent - Cohesive 
Mary is looking for a new flat. She was the biggest ship that has ever 
travelled the seas. 
4. Incoherent - Incohesive 
Mary is looking for a new flat. The capital of Greece is Athens. 
We acknowledge that coherence is necessary to make meaning and cohesion is not 
(only 1 and 2 from the above are acceptable). When cohesion is missing, the text 
relies on strong assumptions about the recipient's knowledge, which is only possible 
when the two interlocutors have a shared context. Writing is usually not a shared 
context and the writer should make the least possible assumptions about the reader's 
knowledge. 
Another perspective of text cohesion, which adds to the above, is found in Silliman, 
et.al. (2000) and Kaderavek & Sulzby (2000). The first author, comments on the 
importance of audience differentiation and syntactic differentiation. Audience 
differentiation is a mechanism expressing the private state of the characters in a 
story: their wills, opinions, attitudes, and the capability of the writer to engage the 
reader in the different character perspectives. The construction of dialogue in a story 
or the expression of an internal monologue -that is, character voices and character 
thoughts- is the demonstration of such a mechanism. Syntactic differentiation refers 
to handling coordinating and subordinating ideas of the text. This mechanism is 
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heavily reliant upon the use of connectives, which, according to the authors, 
contribute to the cohesion of meaning. Connectives link semantic information across 
the text. The way they are used is instrumental to the interpretation of the text. 
Kadcravek & Sulzby (2000) also discuss character identification through the use of 
pronouns, the verb tense system, the use of reported speech with dialogue carriers 
and again the use of connectors. 
Labov's IIarrative analysis, which is based on distinguishing the narrative 
information into lacts and evaluations, can also be accessed via grammar. Eaton 
, 
Collis & Lewis (1999) investigated evaluations in children's narratives according to 
high point analysis. They used grammatical cues to justify the evaluations. 
Evaluative clauses were those, which contained reference to emotion, either the 
narrator's, or the characters' (e.g. "happy", "sad"), explanations or comments (e.g. 
"bcca\\sc", "so", "ought"), uncertainty (e.g. "might", "probably"), and animation 
(e.g. characters' reported speech). These clauses contrasted from those that deSCribed 
facts. Peterson & McCabe (1983), analysing Labov's high point analysis, presented a 
clear distinction between action and evaluation, which is "statements or words that 
tell the reader what to think about a person, place, thing, event or the entire 
experience" (p. 32) [my italics]. 
As a last note on grammar and the semantic content of narratives we should highlight 
the fact that oral and written narratives have different ways of manifesting their plot 
coherently and can be equally complicated, each for different reasons. Oral 
narratives, because of their transient nature, have to use mechanisms, which aid 
memory, one of which is repetition or paraphrase. Another mechanism is starting 
from the middle of the events and expanding in circles (known as "in medias res"). 
The "topic marker" best describes this mechanism either at a sentence or narrative 
level (Ong, 1982). Written narratives, on the other hand, offer the "going backwards 
and forwards" mechanism because of the physical presence ofthe text. Stories can be 
narrated in a linear order without the fear that the audience will lose track of the 
events. 
The above issue is connected with deaf literacy development, as to how the user of a 
language without literacy masters the mechanisms of narration in writing. As already 
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described, in writing development a shift from oral to literate language takes place. It 
is interesting to investigate how this shift has developed in deaf writers. 
1.3.2.4 Segmenting narratives and measuring narrative complexity 
In order to understand the powers that link the story together, narratives can be 
segmented into more basic units. Researchers have proposed different kinds of text 
segmentation. This is not because of a disagreement on theoretical grounds. 
Segmentation depends on what each researcher wants to look at. For example, 
different rules apply for oral narratives where pause and intonation are used, whereas 
in written narratives punctuation is used. These rules do not come without 
difficulties: in oral narratives, stories can become too long, complex and utterances 
overlap. On the other hand in writing, punctuation can be difficult to manipulate 
correctly, especially for young children, and is not always indicative of the intended 
segmentation. 
Two of the most typical ways of segmenting a narrative, which have been more or 
less established in research are: C-Units and T -Units. The first stands for 
Communication Unit and the second for Terminable Unit and both are similar 
techniques of segmentation (Scott, 1988). C-Unit segmentation is more popular with 
segmenting oral stories and T -Unit is more popular with written ones. T -Unit 
segmentation has been adopted more broadly although only as a convention. Both are 
defined as the main clause plus all subordinate to it clauses or non-clausal structures 
(Ferris & Politzer, 1981; Scott, 1988; Silliman et at, 2000). 
However even if the T-Unit or C-Unit are considered to be the minimal segments of 
a meaningful piece of language or thought, it is the clause that is the building block 
of this piece. The clause is defined primarily by its verb and the explicit or implicit 
subject (see Clauses: the essential building-blocks, n.d.). The inter-clausal and intra-
clausal bonds help teachers and linguists determine language development and 
complexity and many indexes based on these grammatical features have been 
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standardised and used as criteria for language skills (Kamberelis, 1999; Polio, 2001; 
Scott, 1988). 
Subordination and coordination are the most frequent indexes used to measure 
language complexity, along with other measurements such as: 
Lexical Diversity 
number of words in text (length oftext) 
number of adjectives 
free modifiers 
sentence adverbials 
Grammatical Complexity 
mean length per T -Unit (MLTU) which is the equivalent of the MLU 
(mean length per utterance, a classic measurement of children's 
language) 
number of words per T -units 
number of words per clause 
subordination index (main and embedded clauses especially relative 
clauses) 
coordination index (main clauses conjoined especially clauses other 
than "and") 
passives 
stylistic word order variation 
number of clauses per T -unit 
a range oftense and modal usage 
Cohesion Analysis 
use of cohesive markers (categorised by type) 
complete ties versus incomplete or erroneous ties 
(Grabe & Kaplan, 1996; Polio, 2001). 
It must be noted here that, despite the numerous measurements, there is no real 
evidence that "syntactic complexity" necessarily defines a good piece of writing. 
Evcn Halliday & lIasan (1976: p. 229) admit that "it is the underlying semantic 
relation that actually has the cohesive power" rather than the particular grammatical 
devices employed. 
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Regarding clauses, there are two situations where the segmentation proposed is not 
based on the classic idea of units and clauses. Firstly, Labov (see Peterson & 
McCabe, 1983) has talked about restricted clauses and free clauses that make up a 
narrative. The first define the timeline of the story and come in strict order and the 
second are not time-dependent. This approach is more about the content of the 
clauses and depends on the temporal sequences of events. Nevertheless, grammar is 
also affected as, for example, subordinate clauses cannot count as narrative clauses 
because they do not affect the timeline of the events. 
Secondly the building blocks of narratives according to dependency analysis, are the 
''propositions'' as opposed to the clauses, which again are more dependent on 
semantics. These are not dependent on a verb but on the verb of the most dominant 
proposition. For example, the phrase "We went to the Aegean and Ionian islands" 
breaks down into the following propositions: 
"We went to the Aegean and Ionian islands" - 1. We went to (two things) 
- 1.1 The Aegean islands 
- 1.2. The Ionian islands. 
The type of segmentation and all the above language measurements assume a well-
formed, well-organised text with relatively good language use. What happens, 
though, when the language used is atypical? Atypical language4 is not an unusual 
situation: young children's talk, bilingual people's language, language of people with 
leaming difficulties, are forms of language frequently studied. Although a method of 
segmentation of atypical language needs to be developed and agreed upon by 
language researchers, it seems that the more atypical the language, the smaller the 
segments should be in order to analyse it. Sometimes the segments are even smaller 
than a clause, reduced to a single noun which describes a situation or an implicit verb 
(for an example of deviant language segmentation, see Grove & Tucker, 2002). The 
methodological problems and gaps that atypical language investigation faces are 
relevant to the present research, which considers the written language of deaf 
children whose language is atypical. 
4 Here "atypical language" is used in absolute terms as non-standard, not-well-formed language 
prod~ctio~ as opposed to well-fonned language (i.e. the language of a monolingual adult without 
leammg dIfficulties). Atypical language can be very typical in their reduced relative contexts, i.e. 
young children's talk is typical of young children. 
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1.4 Summary o!"Writing" 
This chapter has explored various aspects of writing that are relevant to this study. 
Firstly, the relationship of orality and literacy was addressed because sign languages 
lack a written form. We return to this fact in the discussion of results as it may 
explain to a certain extent some of the language products of deaf writers. The 
developmental and cognitive process of writing was discussed to show how different 
written language is from oraVsigned languages in their communicative mode. 
Written language may depend on spoken language, however the link is not a direct 
one and the production process may be qualitatively different. The central parts of 
the chapter deal with the genre of narratives. Content/discourse analysis theories 
~ 
organisation theories, grammar and segmentation techniques were explored. These 
provide the crucial context for methods of analysing texts. 
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2 DEAFNESS AND LANGUAGE 
As most deaf children come from hearing families, deafuess is connected with 
prevailing theories on critical period (due to late acquisition) and contact languages5 
(due to rediscovery of language). This chapter will review the literature on these 
related areas and their effect on the language patterns of deaf people. The chapter 
will also explore sign language vs. spoken language typology. This is important 
because clarifications on what is modality specific and what is not, need to be made. 
The chapter will also explore sign language vs. spoken language typology for the 
same reason. Also, sign linguistics is essential for the error analysis of the written 
narratives that will follow. Language transfer causes many of the errors, and 
description of sign linguistics may show how these errors may look like in writing. 
2.1 Critical period debate 
The critical period theory suggests that there is a biologically determined time for an 
organism to achieve a function. This means that a critical period should express 
specific characteristics such as it should begin and end abruptly, research should 
agree on the exact time of the onset and end, and the function in discussion either 
cannot appear after the critical period or can appear having quantitatively and 
qualitatively different mechanisms. 
Critical period is very popular in the biological sciences where there are robust 
results from research which support its existence (e.g. on vision of animals see Hubel 
& Wiesel, 1970; and on vision of humans see Sacks, 1995). It is however important 
to note that vision therapy after the critical period has been reported to result in 
considerable improvement, and therefore considered as the time of maximum (and 
not critical) neurological plasticity (Cooper, 2003). For this reason, the critical period 
5 Creoles & pidgins are also known in literature as "contact languages". These terms will be used 
interchangeably during the analysis. 
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theory is now often referred to as "sensitive period", ''window of opportunity" or 
"optimal period" (Bailey, Bruer, Symons, & Lichtman, 2001). Also a number of 
"critical periods" for a given behavior is now accepted instead of one. 
Even if the name now varies, the issue is still under intense debate when it comes to 
language acquisition. The application of critical period theory to language 
acquisition is more complicated than in biological sciences. The concept of a critical 
period is relevant to LI and L2 acquisition fields with L2 being the most 
controversial. Both types of language acquisition are relevant to the discussion of this 
study as deaf people's main area of disadvantage is exactly this: a delayed LI that 
may -or may not- develop an L2 profile. 
As far as L I is concerned, critical period makes a strong case for the poor language 
abilities of 95% of the deaf population. In the worse scenario of the theory, the 
majority of deaf children are producing dysfunctional language because they missed 
the biologically determined time for LI acquisition. In the best scenario of the 
theory, they manage to acquire language with the process and the linguistic 
characteristics of a L2. 
This argument (i.e. that deaf language acquisition resembles L2 process and 
production) can also be boosted as deaf people's language acquisition displays 
similarities to contact languages. Contact language characteristics and processes have 
also been described as a L2 phenomenon. More specifically it h~s been claimed that 
all processes of language acquisition (whether these are LI, L2, delayed Ll 
~ 
language re-invention, etc) are underlined by procedural universals, which are 
psychological laws common to all processes. This means deaf children's atypical 
language production may be better explained as L2 phenomenon via contact 
language procedurals rather than as a critical period result. 
On the other hand, contact languages with regard to deaf language acquisition also 
raise the argument of constitutive universals. Constitutive universals concern the 
typology of the resulting language and are relevant to the description of Sign 
languages in general as well as the typology of the written language that deaf people 
produce. In a few words, critical period theories for LI & L2 as well as contact 
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. language exploration is considered important to this thesis as a great deal of the 
errors found in the written narratives, are explained in these terms. 
As far as evidence of a critical period for L1 acquisition is concerned this came 
primarily from three areas: aphasic children who were able to recover their language 
abilities -unlike aphasic adults- (Lenneberg, 1967), extreme cases of language 
deprivation (see: A list of feral children, n.d.) and deaf children of hearing parents. 
The latter has been cited as the closest experiment of nature (or society), of 
individuals with intact intellect, growing up without a meaningful language input 
(Pinker, 1994). Although there are considerations for each of the above arguments, in 
general the existence of a critical period for Ll acquisition is accepted. 
Providing a L1 is in place, the critical period for L2 has less of a biological basis and 
more of a social and educational one. A critical period for L2 implies that an 
additional language should be learned within a certain period to assure proficiency. 
There is a rich literature on L2 acquisition and critical period and most of the 
evidence comes from: comparative research on processing L1 and L2; research on 
popUlations of immigrants of varying length of residency in the host country; and 
research on brain activity and lateralisation on bilinguals. 
These areas are highly debatable and there is research supporting all possible 
scenarios. Although in-depth exploration of each area is outside the scope of the 
present review, of relevance may be research on brain activity and lateralisation. It 
has been suggested that lateralisation ends around 5 years of age, which coincides 
with the end of acquiring native pronunciation, but syntax and comprehension are 
still developing beyond that age (Birdsong, 1999; Johnson & Newport, 1989). This 
raises the idea that there are many critical periods for language acquisition either L 1 
or L2, instead of one as already mentioned earlier (Birdsong, 1999). For example 
phonology, comprehension and morphology have processes of development and the 
length of each varies. This pattern explains the gradual decrease in L2 performance 
as opposed to a discontinuity, which is predicted by a critical period hypothesis. This 
pattern may also shed some light on why deaf writers produce language of a varying 
error profile with some areas (e.g. morphology) more affected than others (e.g. 
comprehension, information). 
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2.1.1 Critical period: the relevance to deafness and sign language 
acquisition 
The majority of the deaf population, 90-95%, come from hearing families and this is 
mainly the reason they are considered as lacking access to a meaningful and 
sophisticated Ll from a young age. It has been claimed that the majority of them 
when they discover sign language later on in life, acquire it in a L2 manner since 
they are well into, if not at the end of, the critical period. The other 5-10% of deaf 
individuals come from deaf families who are well equipped with a sophisticated 
native language, i.e. sign. The critical period issue for Ll does not apply here but the 
critical period for L2 for the spoken/written language of the extended community can 
be of relevance. The review of the critical period theory and deafuess will focus on 
the unusual case of acquiring a language late and what characteristics this acquisition 
may have. Is it like L2? This issue is important for the present thesis because it 
touches on how deaf people's language should be assessed and how their language 
products should be analysed. 
Rcsearch on deafness and language provide strong support for the existence of a 
critical period. For example Mayberry's research (1993) claims that a late Ll 
acquisition is not the same as L2. She compared deafened signers who learned 
signing late with born-deaf but late acquirers of sign language. The difference 
bctwccn thc groups was that the first group already had a LI acquired in early 
childhood whcrcas the sccond group did not. Being tested on various syntactic 
stmcturcs of sign language, the two groups differed significantly, with the Ll-Iate 
acquirers consistently lagging behind the L2 learners. 
In another study, deaf participants of different acquisition age were recruited 
(Mayberry & Eichen, 1991). Native deaf people, American Sign Language (ASL) 
users since 5 years of age and ASL users since 11 years of age were the groUps 
formed. All of them had been using ASL for the last 20 years of their life so all had 
the same length of exposure. The results again showed that the two groups of early 
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and late acquirers still perfonned worse than the natives on a number of linguistic 
tasks (speed of perfonnance, accuracy, morphology). From these studies, it seems 
that late LI acquisition affects almost all aspects of language and that it differs 
qualitatively from L2 learning. The findings describe late-Ll frequently stripped 
from morphology, being inconsistent with rules and having an ungrammatical 
appearance. It is claimed that these are not characteristics of L2 acquisition and 
therefore are indicative of dysfunctional language. 
There is another body of research, which has different implications for this issue, 
arguing that the late language acquisition of deaf children of hearing parents (usually 
sign language) has characteristics of contact languages. The Nicaraguan project 
(Pinker, 1994) is the most illustrative example of this theory. A further example is 
provided by the case study of "Simon", a deaf child of deaf-non-native parents both 
which will now be discussed. 
In Nicaragua until the late seventies there was no fonnal education for deaf people, 
so one can safely assume they grew up isolated. Most of these deaf individuals 
developed an elaborated code of communication within the family (known as 
"homesign"), which had some language features (i.e. preferred order, lexical 
consistency, limited morphemes) but was poor and idiosyncratic (Pinker, 1994). 
After a change in the Nicaraguan government, education was refonned and for the 
first time deaf children were brought together in schools. There they created the LSN 
(Lenguaje de Signos Nicaraguense), drawing raw material from their homesigns. It 
was noticed that the signing of the younger children was different from that of the 
older children in many distinct ways. This was because the older ones were using a 
pidginised sign language but the younger ones transfonned the pidgin sign into a 
brand new language: a creole sign language. This sign language was so qualitatively 
different that it was renamed ISN (Idioma de Signos Nicaraguense) (Kegl, Senghas, 
& Coppola, 1999; Pinker, 1994; Senghas & Coppola, 2001). The issue of contact 
languages is very relevant to deafness and sign language and is discussed further in 
section 2.3. 
Singleton & Newport's study (1987) reaches the same conclusion from another 
angle. They observed the development of a deaf child ("Simon") of deaf parents who 
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were themselves late-acquirers of sign language. Despite the inconsistent language 
input that Simon received, he overcame it and developed a more elaborated signing 
system, although still with some restrictions (Ross & Newport, 1996). 
These findings suggest that when deaf children meet in their schools (in a country 
with a relatively well organised education this should start as early as 5-6 years of 
age) they "re-invent" sign language via piginisation and creolisation. Pidginisation is 
L2 acquisition with restricted input and creolisation is Ll acquisition with restricted 
input. Pidgin is considered to be limited as it only satisfies communication function. 
Creole is considered to be a fully-fledged language as it includes expression and 
integration of a unique culture as well. Contact languages raise the issue of 
procedural and constitutive universals. Here, the procedural will be discussed 
whereas the constitutive will be discussed in 2.3. 
Procedural universals claim that certain processes have a striking similarity, unlikely 
to be accidental. For example, Ll acquisition, L2 acquisition and contact language 
development seem to follow standard paths (Winford, 2003). If deafness is linked to 
the contact-language process then it is directly connected to L2 acquisition. The 
amount of work supporting the similarities between L2 acquisition and contact 
languages is considerable and a few studies will be presented to argue this case. In So 
doing it is the intention of this thesis to put deaflanguage acquisition and production 
into the frame of bilingualism. 
The basis of the theory that contact languages and L2 acquisition resemble each other 
is that they both use a simplified code (an "interlanguage") in order to facilitate 
communication. Contact languages and L2 acquisition have differences as well: the 
former is a social phenomenon but the later is an individual one; in the former there 
is no targct language but in the latter there is and as a consequence, contact 
languages elicit no correction but L2 acquisition displays a lot of correcting 
processes. This means that the processes may be similar but not identical. Note that 
in deafness one more parameter is added: in contact languages and L2 acquisition 
there are always first languages behind the parties involved. In deafness, this is not 
always the case. 
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Of the studies supporting the 'L2 acquisition-contact language' similarities, the most 
quoted is Schumann's (1978) case study of Alberto, a Spanish adult learning 
English-L2. Alberto used a simplified version of English with many of the typology 
of the contact language such as pre-verbal negation, lack of auxiliaries, and 
unmodified verbs. 
Winford (2003) also says that in both L2 acquisition and contact languages "learners 
process input for meaning before they process it for form; learners process content 
words first; learners tend to process lexical items before grammatical items for 
semantic information" (p. 6). This explains why L2 learners begin with a system, 
which is more lexical than morphological, even if they come from L 1 backgrounds 
with rich morphological languages. These are precisely the characteristics of the 
contact languages. In addition, both processes have another commonality, creative 
innovations where a limited intake expands through compounding, paraphrase and 
other strategies to achieve communication. 
Lastly SankotT (2001) does not even make a distinction between L2 acquisition and 
contact languages and considers them both as contact language situations. She 
implies that the distinction may be artificial, made by the methodological defaults of 
the two fields that study the phenomenon: the L2 acquisition field (predominantly 
psycholinguistics) and the sociolinguistic field. 
In conclusion, the investigation of critical period theory in relation to L 1 and L2 is 
still unresolved, which makes it difficult to pinpoint the precise nature of the problem 
with deaf children and the status of their signing. However, to this author, the 
concept of a dysfunctional language of deaf children past an early childhood is 
debatable. Providing all the other important emotional and social parameters are in 
place, a language may not be "dysfunctional" as it serves a conscious function and 
carries meaning for both interlocutors. It may be "poor", "inadequate" or 
''ungrammatical'' and can only be as good as the reasons its users are using it for. In 
relation to deafness and language we need to focus not only on the process of 
unusual acquisition but also on the social, emotional and personal needs that these 
individuals are called to express with the language. If education, family or society 
attitudes are not facilitating these needs, the language will only reflect that. 
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Another problem that needs to be addressed when discussing deafuess in relation to 
critical period and language acquisition process issues is the diversity of the 
population itself. For the purpose of defining a theory, simplification of a population 
over only one of its parameters may occur (Le. such as that the majority of the deaf 
population coming from hearing parents is equivalent to a Ll-deprived population). 
I [owever, the gcneralisability of these theories is restricted precisely because aU the 
other parameters in the lives of deaf individuals are so varied, with correspondingly 
significant effects on the language process. No matter how often the "95%" of the 
deaf children of hearing parents statistic has been quoted as a paradigm of a language 
deprived group - and indeed that of the "5%" of deaf children of deaf parents as the 
lucky ones - it is true that the diversity within these groups is much greater than 
research has ever implied. Hearing families do not always have negative reactions to 
deafness and are not always slow at responding to language input. Deaf families do 
not always come armed with a signed language. So the truth is that the input of 
language not only varies between these two groups but also varies within the groups 
as well (Bochner & Albertini, 1988)6 This issue needs to be understood because this 
study will look at the language products of different language groups, which means 
simplified categories will be applied. However, the diversity of the potential 
language groups will be revisited in the discussion. 
Having considered the diversity of the population as far as language experience is 
concerned, this study intends to place deaflanguage in a bilingual context, i.e. that of 
L2 acquisition of different degrees. This theoretical decision comes from the fact that 
Greek deaf education has been around long enough to help deaf children meet and _ 
at least infonnally- sign. A second reason is that if we exclude the 5% of native deaf 
children, who are assumed by the researchers in the field as having more nOrtnal 
language acquisition, the rest can be assumed to have contact language (L2) 
characteristics of various degrees of proficiency7. This affected the way the research 
was carried out, and in particular, language assessment as it was approached with a 
6 This is an excellent review of the language varieties in the deaf population, describing not only th 
varieties ofspok~nlwritten language (E?glish in t~is case) but also the signed varieties (from Pidgi: 
Sign English to sign language) along With the vanety of parameters that affect language production 
such as age, input, sensory capabilities, etc. . 
7 An important reminder here is Creole is the L1 for their us~rs '."ho may no~ be ~r.feel bilingual at a1 
However, this Ll due to be born out of contact procedure, stIll displays L2 ImgulstIc characteristics 1. 
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bilingual perspective (i.e. applying criteria used in L2 assessment, error analysis 
etc.). 
2.2 Sign languages and spoken languages 
Considering that this study approaches deaf writing as a bilingual phenomenon, it is 
necessary to present some of the properties of sign and spoken languages in order to 
approach the profile of a deaf writer. So here, the two types of languages, the visual 
and the oral, will be examined although the field of sign linguistics is relatively 
unexplored compared to the linguistics of spoken languages. Most of the exploration 
comes from ASL and BSL (British Sign Language) but research is currently 
developing in sign languages such as Italian Sign Language, Dutch Sign Language, 
Nicaraguan Sign Language, Greek Sign Language and others. Research has 
described some common characteristics among sign languages but it is still debatable 
whether there are specific features due to the modality. 
There will be two issues discussed In this section, which may be related to 
difficulties in deaf writing: 
a. the visuaVconcurrent processing of sign languages as opposed to 
audio/sequential processing of spoken languages and 
b. the description of properties of different sign languages. 
2.2.1 Processing of sign language and spoken language 
It has been argued that although the two languages are triggered by the same 
principles, the route they follow is different. Sign is visually processed and speech is 
auditorily processed and this has consequences for perception of the language users 
of each language that are modality specific (Anderson, 1993; Marschark et aI., 1997; 
C. Miller, 1994; Paul, 2001; Poizner, Klima, & Bellugi, 1987). 
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In brief, sign languages, because they are visual, employ the space, the face and body 
of the communicator for linguistic functions. Visual perception has the capacity to 
process all these elements together and create a compact concurrent language such as 
sign. On the other hand, phonetic-based languages are characterised mainly by 
temporal-sequential or linear syntactic properties. This concurrent vs. linear language 
characteristic has various alleged effects on memory, attention and possibly on 
literacy. The memory effect is the best documented. Marschark, et. al (1997) have 
reported that deaf subjects do worse in remembering sequentially arrayed signs than 
hearing subjects do in remembering sequentially arrayed words. The researchers 
attributed this to the properties of each group's language. On the other hand hearing 
subjects are reported to lag behind in remembering items that are presented in 
"chunks" (Le. spatially-concurrently) compared with deaf subjects (Paul & Quigley, 
1994). 
Concurrent layered properties and most notably, that of the use of space and the face 
can explain why sign language did not develop in the first place in a linear mod 
e. 
Memory is the key here. Stuckless, quoted by Anderson (1993) has put forward that 
the two kinds of memory that hearing and deaf people use are dramatically different. 
The hearing use the "echoic memory" which permits the hearer to retain a series of 
sounds long enough to process them as complete words or phrases. The deaf use the 
"iconic memory" which although it can hold more information than the echoic, it has 
a much briefer decay time. So sign language when adapted into English (or any 
spoken language grammar, e.g. via sign supported systems) can become too lengthy 
for efficient processing. 
Although research seems to agree that concurrency characterises visual proceSSing 
and sequence characterises aural processing, their dominance is a matter of degree 
rather than exclusiveness. Speech and signing can be both concurrent and sequenti I 
a. 
McNeil (2002) shows that the concurrency of speech is embodied in gestures, WhiCh 
arc holistic in their meanings rather than combinatoric. He argues that gesture and 
specch are inseparable and therefore spoken language is dual. By the same toke 
n, 
sign language can be combinatoric in meaning (phonology & morphology), WhiCh 
makes it sequential (Brennan, 1994; Liddell, 1984; Liddell & Johnson, 1989). 
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2.2.2 Properties of sign languages and spoken languages 
The second issue to be discussed concerns specific linguistic characteristics of 
signing. Some of them are similar to spoken languages but others are the result of the 
visual-spatial element of the language. For example, a simple main clause of a 
typical linear order of many spoken languages, can be signed in a single movement, 
e.g.: I-LOOK-AT-MY-ARM or POUR-WATER-ON-SOMEONE'S-HEAD. Also, a 
more complex sentence of a subordinate clause like: "I was reading while he was 
talking" is signed simultaneously (R. & Sutton-Spence & Woll, 1999). The same is 
true of adverbs, as they are often aspects of the verb they modify. Therefore 
concurrency in verb and noun modification may become problematic for deaf 
writers. 
Non-manual features are also poorly understood but widely accepted to reveal 
grammatical information such as negation, question, markers for subordination, 
among others (Neidle, Kegl, MacLaughlin, Bahan, & Lee, 2000). It can be argued 
that this is not as different as paralinguistic spoken features such as pitch of voice or 
speech velocity. Nevertheless, it is true that non-manual features playa much more 
pervasive role as grammatical carriers in sign languages and not so much of a 
stylistic value as paralinguistic features play in speech. 
Differences between spoken and signed languages could be the result of a 
constellation of parameters such as orality vs. literacy influence, the unusual process 
of sign acquisition among the majority of the deaf population, and eventually 
modality. As research in sign languages increases, less and less differences are found 
which are due to modality. Just ten years ago certain characteristics were believed to 
be non existent or different in sign languages and spoken languages (see Anderson, 
1993 for a list of differences). Now sign languages are increasingly separated from 
each other, as there may be differences among them and they are not contrasted to 
spoken languages as much because spoken languages are equally diverse. 
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An account is now presented of the differences that have been challenged most 
recently and which may be relevant to deafpeople's writing. 
1. Topicalisation preference of sign language: Topicalisation means that the "topicH 
-what the sentence is about - comes first, followed by the "comment" -the point the 
sentence wants to make. Another term used is the "given/new information" where the 
given information is what the producer of a text or sentence assumes that his 
interlocutor already knows or can retrieve from context or common sense. The new 
information is what cannot be assumed and has to be stated explicitly. Under this 
prism, topiealisation seems to be the case for most of the Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) 
languages for example English or Greek: 
(1) Mary bought a dress 
II MU{Pll ay6pucr& tva cpoucrtavt 
where "Mary" is the topic/given information and "a dress" is new infonnation. 
Usuatly new information is marked with indefinite determiners such as "a" in this 
easc. Even if these two languages are very different -e.g. English relies on word 
order and Greek relies on morphology- they both belong to the 42% of languages 
which favour this particular order (Aitchison, 2000). 
As far as sign languages are concerned it has been supported that they fit into the 
topic-comment category (Brennan, 1994) because any noun phrase can be fronted as 
the topic -not only the subject- without changing the verb phrase or the constellation 
of the sentence. In fact even the verb can become the topic of the sentence in sign, 
giving us three unmarked cases apart from the SVO one: 
(4) a. MARY DRESS BUY-past = As for Mary, it is a dress that she 
bought 
b. DRESS MARY BUY-past = It is a dress that Mary bought 
c. BUY-past MARY DRESS = As for buying (e.g. the dress / 
something) it is Mary who did it 
The issue of all sign languages being altogether topic-prominent has b 
een 
challenged. Early research on ASL from Fishcer and Liddel (in Aarons, 1994) and 
more recent by Neidle et al.(2000) has supported that ASL is basically SVO althou 
. gil 
topicalisation can occur with non-manual marking or because the word order is "..,. 
H.lOre 
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flexible. Another study on Japanese Sign Language shows that there is an 
overwhelming SOY or OSV word order that may be connected or not with this 
preferred word order of spoken Japanese (Nakanishi, 1994). 
In the case of the present study, GSL has not been explored formally on its word 
order, although topic-comment structure is grammatical and is used extensively. The 
question remains whether topicalisation is a marked way or is the preferred way of 
arranging signs in sign language. As we will see topicalisation is relevant to this 
study because it can be detected in deaf students' writing in various forms. 
2. Passive voice has been argued not to exist in ASL and it is a point of debate on 
other sign languages although research is inconclusive on the matter as well 
(Anderson, 1993). For example research in Irish Sign Language shows that there are 
detransitivisation processes where the prominence of the agent onto the patient (i.e. 
subject onto object) promoted which is similar to changes of voice (Saeed & Leeson, 
1999). It is possible that the passive voice does not exist or that it is a marked form in 
sign. 
3. Sign language modification is incorporated in the nouns or verbs. In sign 
languages, adjectives are frequently incorporated into the noun (i.e. BIG-BOX and a 
SMALL-BOX). Nevertheless when adjectives are used separately from the noun, 
then rhythmic/temporal compressions will make apparent whether a compound is 
intended (1) or a modifying phrase [relative, i.e. (2)] (Anderson, 1993). For example: 
(1) BLUE SPOT - bruise 
(2) BLUE SPOT - a spot, which is blue 
Another difference in noun modification is the pluralisation of the classifier rather 
than the noun itself. 
Adverbs are also frequently incorporated into the verb sign. Signed verbs have much 
concurrent information (e.g. duration, manner, location, number, object) whereas 
spoken languages deliver this bulk of information by adding words despite the 
paralinguistic channel. The result is that spoken languages tend to use more 
adjectives and adverbs as separate units than signed languages (Brennan, 1994; 
Engberg-Pedersen, 1994). 
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4. Verbs are not marked for tense. This is also an area of debate in sign linguistics. 
The most prevailing feature seems to be that tense is contextualised in the beginning 
of a narrative and all following verbs are assumed to be in the past or in the 
"historical present" which are the tenses most frequent in narratives. Outside 
narratives, verbs are placed on a "timeline" (R. & Sutton-Spence & Woll, 1999). 
ASL linguists however have claimed that as far as ASL is concerned there is 
evidence of tense marking which expresses itself as lexical items distinct from time 
adverbials, and as distinctive facial expressions co-occurring with the articulation of 
the verb (Neidle, Kegl, & Bahan, 1994; Neidle et aI., 2000; Shepard-Kegl, Neidle, & 
Kegl, 1995), 
6. Au.xiliary verb system is weak in sign languages. In a very broad sense, aUXiliary 
verbs are the verbs which influence the main verb of a proposition. More specifically 
though there are fine differences between lexical auxiliaries such as modals (can 
, 
must, would, should, ought to) and grarnmaticised auxiliaries such as the verbs 66to 
be", "to have" and "to do" for English language. Sign languages do have modal 
auxiliaries (CAN, WILL, SHOULD and MUST) and this is widely accepted. They 
are rendered either by a separate manual unit-sign or by modifying facial expression 
(R. & Sutton-Spence & Woll, 1999). 
The auxiliary system becomes a bit weaker when it comes to auxiliaries of aspect, 
tense and voice. This does not mean these categories cannot be rendered otherwis 
e. 
In fact the aspectual system in sign lan~ages is very rich when it is expressed as a 
verb characteristic (i.e. duration or repetition of movement). Perfective aspect also is 
present in sign (i.e. BEEN or FINISH in BSL and ASL and the perfective sign 66PA" 
which is signed as well as mouthed in GSL) (Sarnpoutzaki, in preparation; R.. & 
Sutton-Spence & Woll, 1999). 
Nevertheless, grammaticised auxiliaries do not occur consistently in signing Lex' 
. ICal 
auxiliary verbs are different than grammaticised auxiliary verbs in certain semantic 
and syntactic properties at least as described in spoken languages. The first h 
aVe 
more "dictionary" meaning, and they are not inflected. Grammaticised auxi1i!'l"': 
..... 'es 
have less of a "dictionary" meaning and a lot of grammatical function in the 
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formation of tenses, passives and for some languages such as English in negation and 
question structures. In addition they are inflected. An example of gramaticised 
auxiliary non-existent in sign languages is the copula verb ''to be". 
Recent papers on auxiliary use on sign languages have come to the conclusion that 
grammaticised auxiliary forms of verbs have been detected in signing and they 
usually come from already existent lexical verbs of the languages although not 
exclusively (Nakanishi, 1994; Sampoutzaki, in preparation; Yasuhiro & Yuko, 
2000). Indicatively, Nakanishi gives an example of the sign DRAW-OBJECT-
TOWARDS-ME being grammaticised as NEED and now used as an auxiliary in 
Japanese Sign Language. Nevertheless, he mentions that research on the subject is 
still at an early stage. Sampoutzaki (in preparation) also gives several examples of 
grammaticised auxiliaries found in different sign languages. 
7. Subordination is weak in sign languages. Anderson (1993) explains that as far as 
ASL goes it makes provision for subordination and that it is its users who impose 
closure on any SVO series. This probably has to do more with the conversational 
function of sign languages than with lack of subordinate structures. 
BSL and other sign language have also described ways of subordination of various 
types. Mainly it has been argued that non-manual characteristics mark subordination 
of different kinds such as relative clauses and conditionals (Aarons, 1994). Indirect 
speech also is differentiated from direct speech via less role shifting and changes of 
pronoun deixis (Papaspirou, 1997). 
However, research is not yet clear as to how and which non-manual features 
distinguish one form of subordination from another. 
8. Sign languages do not have (unction words in the sense that some spoken 
languages have. If we consider sign languages as polysynthetic languages this is 
predicted from the typology of these languages (Morgan, Barriere, & Woll, under 
review). In fact polysynthetic languages have fewer function words than other 
language types as their complex word structure makes them redundant. 
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Again recent research has shown that ASL at least, has both kinds of determiners 
, 
definite and indefinite (Neidle et aI., 2000) and the existence of modals and aspect 
markers such as "FINISH" in ASL and "P A" in GSL make this case weak. 
1.3 Contact languages and sign languages 
Pidgins and Creoles are languages, which were created in situations where the users 
of each of the contacti~g languages were unable or unwilling to acquire one of them. 
The result was a fusion between the contacting languages, first by simplifying them 
(pidgins) and then by elaborating the new simplified code (Creole). 
Most of the theories on contact languages come from spoken languages in contact. 
There is much literature on the issue and an agreed typology some of which is 
presented below. This typology has striking similarities with sign language features 
as described above: 
• The tense - mood - aspect system is not equally balanced: aspect is more 
developed than tense and mood. 
• To indicate time and aspect, verbs use auxiliaries, which stand on their own (i 
.e. 
content words). 
• They use content words of one language to make function words for the n 
. ew 
(grammaticalisation). 
• Verbs have no distinction of number. The number is given by pluralising the 
pronoun. Plurality is also non-existent in nouns and Creole prefers to pluraIise the 
classifier instead. 
• They make use of serial verbs and coordination dominates over subordination. 
• They lack true passives. 
• They use a supply of basic lexical items and the language expands on that us'· 
, lUg 
compound process or circumlocution. Also they expand their vocabulary by 
sequencing nouns. 
• They make use of reduplication, which is used with different functions. 
• They use topic-comment structures and as a result they produce subject-copying. 
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• They lack copula verbs and they use the verb "to have" to express both 
possession and existence (e.g. as ''to be"). 
(Aitchison, 2000; Eklund, 1996; Holm, 1988; Jungbluth, 2003; Lefebvre, 1998; 
Sampoutzaki, in preparation). 
Before the discussion progresses to whether sign languages fit into the contact 
languages profile, it is necessary to see whether contact languages and mature 
languages have distinct typologies and hence a number of points need to be raised. 
Firstly contact languages have always been considered unsophisticated compared to 
the mature languages. It is true that contact languages are simplified codes of other 
languages. Diamond however (Diamond, n.d.) says that the negatives, i.e. lacking 
seemingly standard grammatical items, can be counterbalanced by consistent word 
order, conjunctions, relative clauses, and auxiliary verbs. Secondly, many of the 
above Creole features can also be found in mature/spoken languages such as for 
example the absence of the passive voice or the existence of topicalisation in Chinese 
Mandarin. Finally, a careful investigation of the history, linguistics and 
sociolinguistics of Creoles may put forward a weaker form of their procedural 
universal characteristics (i.e. that the influence of the substrate languages, the 
languages spoken by the populations with the least power, on Creole formation is 
generally understated). 
Many researchers propose that the language of deaf children of hearing parents may 
reveal more about language universals and language creation than Creoles. This is 
because Creoles are about contact languages and may be more relevant to the issue 
of "language change" rather than "language creation". Deaf children of hearing 
families are closer to a language-creation situation (Eklund, 1996). The Nicaraguan 
project has strongly shown that language can be created without consistent input and 
sign languages do have Creole characteristics, although modality may cause 
problems in their definition (Kegl et aI., 1999). 
Despite these considerations, contact languages have been widely accepted as a 
unique bilingual phenomenon and sign languages seem to fit in the area particularly 
because of the unusual language acquisition by deaf children. To date, the standard 
way for deaf children of hearing parents to learn any language in a relatively 
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consistent way (either spoken or sign language) is in environments such as school 
playgrounds or deaf clubs and socialising with deaf peers. This is atypicallanguage 
acquisition, which is horizontal (i.e. language passed on from peers to peers) rather 
than a typical vertical process (Le. from older to the younger generation). In these 
informal environments, deaf children of all ages, each with their unique homesign 
system and idiosyncratic communication, meet up with other deaf children as well as 
with native signers. The situation created resembles not only Creoles but also what is 
called rapid creolisation (Holm, 1988). In rapid creolisation the population is 
uprooted and displaced and the languages in contact do not fuse slowly but in an 
incohesive and unstable manner. This situation is more likely to exhibit Universal 
Grammar features than a smooth creolisation situation, as it did not have the time to 
"assess" the contacting languages. In a smooth creolisation, the young population 
acquires Creole like a normal first-language acquisition because the language is 
coherent and stable. Deaf children resemble the first generation of slaves on the 
islands of Hawaii and the Caribbean in the beginning of the century whose families 
were violently displaced. The only difference with deaf children and Hawaiian 
or 
Caribbean children is that the story of rapid creolisation/pidginisation is repeated 
with every deaf member of a hearing family. 
The whole picture of Creoles and sign languages has to be complemented by the 
effects of orality vs. literacy (see Chapter 1). It is commonplace to theorists'that oral 
languages differ from languages with literacy and that the written word has a great 
impact on the discourse of the language. For example, oral languages are dominated 
by the use of various mnemonic patterns such as the overwhelming use of 
repetitions, redundancy and "copious" behaviour, as well as simplicity in linguistic 
structures such as the use of coordination as opposed to subordination, or Use of 
active voice as opposed to passive. They also have other preferences Such as 
aggregation rather than analysis (in the sense that language favours clusters of 
elements rather than simple elements); contextualisation such as favouring present 
tenses to past or future ones, direct to indirect reference, etc. (Branson, Miller, & 
Marsaja, 1996; Ong, 1982; Rohas-Primus, 2002). All the above characteristics can 
reinforce the existence of some of the typology of the contact languages and Sign 
languages purely by their oral nature. In fact, Branson et al. (1996) suggested that 
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sign languages may share more things in common with oral spoken languages than 
previously thought and the same may be true of Creoles (Rohas-Primus, 2002). 
From the above analysis it seems that sign languages match contact languages, albeit 
imperfectly, especially due to their unusual within-generation transmission. It is also 
obvious that both areas of contact languages and sign languages remain 
controversial, especially with reference to their typology. The issue of the typology 
of contact languages and all the complex related parameters underpin the context of 
the present research. The reason for this is that the deaf popUlation studied here was 
not native deaf signers but deaf children of hearing families. As such, their LI 
experience was atypical and their language production (either their sign or written 
language) varied enormously in nature: from the simplified and impoverished pidgin 
to the more sophisticated ruled-governed Creole type. 
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2.4 Summary of "Deafness and Language" 
The past chapter explored language processing & acquisition as areas that are 
relevant to the deaf population. The most relevant area is that of a critical period 
, 
either for Ll or L2. The critical period debate was explored in order to present the 
deaf population in the context of the language debate as a language risk population 
and a bilingual one. Also, some understanding of the critical period d~bate ~iU help 
interpret some of the findings but will also be relevant in argumentation about 
bilingual education for deaf children. The linguistic characteristics of sign languages 
and contact languages were explored, both of which are relevant to the discussion 
and interpretation of the errors of deaf students in their written narratives. The first is 
relevant as deaf students are likely to transfer structures from sign language into their 
written texts. The second is relevant for similar reasons; it has been claimed that Sign 
languages display contact language characteristics, which also may be transferred 
into the texts. Finally, contact characteristics provide an interesting phenomenon in 
bilingualism in general and can help to explain the language behaviours of all 
bilinguals. which takes the issue further than solely sign languages. 
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3 BILINGUALISM 
The present study is investigating deaf students' writing, which the last decade was 
placed in the broad theoretical context of bilingualism. The theory that the 
production of spoken and written language by deaf people is in effect a L2 can be 
backed up by research on contact languages and the critical period (see chapter 2), as 
well as by research which increasingly shows that the written language errors deaf 
people made, could be explained as L2 errors. 
In this chapter, the framework of bilingualism will be defined in order to relate it to 
deafpeople's communication and education. The following areas will be explored: 
• Theories on Ll - L2 interdependence. This is relevant to the study as 
interdependence of the two languages of a bilingual, in our case deaf writers, 
determines the language product, in our case written narratives. 
• Theories on bilingualism and L2 acquisition. This is relevant to the study 
since the classical theoretical models on bilingualism have been the basis for 
justifying bilingual education in minority popUlations and are currently 
introduced in deaf education. Also they provided the framework of how to 
analyse methodologically and assess L2 products. Recent approaches to 
aspects of bilingualism and in particular language-fusion, may be cathartic for 
many language minority populations, populations with low-esteemed 
languages, contact language users and others, in that they acknowledge the 
psychological need of the bilingual to merge hislher languages. 
• The implications of bilingual theories on bilingual education. Specifically, 
how to teach an L2 and the role L 1 plays in the process. This is an important 
exploration into an educational method just about to be applied in deaf 
popUlations. However it has caused great controversy and it is essential to 
explore its pros and cons in known populations in order to draw analogies to 
deaf students. In addition, another major issue of bilingual education is 
discussed here, that of assessment. The relevance to the present study is great 
as not only the participants were assessed in both GSL and written Greek but 
also the criteria used were drawn from this discussion. 
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• The process of bilingual writing, specifically translation VS. direct 
composition of written narratives and their assessment. Firstly theoretical 
models are presented in order to explain the inner process ofL2 writing. Then 
a crucial overview of literature is presented on translation vs. direct writing in 
bilingual populations and their effect on the L2 written product. Is the product 
better when Ll is involved or is it better when it is done straight in L2? 
Research presented has also taken into consideration the proficiency levels of 
L2 writers, which may influence the L2 product. This literature review is 
crucial for the present research, as it has used both translation and direct 
writing in a deaf bilingual population of varying L2 proficiency. 
3.1 Thought and language and the bilingual mind 
In ordcr to understand bilingual education -and the demand of deaf education to 
become bilingual- we need to understand the theories which support it. These 
theories spring from concepts of the relationship between langUage and thOught and 
how these are organised in a bilingual mind. There are two extreme scenarj 
os, 
nonetheless both supporting a subordinate relationship between language and 
thought. Linguistic determinism supports that language forms thought. Cognitive 
determinism on the other hand supports that language is a by-product of thought. The 
debate on the language-thought issue has reached a compromise, which accepts an 
interdependence relationship. According to this relationship, there is a genera} 
conceptual store and the stores for each language can be either separate or shar 
~d, 
depending on the activity and the contexts. 
For Bakuta (1986), the issue is not whether the two languages of the bilingual 
are 
independent or interdependent. The question should be redirected as follows· U d 
. n er 
which circumstances are the two languages kept distinct and under '.'h e 
yY lch 
8 For example, in the context of casual conversations, code-switching, involves overlapping Se • 
of two (or more) grammars, which is evidence of a shared store. On the other hand, in the COnt ctions 
" 'd I' th ' 'd fi t ' ext of profeSSIonal mterpretatIon an trans atlon ,ere ~s e~l ence or a separa e store, Stnce typically 
interpreters switch between languages by relteratmg 10 one language a message that was original1 t~e 
a different language (Wei, 20(0), Y In 
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circumstances are they merged? The situations may differ for a number reasons such 
as that the bilingual usually uses each language for a specific purpose, with specific 
people and for specific topics. For example, until now, sign language has been 
mostly used for conversational purposes, but not for academic ones, such as school 
teaching. This may have important implications for the relationship of dependency 
vs. independency of sign language and spoken language for the bilingual deaf 
person. It is indeed rare for a bilingual to use both languages equally and in all 
domains of life. 
Slobin's work (1996) is consistent with the above, but he claims that the languages of 
a bilingual may vary to a great degree in their conceptual overlapping. Slobin (ibid) 
proposes that there is a particular kind of thinking strictly tied to a language called 
"thinking-for-speaking" (or "thinking-for-writing" in our case) where one cannot talk 
or write about an event without taking a perspective and that the language being used 
favours particular perspectives. This feature of linguistically encoded perspective is 
perhaps what makes a L2 hard to master or the reason why translation between 
languages seems sometimes to lack some of the original meaning. For example, a 
text's translatability can be affected if translated to a language that does not share the 
same linguistic structures. 
It seems that mental organisation and the degree of interdependence between the 
languages of the bilingual heavily relies on the task, the context and the common 
conceptual and linguistic basis the languages share. This is important note for the 
present study, as it must be acknowledged that the tasks given to the participants 
were highly language-dependent (i.e. translation tasks) and the context was very 
academic (Le. writing in school environment as opposed to casual conversation). 
3.1 Theories on bilingualism 
There are a lot of descriptions on how it feels to be a bilingual. Nevertheless, there 
are not many successful theoretical models and the ones that dominated the area of 
bilingualism are considered classic works by now: Krashen's monitor model (1981), 
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Selinker's interlanguage model (1972; 1991) and Cummin's BICS/CALP model 
(1979). All will be briefly presented, as they are different approaches of the same 
phenomenon: the first is developmental, the second is descriptive and the third is 
educational. 
Krashen (ibid) made a distinction between "L2 acquisition" and "L2 learning". 
Acquisition is an unconscious holistic experience, which happens naturally, whereas 
learning involves a conscious attention to rules and usually happens in formal (i.e. 
unnatural) settings. Ll (Krashen, 1981; Paul, 2001). Krashen believes that Ll and L2 
processes are identical developmentally and therefore one can experience 
"acquisition" of an L2 late in life, as long as s/he receives natural meaningful 
exposure. The natural way is sufficient and the "monitor", i.e. explicit attention to 
form, just improves the product. However, the acquisition-learning relation becomes 
uneven with age and the monitor function takes over, as other factors get in the Way. 
For example, the older one is being exposed to an additional language, the more 
experience s/he ha~ with his Ll and s/he develops attitudes and aptitUdes about 
languages. 
This model explains the phenomenon of bilingualism in a developmental COurse. It 
also exposes other complications about the input and the context of acquisition but it 
seems to be conflictual at points, as the major processes of acquisition vs. learning 
eventually have the same developmental nature. 
Selinker's theory (ibid) is more descriptive of the bilingual phenomenon. AlthOUgh 
he was not the first to come with the idea of a sui generis intermediate langUage 
system, he put a name on it that has stayed on until today: interlanguage (hence IL). 
I L is an idiosyncratic version of the target language (or L2) and although it !s not the 
L2, it is a language, which obeys universal grammar and thus a natural language, IL 
has so much of the status ofa language that it can afford to becomefossilised. This is 
a concept that is central to the theory. Fossilisation ofIL is when the process towards 
forming L2 is halted and IL remains as it is for various reasons, i.e. communicat' 
IVe 
integrity or unavoidable cognitive functions such as transfer (Paul, 2001). IL Was the 
counterbalance to the dominated idea of the time, namely that the L2 phenomenon 
can be explained 100% by the two systems involved. This attached too mUch 
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attention on mapping the one system onto the other and explained all L2 errors as 
negative transfer from Ll. On the contrary, IL proposed that there are language 
errors that cannot be explained within the framework of the two systems alone and 
used "Error Analysis", a method to analyse errors (hence EA). EA claims that errors 
can be described by looking at the IL of the learner and the L2 while ignoring L 1. 
The effect of Ll though is so obvious on the L2 product that the above claim had to 
be moderated; now, EA is basically looking at the errors as meaningful linguistic 
constructs of all LI, L2 and universal grammar parameters (for extensive analysis on 
EA, see James, 1998). 
The IL model has been criticised that it does not provide any explanation of the 
difference between early and late learners (Paul, 2001). Here, one could claim that 
fossilisation is the distinctive difference; nevertheless, it is true that the model is not 
a developmental one but a descriptive one. Despite its shortcomings however, IL, 
especially the method of EA, gave errors a good name. They are not considered a 
negative undesirable product anymore but a window to the mental process. The 
present study has drawn greatly from the method of EA to analyse the written texts 
of the deaf participants. 
The last approach to bilingualism comes from Cummin's BICS/CALP model (1979). 
This is a model that turns the spotlight on the context, function and purpose of L2. 
Cummins claims that BICS (Basic Interpersonal Communicational Skills) and CALP 
(Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency) are two different skills of bilingualism 
(Cummins, n.d.). More plainly, the distinction lies between conversational and 
academic language, or contextualisedldecontextualised language; they necessitate 
different processing, and are connected with different power relationships (Le. 
standardised languages vs. dialects, minority vs. majority languages). Cummins 
developed this framework to explain the different time periods that L2 learners go 
through to acquire face-to-face aspects of proficiency as compared to academic 
aspects. He therefore concludes that not all aspects of language can be put under the 
umbrella of a global language proficiency (Cummins, 1991). His model, implies that 
there should be different criteria to assess bilingualism in an academic context and 
different for fluency and functional communication. Since assessment and language 
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provision are usually done in schools, what is assessed is academic bilingualism 
, 
which cannot be used to evaluate the other set of skills. 
Cummins believes that there is a "Common Underlying Proficiency" between the 
languages of the bilingual. This means that the Ll and L2 may appear different on 
the surface, but they do share a common cognitive function. The "Common 
Underlying Proficiency" theory suggests that skills developed in Ll will transfer in 
L2, especially with regards to literacy. So academic skills learned in Ll do not have 
to be re-Iearned in L2. As children usually go from the known to the unknown, it is 
wise to use the pre-learned knowledge in equivalent but unknown areas (i.e. LI 
literacy - L2 literacy). This may constitute the fundamentals of bilingual education. 
Recently, the phenomenon of bilingualism has started to be considered such a 
relative concept that it is described as a characteristic of its user rather than an 
absolute language phenomenon. A concise description of the current trends can be 
found in Mackey (2000) who sees bilingualism as a linguistic behaviour Whose 
patterns vary in degree. alternation. function and interference9• In addition, rece~t 
literature on bilingualism is more attracted to its sociocultural dimension than its 
cognitive aspects. Bilingualism is viewed in terms of power relations -a means of 
power as well as a means to resist to it (Heller, 2000). Heller believes that, althOUgh 
bilingualism/multilingualism has more grounds to flourish now, in a pluralistic 
world, this is done in superficial ways: 
"While the voices of the marginalized are indeed appropriated by the neWly 
powerful, they are incorporated (as 'fusion' or 'crossover' phenomena) into 
dominant languages and discourses. True fusion, all the time, is not valued' 
, 
what is valued is the careful separation of linguistic practices, being 
monolingual several times over (and proving it by making a slip or two every 
now and then)" (p. 10). 
This delicate issue of "true fusion" revolves around the true nature of bilinguaIis 
tn. 
"Code-switching", "code-mixing" "transfer", "borrowing", "interference" "language 
alteration" are categorical terms used to define the fusion-phenomenon. Even 
9 Degree is how bilingual is a bilingual (i.e. how much ofhislher languages s/he knows). Functi . 
the use of languages. Alternation is the readiness with which a bilingual changes from one lang on IS 
to the other and interference is the degree of blending the two languages. \lage 
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nowadays, the fusion of language is not considered a psychological need of the 
bilingual that may entail linguistic, social and identity issues, but is seen as an 
inadequacy to operate in one or the other language and a sign that the language user 
is permanently lost for words and permanently in a state of compensating for it. 
The issue of language fusion, more commonly known as code-switching or code-
mixing, is prominent in recent literature. Not only it is connected with the 
recognition of the existence of the inevitable "lingua franca" but it is also connected 
with the empowerment of their bilinguallbicultural users, which are usually 
stigmatised (Keats, 2003). More and more, code-switching is being studied as a 
common, legitimate practice among bilinguals and recognised as a language by no 
means impoverished or ungrammatical (Auer, 2000; Myers-Scotton, 2000). Because 
of their authenticity, psychological reality and empowering ability, fusion languages 
gain more and more supporters (Keats, 2003; Stavans, 2003). Keats believes that the 
purity of language is a futile wish and we should embrace and accept the mingling of 
languages. Code-mixing, although beyond the scope of this thesis, is relevant to the 
deaf population as a minority population in possession of two language and two 
cultures. The deaf population need to be empowered and acknowledged of their 
special bilingual/bicultural identity rather than be considered a population trapped in 
a linguistic and cultural no-man's-land. 
Like all other bilingual populations, mixing and switching between the languages of 
the hearing and deaf community is a common practice among deaf people. Linguistic 
loans from the majority spoken language to the min~rity sign language, as well as 
code-switching, are very common in deaf signing (Rachel Sutton-Spence, 1999). As 
happens with all bilinguals, deaf individuals mix their languages on many levels (e.g. 
lexical, syntactic and morphological) and may also borrow from other sign 
languages. This language mixing may take various forms such as more or less 
fingerspelling, more or less mouthing, etc. As always, the degree will vary with each 
individual and context. For example, a sign bilingual may codeswitch more in 
conversation with another sign bilingual, may adapt his/her signing to a more 
"spoken" word order when speaking to a hearing person and then use sign language 
when having a conversation with a deaf person who is either not very familiar with 
the spoken language or feels culturally very Deaf. As Sutton-Spence (1999) explains, 
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the reasons may be "aesthetics, expressions of social identity or limited knowledge of 
one of the languages" (p. 366). One would concluded once again that in deaf 
bilingualism, moving within the interlanguage continuum in various ways is part of 
the natural language repertoire for deaf people and depends on the bilingual 
experience and the attitude of each signer. 
3.3 Bilingllal edllcation 
Bilingualism has moved where more complex, political and individual powers are at 
stake: empowerment· of populations, minority languages and attitudes about 
minorities, cultural identity and language ... Therefore, bilingual education tOday has 
become, perhaps more than ever, a political issue. It is important to discuss bilingual 
education at this point, despite the fact that the population of the study had not been 
educated bilingually. It is relevant in order to see how the demand for sign bilingual 
education arose, what issues other than raising literacy standards is trying to raise 
and how it fits into the general "bilingualism-minorities-empowerment" social fram 
e. 
Bilingual education is not a new thing. In the New World, and more specifically' 
. In 
the U.S. and Canada, the multiculturaVmultilingual background of the citizens 
imposed a bilingual perspective in educating populations from the beginning of the 
century. Most of the practices, results and argumentation therefore come from this 
side of the Atlantic. 
The grounds, on which the debate has mostly flourished concern two things: 
Identifying the populations and deciding on the method. The problem with the 
population is to identify their "bilingualism". The problem with the method is to 
decide the role of the LI in teaching the target L2. The fact that formal schooling' 
IS 
primarily concerned with the academic use of language, mainly literacy, rather than 
the communicative, casual function of it, complicates things even more. This is 
especially so ifone of the language does not have a literate background. 
In the next chapter the following topics will be discussed: 
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1. The practices and results of various bilingual methods and particularly the 
role of the additional language in the results, 
2. How we assess the achievements of bilingual populations. 
Both topics have influenced the new approach of bilingual education for deaf 
students using sign language to teach written language. The results of bilingual 
education in the hearing populations will be reviewed and later extended to deaf 
populations as well. 
3.3.1 Teaching bilinguals 
In teaching a L2 we need to define two complicated parameters: the students and the 
methods. As far as students are concerned, they come to school with different 
profiles and do not always consider the L2 to be a less developed language than their 
Ll. For example, many children of immigrant families come to possess a less 
developed mother language (Ll) than environment language (L2). Hence the endless 
tenninology developed in the field: L2 teaching, additional language teaching, 
bilingual teaching, foreign language teaching, etc. As far as the methods are 
concerned, two extremes have been set, between which practices shift: using the Ll 
in teaching L2 or teaching the L2 without any L 1 interference. 
In the context of the present study, deaf education has advocated the use of sign 
language, which is not always the Ll of the deaf students, in teaching the written 
fonn of the spoken language. Much argumentation is based on the apparent 
advantages of bilingual education in other populations (i.e. minority language 
populations and minority language populations without literacy). However, there is a 
considerable amount of voices speaking out against L 1 involvement; and 
unfortunately these come from places where bilingual education has been applied for 
decades without apparent success. So, it is necessary to explore current issues in 
bilingual approaches to education, the most prominent being the place of Ll in L2 
teaching. 
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The arguments against Ll use (or use of any other language than the target L2 
language) mainly concern interference issues. Structures from one language may 
interfere with the target language unless the two languages are kept apart. It has also 
been argued that using two languages in the same setting may make it more difficult 
for the child to separate them into independent linguistic and communication systems 
(for more extensive review see Cook, 2001). Apart from this, there has been 
dissatisfaction with the outcome of bilingual approaches. The bulk of the complaints 
come from the area of education of Hispanic children in United States, for which 
group bilingual programs were initiated. In this group, bilingual education has not 
resulted in an improvement of literacy skills compared to other minority groups, Such 
as African-Americans, even though bilingual approaches have been used for decades 
(Noonan, 2000; Porter, 1990). Also, Porter claims that bilingual education is 
implemented in the name of cultural sensitivity and ethnic politics and does not even 
improve the psychological state of students nor their academic achievements (Porter 
, 
1998). 
The pro-bilingual education camp has a considerable amount of supporters, among 
whom there is a general enthusiasm of the positive role of Ll in teaching another 
language (August, Calderon, & Carlo, 2000; Bialystok, 1991; Cummins, 1991,2001' 
, 
lIakuta, 1999; Hakuta, Butler, & Witt, 2000; Krashen, 1999, 2001; Mayer & 
Akamatsu, 1999). Hakuta (1999) claims that bilingual programs show advantage in 
comparison to the other educational programs providing we control for background 
factors such as socio-economie status and educational level of family. He also 
reminds us that most of the bilingual reports coming from the U.S. relate to a specific 
group with a specific socio-economic background concentrated in a small region of 
the country. 75% of the ESL students come from the Hispanic population, which is 
usually poor, most are settled around California and most attend high-Poverty 
schools; thcrefore, it is not wise to generalise. 
Cummins (2001), too, is a classic proponent of bilingual education. He has not Only 
emphasised the positive direct academic results of the LI-L2 cooperation (see 3.2) 
but has also notcd indirect positive result, i.e. empowerment, as the Psychological 
result of being taught in both languages. Empowerment means to acquire skilIs and 
potentials from low-power populations, which are, typically, bilingual populations 
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with minority languages. Empowennent can only be achieved through collective 
action, such as education, and it can build strong identities. Here, we see the 
inseparability of language and culture, or otherwise bilingualism/biculturalism, as is 
known in the educational field. Cummins cites the work of three case bilingual 
schools from different continents (one in New Zealand, one in U.S. and the other in 
Belgium), where academic achievements of students were high and where students 
felt that their identities were affinned and negotiated. 
The bilingual/bicultural concept is more than a method and it is still very poorly 
understood (Paul, 2001). It draws attention to the fact that education hilS political 
agendas and that undercurrent powers are operating beyond the languages of 
instruction. Perhaps this is one of the major reasons why bilingual education has 
fired so much debate, and this implication is acknowledged by both opposing camps 
in this controversy. The anti-bilingual camp says that bilingual education is more 
about giving status to the political struggle of minorities rather than promoting real 
equality (Porter, 1998), whereas the pro-bilingual camp holds that the issue is 
politicised by nature as educational policies are inevitably influencing society and the 
distribution of power and resources (Crawford, 2002). 
Ultimately, both are advocating different practices having the same goal: the real 
participation of minority populations in the world via high standard education and 
high self-esteem. The difference is that the ones see self-esteem as a result of the 
minority popUlation assimilating to or, ideally, becoming part of the majority while 
the others believe that self-esteem will spring from accepting one's difference and 
changing the majority's attitudes towards minorities. This sounds like a huge 
philosophical gap to be bridged in the short run and the prediction is that education 
for minority populations will go on being realised in an atmosphere of conflict and 
controversy. 
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3.3.2 Assessing bilinguals 
More often than not, assessment of bilinguals concerns the academic use of the 
language rather than the communicative one. The parameters of assessment relevant 
to this study are the following: 
• }';feasllres (levels and criteria). How are they set? 
• Instruments and methods. Who does the assessment? 
These parameters are relevant since the participants of the present study Were 
assessed in their written language. Much of the criteria used in the assessment of this 
study were based on the relevant literature that follows. Also, decisions on who will 
assess are justified from the literature presented below. 
3.3.2.1 Aleasllres 
This is about how language knowledge is measured. Do we assess accurac y, 
proficiency, fluency or competence and according to what criteria? There are 
different measures for each, which has resulted in a number of assessment measures 
and criteria: anything between the classic three stage scale of "beginners _ 
intermediate· advanced" (Varlokosta & Triantafillidou, 2003, to appear) going up to 
the nine-stage scale of "superior-advanced, high-advanced, mid-advanced, / high_ 
intermediate, mid-intermediate, low-intennediate / high-novice, mid-novice 10 
, w-
novice" (see levels and criteria set by the American Council of Teaching Foreign 
Languages ACTFL, 1999). 
Primarily, there should be a clarification on what assessment measures. Ironically, 
the clearest explanation comes from error analysis, which is done in order to ass 
ess 
language. In error analysis, there is a trichotomy of error type: error> mistake :> 
slip, the error being the most serious one. This trichotomy coincides with the claSsic 
trichotomy of the "beginners-intermediate-advanced". Slips are self-correctable 
without aid; mistakes are self-correctable if pointed out and errors cannot be Self. 
corrected because they are caused by a knowledge gap and require further le~ ....... · 
-Idng 
(James, 1998). This general description oflanguage competence according to James 
, 
can give us an idea of what the terms account for with respect to L2 assessment: 
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COMPETENCE 
ACCURACY (error minimisation) > PROFICIENCY (mistake minimisation) > 
FLUENCY (slip free language) 
Obviously, fluency tends to be a measurement of native language use. L2 
assessments are measuring primarily accuracy and proficiency of language. 
Although the terms competence and proficiency are frequently used synonymously, 
they are not synonymous and competence is hyperordinate. Chomsky (1965) first 
made the distinction: proficiency is what you can do with the language and 
competence is what a person knows about language. Assessment tests should be 
explicit as to what they measure because proficiency (and accuracy) are more 
difficult since L2 learners do not produce as much as they know about their L2 
(Paul, 2001). Although both receptive and expressive skills are important aspects of 
language to be assessed, they may categorise L2 users in different levels. This is 
important to bear in mind because expressive tasks, when used for assessment (i.e. in 
this thesis, writing narratives was used as assessment test of deaf students' L2 
abilities) are always the harder to execute. 
Despite the continuum of L2 progress, assessment tests are designed in terms of 
categories because they are measurable and consequently provide the necessary 
validity and reliability that tests should have when applied to large populations. The 
criteria describing each category can be very broad or very specific, based on 
linguistic achievements or the pragmatic use of the L2, and that is why the different 
scales come up with different number of stages. For example, the assessment used by 
Varlokosta & Triantafillidou (2003, to appear) is an example of copious setting of 
criteria setting focused on specific linguistic characteristics of the syntax of sentence 
formation from learners of Greek as L2. Only a fragment of the criteria that defined 
the language groups are the following: 
Beginners: 
NOUN PHRASE: Ability to differentiate definite/indefinite articles and number in 
noun but problems with grammatical gender. Ability to differentiate nominative and 
accusative but not possessive case. 
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SENTENSE CONNECTION: Use ofsimple main sentences. More coordinated 
sentences. Few subordinated sentences. Rare temporal (when! since), causal 
(because), hypothetic (if). Absent indirect speech 
Intermediate 
NOUN PHRASE: Ability to differentiate between nominative and accusative is 
perfect. Possessive is good but errors in agreement of noun-gender and its 
modi fications. 
SENTENSE CONNECTION: More subjunctives in more forms (negations/ 
questions). Coordination with more variety (i.e. "but". "or"). Subordination: becomes 
more complicated with the use of connectors such as: "as much", ''whenever'' 
. , 
"because of'. 
Advanced: 
NOUN PHRASE: Possessive case in plural is possible. Superlatives are possible. 
Still a few errors in agreement of adjectives-nouns and articles-nouns in gender and 
number 
SENTENCE CONNECTIONS: Use of complicated structures and more productive 
relatives. Adverbial phrases with more complicated connectors. Use of productive 
indirect speech. 
The above criteria are language specific, i.e. cannot apply in a language other than 
Greek. But criteria can also be general, like the ones described from Tamis (2001), 
when assessing Greek L2 learners, in a four-stage scale: 
First Level: ability to understand basic elements of the Greek language and 
culture, and produce simple constructions especially in speech. 
Second Level: systematic cultivation of both written and spoken languag 
e, 
express ideas from simple Greek texts, form communicative competence in 
personal matters and matters of the immediate environment as well as matters 
of practical utility. 
Third Level: ability to exchange critically and analytically, informatio 
n, 
opinions and experiences with other users of Greek language. Language 
ability can become dialogic, expressive and can have a psycholinguistie and 
social function. 
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Fourth Level: ability to analyse, comment and criticise texts of Greek 
literature and literacy. Mature possession of and advanced social interaction 
with the Greek language. 
Although more abstract and more susceptible to subjective interpretation, these 
criteria can be applied easier as principles to assessm~ts of different languages and 
require less training of the assessors (for extensive analysis on L2 assessment 
measurements see Damanakis, 200 1). 
In the present study, the undisputed L2 of deaf students is the written language of the 
hearing community (Le. written Greek). The disputed L2 language is GSL and its 
assessment will be discussed in 4.3.2. The criteria set for measuring the proficiency 
level of deaf students' writing in this study were a mixture of specific linguistic 
measurements, as well as global assessments. Assessment of L2 Greek is described 
quite well in different populations, some of which are comparable to deaf students. 
For example, in populations with a Ll of a low status in Greece such as Albanian 
(Varlokosta, 2002; Varlokosta & Triantafillidou, 2003, to appear) and in populations 
with a minority low status language without literacy such as the Roma people 
(Daltas, 2001) or other special popUlations such as the Pomaks and Muslim 
minorities. The criteria and measurements used in this study were designed 
according to the above studies. 
3.3.2.2 Instruments 
There are different ways to collect information on somebody's L2 proficiency. The 
instruments (Le. the tests and the assessors) can combine in multiple ways to give us 
different perspectives of assessments. For example, we can collect information using 
standardised tests, teacher observation and/or research observation (Paul, 200 I). 
Obviously, the type of instruments used will affect the degree of formality of the 
assessment. There are situations where, in the absence of standardised tests, informal 
assessment is unavoidable (Le. GSL, as well as deaf writing as a product of deaf 
bilingualism, fall in this category totally). In fact, it has been argued that informal 
assessment may be fairer for language minority students, exactly because only a few 
tests have been standardised according to these languages. This is especially so when 
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these minority languages are oral and are therefore used in a non-academic context 
(Paul, 2001). 
An important issue is that in special education, we need to know the level of both the 
oral and the academic use of language, given the dependency relationship between 
the two. Assessing L2 writing, as well as using L2-writing as assessment, should not 
be considered an unnatural task of language measurement anymore. The type of 
writing is what makes the difference. For example, writing narratives, as opposed to 
constructing grammatical exercises, involves context, organisation and audience 
(purpose). This makes it an excellent method of assessment that can refer to natural 
, 
communicative situations and to global language situations (Paul, 2001). It is not true 
that oral language is always more dominant (and therefore fairer to assess) over other 
language uses such as writing. It is possible that some bilinguals' dominant language 
is actually the language they are writing in, which may be their L2 (i.e. academics 
whose written work is done in a L2). 
Assessment is a challenging task. On the one hand, it requires a great deal of 
designing, standardisation and technical research before it is implemented. On the 
other hand, it is such an imperative parameter that one needs to apply whatever is 
available at a given time. There are many situations for which assessment is sparse 
, 
either because the languages are not adequately described as already mentioned (Le. 
many minority languages and sign languages) or because the population is very 
varied as to the language product (Le. specific language impairment population or 
special cases of bilingualism such as sign bilingualism). 
3.4 Bilingual writing 
How bilinguals construct a text is an area of research, which lacks a theoretical 
model. It is true that even Ll writing lacks a strongly predictive model10 that mainly 
10 Two well-quoted models on L1 writing are those of Fowler and Hayes and Bereite 
Scardamalia (Grabe, 2002; Larios, Murphy, & Marin, 2002). The first predicts a three-step proc rand 
Pltlnning formulating and revising. The second describes two qualitatively different processes esh
s
. of 
• .w ~h 
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describes processes. An effort is made though to develop L 1 and L2 models that not 
only account for processes, but also examine other parameters fundamental in 
writing such as genre, discourse, social context, motivation, purpose and audience. 
This will help answer questions like: Why are some writers better than others? Why 
some genres are easier than others? Why is writing and reading so strongly related 
(but then many good readers are not necessarily good writers)? On what level 
(information, structural, grammatical) do the skills of writing LI transfer to L2? The 
question is how a model of L2 writing will differ from that of LI and, consequently, 
whether we need one. 
It seems that the two models will greatly overlap in terms of process of planning and 
producing, but there are a few areas that are specific to a L2 writing theory: a) the 
issue of voice and identity, where L2 ways of discourse may contrast with L 1, and b) 
the type of interaction of Ll with L2 which forms the ultimate product. The first 
applies to an area in L2 writing remote to the interests of this research. However, the 
second is relevant, as it is concerned with the applications in teaching L2 writing. 
This is because, in teaching a L2, the default case is to start teaching via L2 reading 
and writing and so L2 writing becomes identical to L2 itself (Bergstorm, 2002). 
Research on L2 writing can be divided in two groups for convenience: those that 
look into L1 and L2 writers and compare in which ways they differ and those that 
look into the same L2 writers performing in different tasks (a method used in the 
present study). Larios Murphy, & Marin (2002) quoting Cumming hold that the 
second design is more valid than the first one. Both methods are justified though, 
depending on what they are looking at: for example, the first focuses on cognitive 
processes, whereas the second focuses on the product or the effects of a specific 
technique. As far as L2 process is concerned, findings show that L2 writers differ 
from L 1 writers, in that they pause longer on word, clause and sentential level than 
the Ll writers, which shows pressure at lower levels of text formation (Miller, 2000). 
Also, LI writers take a top down approach, whereas L2 writers follow a bottom up 
predict the differences between writers: the knowledge-telling and the knowledge-transforming 
dichotomy. 
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approach (Larios et at, 2002). As far as L2 products are concerned, findings are as 
follows. 
A first finding is that during writing, many processes occur at the same time: 
decisions on information, meaning construction, language formation, editing the 
product and constant monitoring of the process (Silliman et al., 2000). L2 writing is 
even more complicated because some of the above processes are facilitated by the 
writer's Ll and others from the existing L2 skills. A second finding is that the less 
proficient an individual is in one of the languages, the more use is made of the other 
, 
since the writer is forced to pass on the message, even where the correct forms are 
not known. Resorting to the Ll is one strategy L2 learners use, as well as other 
strategies like guessing, avoidance, or overgeneralisation (James, 1998; Lightbown 
& Spada, 1993; Mayer & Akamatsu, 1999). A third finding is the relation between 
literacy in Ll and literacy skills in L2, (which was discussed in 3.2). Research shows 
that oral skills in L2 facilitate writing in L2, but oral skills in LI may not (Kobayashi 
& Rinnert, 1992; Mayer & Akamatsu, 1999). This particular finding is extremely 
important for bilingual education and deaf education as it challenges the necessity of 
Ll involvement in its communicative form. As an answer to this, some research 
findings claim that Ll is less related to learning the form ofL2 than it is to support a 
metacognitive level, including constructing meaning, negotiating meaning via 
meaningful communication, deciding on how much information, what kind of 
information and how to transmit the information (Cook, 2001; Wang & Wen, 2002). 
A di mcult case to investigate in L2 writing is the code switching activity that is so 
widespread in live bilingual communication. Some academics believe that Code 
switching is minimal in the written medium (Wei, 2000). For others, the process of 
code switching in writing exists, but IS masked under 
eXact 
translations/transliterations of single items or whole pieces of text, which only 
become obvious when you switch scripts (Angermeyer, 2003). Others believe that 
code switching occurs equally in L2 writing, but depends on the formality Or 
informality of the text and usually requires a high level of bilingual proficiency 
(Jayantilal, 1998). For example, a study on the writing of Chinese/American 
bilinguals revealed code switching in single items and whole phrases mostly When 
writing to bilingual friends and family. Code switching was used mostly for the 
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purpose of quotation, exclamation and emphasis (Wu, n.d.). Code switching may 
also occur in deaf students' writing, but little has been said as to how it can be 
detected. 
A special mention should be made regarding the effect of different tasks that L2 
writers are subjected to and how these affect their performance. The two tasks that 
are the most typical bilingual experiences in writing are translation vs. direct writing. 
These are the same two tasks that the present research has opted for. 
3.4.1 Translation vs. direct writing 
These two tasks have been manipulated differently in various experiments. It is 
acknowledged that translation, despite its advantages, is a task more burdened than 
direct composition and is a field of investigation on its own right. A few words on 
translation will make clear Why. 
Languages differ from each other in terms of form, rules for constructing sentences 
and discourse structures. These differences influence the way meaning is rendered. 
So, when translating a text, there are many subtle ways in which the translator can 
render the meaning from one language to the other. The same text therefore may be 
reproduced completely different by different translators. Another issue with 
translation is that a simple one-word utterance in one language requires a multiple-
word sentence in the other and is therefore less easily rendered in that language 
(Malakoff & Hakuta, 1991). Usually, bilingual people have intuitions about which 
structures of the two languages do not coincide. 
Translation skills are usually taken for granted as an aspect of bilingualism. Yet this 
is far from truth. Many bilinguals face difficulties in translating, especially when 
writing. The processes underlying translation are different from those underlying 
speaking, understanding, reading and writing two languages. Translation in the 
written mode can pose problems to the translator, since the message is 
decontextualised and contained entirely in the text. Researchers have reported 
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di fficulties In translating oral narratives into writing (Hamers & Blanc, 1989; 
Necthling, 1997). Neethling (1997), for example, believes that oral-to-writing 
translations suffer from a neglect of their paralinguistic and non-verbal features. 
An under-researched area in the psycho linguistics of bilingualism is translation by 
children. Malakof & Hakuta (1991) did an interesting study on the communicative 
aspects of translation. This kind of translation, which is called natural translation 
because it is made by naive translators whose knowledge of linguistics, is very 
limited. is usually the norm for primary school children. In their research, they found 
that meaning is communicated, despite being embedded in poor sentence structure 
, 
and translating from written source language to written target language was the most 
difficult task compared with other tasks, which included oral input or/and output. In 
writing there was more transfer (Le. there was more use of Ll to L2 structures), 
which suggests that writing is a demanding task as it required more reliance on the 
Ll. 
As far as direct composition in L2 is concerned, much of the above is apparently 
missing. "Direct" assumes direct access to L2. If L2 proficiency does not allow that. 
then the L I is summoned and direct composition may resemble to translation. 
Especially on the level of planning and revision, Ll is important in its influence. The 
problem with direct composition therefore is that we do not know how "direct" it i 
s. 
For example, one of the classic studies in translation vs. direct composition is that of 
Kobayashi & Rinnert (1992). They studied Japanese students with English L2 Who 
wrote an essay in L2 (direct composition) and an essay in LI, which then translated it 
into L2. The students were arranged into groups according to their L2 proficiency 
and the results showed that translation facilitated L2 writing, particularly in 
cohesion/coherence, content, organisation and syntactic complexity of the texts but 
only for the low-level students. The higher-level students did not benefit from 
translation and produced better direct composition texts. The researchers eXplained 
that low-level students can "benefit from intervention and exploration of ideas . 
In 
their first language especially in the prewriting and planning stages" (p. 204). They 
also found that oral knowledge of the L2 correlated significantly with the quality of 
the written text. The explanation is that there is a point where too much dependence 
on the LI may inhibit L2 performance. Kobayashi & Rinnert's results suggested that 
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translation and direct composition are facilitating different aspects of writing and 
interact differently with L2 proficiency. 
Another well-quoted study on the area of translation vs. direct writing is that of 
Uzawa (1996) who studied Japanese with English as L2 in three tasks: direct writing 
in Ll, direct writing in L2 and translation from Ll into L2. The results showed that 
direct writing in Ll and L2 did not differ in process, but translation required more 
attention to language use and achieved higher scores. Once again, it was the low-
level students who seem to benefit from the translation task; the author explained this 
as translation "pushing" for more use of accurate and challenging language. The 
opposite happened with the direct L2 writing task, where they used only words that 
were immediately accessible, thus lowering the level. 
Research on the translation vs. direct writing issue is more or less unanimous. 
Translation and Ll involvement seems to benefit low-proficiency students. In 
general Ll offers valuable contribution in planning, organising, idea generating, in 
particular to low and intermediate students, even contributes in selecting proper 
linguistic material such as vocabulary. Target language seems to be more appropriate 
for the on-line formation of the text. These findings provide an important insight into 
deaf L2 writing, especially regarding how to evaluate deaf writing: instead of 
focusing only on the surface errors, we also have to look into the organisation and 
structure of the story. If we place deaf education in a bilingual context, we need to 
apply methods that have been used with hearing bilinguals and see if there is an 
analogy that will support the bilingual nature of deaf writing. 
3.4.2 Error analysis 
Error analysis is described as a methodology of treating data. The present study has 
followed an error analysis methodology, so an overview of this method will now be 
presented. The foundations of error analysis are the concept of error, the concept of 
source of error and the categorisation of errors. 
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As for the first one, the classic trichotomy of language misuse was mentioned before 
in 3.3.2.1: "crror>mistake>slip". What distinguishes an error from the others is that it 
comes from a gap of knowledge and therefore it is consistent. James (1998) explains: 
"We can now refine the definition of error as being an instance of language 
that is unintentionally deviant and is not self-corrigible by its author. A 
mistake is either intentionally or unintentionally deviant and self-corrigible" 
(p.78). 
The context within which the error is made is very important. Errors can appear to be 
grammatically correct, but are completely inappropriate within a particular context. 
Discourse analysis reveals such instances to occur because of positive Ll transfer 
and they are known as covert (unacceptable) errors as opposed to Overt 
(ungrammatical) errors (James, 1998; Okuma, 1999). A good example of a COvert 
error (i.e. being grammatical but unacceptable) is a common error among Greeks in 
their English-L2 products due to the transferring of the Greek verb klitic system in 
the verb-pronoun structure of English sentences. So they say: "We went with my 
sister to cat" when they mean: "We, (i.e. me and my sister) went to eat". In English 
though, that is grammatically correct but semantically wrong since it means: "We 
went with my sister (i.e. me, some others plus my sister) to eat". The present study is 
concerned with the unintentional ungrammaticality (within the language rules) and 
llnacceplabilily (within a given context) of L2. Both have been taken into 
consideration in the current design. 
The source of errors is another basie area of error analysis and many researchers 
have listed various sources (AbiSamra, 2003; Sofer & Raimes, 2002) the most 
. common of which are: 
Intcrlingual errors or errors caused from Ll. These are caused by the 
transferring of patterns from the native language to L2. Transfer can be positiv 
e, 
as well as negative, also called "interference", It is true that interlingual errors are 
usually favoured by low-proficiency learners and they tend to fade with the 
gradual L2 improve~ent. Typical examples of interlingual error are the exact 
translations or the use of cognates in inappropriate contexts known also as "false 
friends", 
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Intralingual errors or errors caused from the structures of the target language 
irrespective of the native language. These errors have also been called 
developmental or acquisition e"ors because they are found in Ll and L2 
acquisition as well as contact languages. Research has shown that this is a great 
source of errors, probably greater than Ll transfer, particularly with the 
intennediate and proficient learners (AbiSamra, 2003; Penny, 2001). The most 
celebrated expression of intralingual error is over generalisation , an assumption 
that a rule has no exceptions. Another technique is redundancy, which is a 
characteristic of all languages and ensures the message will be transferred even if 
some rules may be violated. 
Intralingual errors also are various compensatory strategies that L2 learners use 
to discover the structures of their new language (Mayer, 1999, Lightbown & 
Spada, 1993). These errors are not consistent in nature and seem random and 
arbitrary, but they usually occur in grammatical structures where there is not 
direct mapping between the languages or where the grammatical structure to be 
expressed is not "obvious in the world" (see below: errors of universal difficulty). 
Communicative errors, which are due to the approach the L2 users take when 
they face a problem (James, 1998). The typical approaches are the top-down and 
the bottom-up. Errors caused from the top-down approach are efforts of 
approximation of meaning, that is, giving synonyms and substitutes and making 
assumptions about what could the closest meaning be. Errors caused from 
bottom-up approach are efforts of circumlocution, where the L2 users make 
references to the inacces~ible item by referring to its attributes. It is believed that 
communicative errors are very serious because they are global and affect the 
whole text (Corder, 1967). 
Teaching-induced errors are all these errors caused from the classroom setting 
such as: teaching material contentsll , task induced errors12, teachers' methods, 
and exercise/drill errors. 
11 A' . ~ mteresting study has shown that the writing of L2 students is only as good as their literacy 
matenals (Abadiano, 1995). Abadiano showed that the cohesion strategies used by African American 
and Apalahian students are strongly correlated with those found in their literacy materials. 
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Errors of universal difficulty. According to Slobin (1996), there are structures 
in every language that are found in the real world experience, while others are 
purely linguistic constructions. This suggests that there are "easier" structures to 
be learned and others that are more "difficult". For example, if plurality Were 
absent from the leamer's Ll structure, it would not be hard to use it in his L2 
communication since plurality is easy to be experienced. But other structures 
, 
such as aspect in verb constructions, are not experienced in the real world and are 
difficult to be mastered from L2 learners, especially if their Ll does not have the 
equivalent structure and transfer is not possible. This source of errors has not 
been much identified in the EA, mainly because there is not much agreement on 
what constitutes "difficult" and "universal" among languages yet. 
Concluding, one should note that errors and their sources are still under research. The 
above represent estimations of why an error occurred, not certainties. An error 
cannot fully reveal its inner process nor whether it is the outcome of the working of a 
combination of parameters. 
In view ofthc above, this thesis will use error analysis as a qualitative method, which 
Identifies, classifies, describes and then explains possibilities about the source of 
errors. Explanation is just estimation and the only way to prove it is to track the 
consistency of the error repeated in the text. Error analysis is a very useful method 
when one takes into account its strengths and weaknesses. 
---------------------------------------------
12 Studies also show that tasks can induce specific language style and therefore produce specific err 
(Koda. 1993; Schneider. 1996). Even a small variation of the same task. i.e. a picture drawing vs~~ 
photo picture can elicit differences in writing (Cole & Mcleod. 1999). 
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3.5 Summary of "Bilingualism" 
The past chapter has attempted to cover a vast area, that of bilingualism. The focus 
was particularly on theories of bilingualism, bilingual education and bilingual 
writing. Bilingual theories were explored as part of defining deaf students as 
bilinguals by highlighting their language processing as being similar to that of other 
known bilingual populations. Bilingual education was explored in the light of its 
recent application to deaf education, and in addition some controversial results in 
hearing contexts were presented. Particular areas of teaching practice were raised, 
where L I is used to teach the L2, and the assessment of L2 products. These two areas 
are directly connected with the justification of the methodology of the present study, 
assessment as it provided the basis of the criteria for what is regarded as "poor" and 
"good" language and how language has been evaluated in the general bilingual 
literature. The last area to be reviewed in this chapter was bilingual writing, 
specifically how to analyse bilingual texts. Error analysis was introduced, as the 
method that will be used in analysing the data as well as interpreting them. 
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4 TIlE JVRITING OF DEAF BILINGUALS 
Most of the areas related to deaf literacy have now been covered. In this chapter we 
will explore the relationship between deafness, bilingualism and literacy 
development. 
4.1 Deafness and bilingualism 
Increasingly in the literature, deafpeople13 are considered bilingual. In reality, this is 
not always the case. Their exceptional language acquisition makes them a very 
heterogeneous bilingual group. There is a continuum starting from oral deaf people 
to deaf people who only sign. In between, it is not just a shift from orality to signing, 
which takes place. There are many cases of deaf individuals never having acquired 
either of the two languages until very late and actually being proficient in neither 
(see chapter 2). The variability between deaf individuals is great as their language 
experiences depend not only on a natural input but on a constellation of parameters 
such as: onset of hearing loss, degree of hearing loss, age that hearing loss Was 
detected, individual characteristics, family orientation regarding language exposur 
e, 
first educational contact and particular school setting among many others (Bochner 
& Albertini, 1988; Padden & Ramsey, 2000). Also a deaf person (as already 
mentioned - see 2.1.1) may exhibit great variability within his/her language 
behaviour depending, for example, on the context (formal vs. informal), interlocutor 
(deaf vs. hearing or signer vs. non-signer), degree of proficiency in both spoken and 
signed languagc, to name just a fcw (Bochner & Albertini, 1988). 
Despite these considerations there are strong arguments why deaf people should still 
be considered as bilinguals of a rare kind. One should note that this generalisation 
refers to a generic deaf population of what is perceived to be the majority. As Paul 
Il The term "dcafpeople" refers to the 95~ ofthos~ who ,come fro~ hearing families. Because of the 
rarity of native dcafpeople, reference to thIS population wIll be speCIfic. 
.: -.i"f:'''i: 
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(2001) says "there is no simple, all-encompassing reason why [ ... ] most spoken 
language and especially phonetic languages, are problematic for many deaf and hard-
of-hearing students" (p. 2). Therefore the bilingual generalisation assumed here does 
not include the few cases that are successful in acquiring intelligible spoken language 
or the cases of post-lingually deafened individuals, although we must acknowledge 
they exist. 
The first argument for considering deaf people as de facto bilinguals is that the 
characteristics of language acquisition in the majority of deaf children seem to be 
similar to those of hearing children learning a L2 in that the language acquisition 
process is more of a problem solving exercise than a natural event. Deaf children 
learn, rather than acquire, their language. Language acquisition occurs with no 
conscious attention to form and in a naturalistic way (Fraser, 2001; Lightbown & 
Spada, 1993). Learning a language rather than acquiring a language involves a 
conscious attention to form as already mentioned in 3.2. Most deaf people have 
devoted an unusual amount of attention to language learning, which more closely 
resembles the L2 learning process than the acquisition ofLI. 
Despite this view of deaf people as bilinguals, most researchers are cautious in 
drawing analogies with hearing bilinguals. It seems that this analogy is most 
appropriate in a subset of deaf people, i.e. deaf children of deaf parents. Wilbur 
(2000) says that: ''these children (Le. deaf children of deaf parents) are more similar 
to hearing children who must learn to read and write in a second language" (p. 82). 
However, Swanwick (1999) cautions that grouping deaf children with hearing L2 
learners is problematic and may even undermine the principles of sign bilingual 
education: i.e. we cannot take for granted that deaf children can use knowledge of 
sign language for academic purposes. Sometimes research is not clear how to treat 
deaf bilinguals with respect to their nativeness. For example, Fraser (2001) compared 
the writings of deaf people ''who had sign language as their LI" with hearing 
English-L2 writers however none of her deaf participants came from deaf families. 
A second argument in support of the view that deaf people are bilinguals by nature, 
considers that a spoken language is always at least a L2 and additionally is an 
unusually difficult one to acquire. Paul (2001) explains that there is a significant 
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difference between hearing bilinguals and deaf bilinguals. The L2 for a hearing 
bilingual may be a code that has not been fully acquired because of inadequate 
exposure to it (Le. situations having to do with resources and opportunities of 
exposure). The L2 of a spoken language for deaf individuals is an issue of 
incomplete exposure to the code, which has to do with the conveyance of the 
auditory-based signal itself. That is why deaf people are naturally oriented to visual 
communication, which for the majority may be the only opportunity to acquire a 
natural fully-fledged language. Deafpeople therefore form a unique group within the 
phenomenon of bilingualism. 
Another characteristic, which adds to the rareness of their bilingualism and literacy 
achievements, is that sign language does not have a written form 14. Deaf people 
become literate through the language of the hearing community to which they 
belong. In other words, deaf people are bilingual but not biliterate. Indeed L2 
acquisition for deaf people is almost always the acquisition of reading and Writing. 
4.2 Deafness and education 
Dcaf education, like hearing bilingual education, has been an area of dispute in 
relntion to method and communication mode. A variety of methods have been 
applied, each with varying results. There were two chief approaches (and numerous 
combinations) before sign bilingualism was introduced in the 1990s. 
Orallaural education is the method that has dominated most of the time and still 
docs in some respects. Oral/aural method is an umbrella term that covers a variety of 
approaches focused primarily on speech training and hearing amplification. These 
include for example the "natural oral approach" which enhances spoken language via 
t4 Two th.in~s must ~e noted here. Firstly, langu~ges without literacy d? ~xist in societies arOund th 
globe. ThIS IS becomIng less and less frequent eIther because these socletaes become marginalis d e 
because they adopt another culture's literacy. Secondly, there have been efforts to create written fie or 
of signing, e.g.: sign writing in USA (Writing by hand, 1997), or Nicaragua (Brooks, 1996 Mrtns 
17). Nevertheless, the ~xjstence of a wr!tten form .is not an adequate condition for ~ langua~e t~r~ 
considered literate. A hterate language IS one, which has treated language as an object of attent" 
escaping from its primary conversational function (see chapter 1). IOn, 
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conversation and meaningful discourse, and "structured oral approaches" which try 
to enhance spoken language via more planned teaching and language drills (BATaO, 
Communication modes, 1998). The goal of these methods is intelligible spoken 
language and therefore great emphasis is put on the use of a variety of tools such as 
amplification equipment, hearing aids, cochlear implants, lip reading, etc. This 
emphasis on residual hearing and spoken language inevitably under-stresses the use 
of visual support, although oraVaural methods can employ some multisensory aid. 
Conscious use of visual support may also be used particularly to teach the written 
language of speech (Watson, 1998). The strongest point of this method is that as 
literacy development relies heavily on phonological coding of the spoken language, 
drilling deaf students into speech may help them develop a phonological decoding 
system to assist literacy. The weak point is that orallaural education has not 
produced good results in school, although this is debated by some scholars (see 
Lewis, 1996). Powers, Gregory, & Thoutenhoofd (1998a), in an up-to-date literature 
review on deaf education, report apparently good results of oraVaural methods, 
although questioning the representability of the samples used. 
The second method ever used in deaf education is total communication. Total 
communication (or TC) has often escaped precise definition and according to The 
British Association of Teachers of the Deaf: " ... there is variation in its interpretation 
and use. It is seen as a flexible approach to communication in which children may 
vary in how they receive and express language. Therefore, in those establishments 
which espouse a TC approach, a variety of different modes may be used, e.g. 
AuraVoral communication, BSL, SSE, fingerspelling" (see BATOn Communication 
modes, 1998). This method therefore recruited all available means such as speech, 
gestures, fingerspelling, sign systems, sign language and cued speech in order to 
realise its educational goals. Although still working on students' speech and listening 
skills, students are also encouraged to develop other communication skills (Zapien, 
1998). The strong point of this method is that it accepted that for many deaf students, 
their inner language may not be a speech-like language. Also it proved to be a more 
compatible method for students encountering difficulties with oral methods. The 
weak point is that academic achievements continued to be low with this method, 
(Powers et at, 1998a) although some researchers have reported improved literacy 
levels (Delaney, Stuckless, & Walter, 1984; Moores & Meadow-Orlans, 1990). This 
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may be because students were not exposed to the complex inner workings of a 
consistent language input such as spoken English or sign language and therefore 
were unable to reach proficiency in any mode. 
The sign bilingual method is the most recent approach in deaf education although it 
is not yet fully implemented. It arose out of the increasing concerns that oral/aural 
and Te methods were not meeting their goals. The sign bilingual or bilingual_ 
bicultural method assumes that sign language is biologically the only compatible 
natural language for a deaf person. Therefore sign bilingualism proposes that deaf 
education will achieve its goals with greater success if we teach sign language first as 
a base language and then the written form of the language of the hearing community 
via the already established sign language. The rationale is similar to that adopted by 
hearing bilingual education approaches. However, the goals of this approach are 
diITerent from its predecessors. The goal is to ensure a solid functional Ll basis via 
signing as well as to culturally define and protect the identities of deaf people 
(Grosjean. 2001). At the moment of writing, the most pervasive disadvantage of this 
method is the availability of sufficient native deaf adults able to make proper use of 
sign language in an academic manner and also serve as role models with regard to 
the cultural aspects of deafness. 
The academic outcomes of the sign bilingual approach have not been widely 
reported. as it is relatively new (Paul, 2001; Swanwick, 1999; Turner, 2000). One 
way to evaluate the sign bilingual method is by exploring current issues in bilingual 
hearing education, as already done in chapter 3.3. Another way is to generalise to the 
use of both sign language and written language, from other reported Sources' &-. 
. lor 
example the academic success of deaf children of deaf parents, compared to deaf 
children of hearing parents (Gregory, 1996) as well as the successful promotion of 
communication between deaf students and teachers by using sign language. which 
facilitates interaction in educational context. (Mayer & Akamatsu, 1999; ROdda & 
E1cweke. 2000). 
Regarding the cultural goals of the sign bilingual approach, it has been reported that 
sign language can promote deaf awareness and empowerment if introduced fonnally 
in the class. This may have a positive effect on both academic achievements as Well 
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as the development of identity. As far as the positive academic achievements are 
concerned, it has been claimed that when deaf students are taught by successful 
native deaf adults who use sign language fluently, this provides youngsters with deaf 
role models to relate to, which may enhance their positive self-identity and their 
positive attitude toward sign language (Powers et aI., 1998a). This is of importance, 
since literacy failure among bilinguals is connected to attitudes about minority 
languages. If the minority language is highly valued, this has a positive effect on the 
overall academic process, whereas the opposite happens if the minority language is 
considered "poor" (Lightbown & Spada, 1993). 
As far as culture and identity are concerned, the use of sign language in deaf 
education is almost imperative (Grosjean, 2001). Deaf people do not define 
themselves using a medical deprivation model (Le. that of deafuess) but through a 
cultural-minority model, where its members are united via common life experiences, 
customs, survival techniques and language. For deaf communities, it is sign language 
that is the central factor uniting the community (Bochner & Albertini, 1988). In sign 
bilingual education, sign language needs to be advocated first of all to deaf people 
themselves because it takes them out of their isolation and offers the sense of 
belonging to a well-defined community. However, the introduction of sign language 
to deaf education without the underlying culturaVidentity aspects may not bring 
about the desired positive result. Cummins (2001) believes that coercive powers may 
operate in a bilingual context as successfully as in a monolingual one. If the minority 
language is not introduced in a manner that affirms and values the experiences and 
culture of the community that uses it, then bilingual education only perpetuates the 
notion of the superiority of one community over another. 
However, the use of sign language in the classroom is not wholly straightforward. 
The different language acquisition experiences of deaf children mean that sign 
language is not always the deaf child's dominant language and its acquisition is 
heavily influenced by the attitudes of the family to sign language, deafuess, early 
intervention and other factors, which are absent in typical language acquisition (Paul, 
2001). The relevance of the bilingualism debate on sign bilingual education, 
therefore, is connected not with the use of L1 in teaching an L2 but whether in 
teaching a target language, another language should be involved. Also a 
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constellation of other parameters renders SIgn bilingual education difficult to 
evaluate or compare with other bilingual practices in hearing bilingual education. 
Some of these issues are: the accurate description of sign language, which requires: 
a. extensive research on a small fragment of the deaf population I 5, h. designing a 
sign bilingual curriculum; c. training hearing and deaf staff in sign bilingualism; d. 
applying early intervention to deaf children as they are a high language risk 
population and e. working with families l6 (Gregory, 1996; Powers et aI., 1998a). 
From the above it is clear that deaf education is a combination of both sign bilingual 
education (first three points) and special needs education (last two points) and just 
the application of a sign bilingual setting may not produce the desirable results. 
4.3 Deafness and writing 
It is widely accepted in the deaf studies research that deaf children's literacy 
development is very poor compared to their hearing peers (Mayer & Akamatsu 
, 
1999; Yoshinaga-Itano & Downey, 1996). For decades the standard literacy level of 
deaf schoollcavers has been comparable to that of 9 or 10 years old hearing students 
(Turner. 2000). 
In the '70s research focused on deviancy in the written language of deaf stUdents 
compared to their hearing peers and most of the description of the language products 
comes from these accounts (Ivimey, 1976; Ivimey & Lachterman, 1980;' QUigley, 
Wilbur, Power, Montanclli, & Steinkamp, 1976). These reports have revealed poor 
linguistic pcrformance of deaf students in understanding and producing sentences, a 
tendency to produce simple sentences rather than complex and compound ones and 
great difficulties with verb constructions. However, they also pointed out that despite 
its deviance. the language produced was rule-bound and these rules were consistent 
in nature (Ivimcy, 1976). 
15 i.e. the "native dc~~' gro~p ideally coming fr?m ~ second or even ~hird .generation of deaf families. 
Even when this condition Will be mel, the question IS how relevant will thiS be to the education of th 
rest of the deaf majority. e 
16 E.g. the hearing screening that is applied to newborns and which in the near future will become 
compulsory practice in the U.K. 
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In more recent years there has been progress in linguistic science as well as a shift in 
attitudes towards the deaf world. The inconsistencies and deviations found in deaf 
students' performance are now more likely to be explained taking into account 
various parameters. One is the teaching methods, which often prove to be 
inappropriate for deaf students and fail to take advantage of the visual channel 
available (Christie, Wilkins, Betsy-McDonald, & Neuroth-Gimbrone, 1999; Rodda 
& Eleweke, 2000). Another very crucial parameter is the very few assessment tests 
that have been designed up to now to measure sign competence and/or literacy skills 
as aspects of sign bilingualism (Powers, Gregory, & Thoutenhoofd, 1998b). Teachers 
rely on their experience to determine students' performance (Yoshinaga-Itano & 
Downey, 1996). The reading/writing assessment tests used in deaf education and 
research are standardised on only one of the two linguistic systems in which deaf 
students are exposed to, i.e. that of the hearing community (Powers et aI., 1998b). A 
third parameter is the errors in deaf children's language productions resembling those 
of students learning a L2 (Fraser, 2001). Research methodology in deaf studies now 
takes into account the bilingual nature of deaf people's language acquisition. This 
means that deaf people are no longer compared with hearing monolinguals but with 
bilinguals of similar language experiences. Furthermore, parameters are being 
discussed such as the nativeness of deaf subjects (i.e. deaf children of deaf parents or 
not), the existence ofliteracy in the L1 ofthe hearing population, etc. 
The mastering of reading and writing by deaf people is considered a bilingual 
process. However, this perspective poses new problems. First, not all of the errors 
deaf writers make can be explained by the interference ofLI. Many of the strategies 
that L2 learners use cannot be applied in the case of deaf writers (e.g. use of 
cognates) due to the different modality of the languages. Also there are projects, 
which report similar errors among deaf students regardless of their sign language 
exposure (Swanwick, 1999) and which may be indicative of their visual perception in 
general. In an experiment, Fabbretti et al (I 998)compared the writings of native deaf 
signers of Italian Sign Language (DD) to two control groups: hearing signers of deaf 
parents (HD) and hearing people with no contact to sign language (HH); both 
groups' schooling was defined as poor. The results showed that the DD group 
produced significantly more nonstandard forms of errors than HD and HH groups. 
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The most frequent nonstandard fonus were grammatical and morphological 
omissions, followed by grammatical morphological substitutions, lexical" 
substitutions and grammatical and morphological additions. Another difference was 
that DO produced more linguistic nonstandard fonus while the HO ru:td HH produced 
more orthographic nonstandard fonus of errors. Also the DO group displayed more 
errors on Italian free-standing function words than on bound morphology. The 
authors explain their findings as follows: 
..... [the] difficulties in the acquisition of written Italian are best explained by 
deafness itself, and not by the influence of a previously acquired Sign 
Language. [ ... ] In particular deaf people have specific problems with those 
parts of speech that are identifiable only through the acoustic channel and for 
which no other channel can playa similarly reliable role. Italian free-standing 
morphemes are short items that tend to convey relatively little semantic 
content in their own right. [ ... ]. Also many Italian morphological forms tend 
to be produced rapidly and with low stress in fluent oral discourse. It is 
possible to pick many of or most of these fonus in skilled lip-reading but is 
far from easy. This state of affairs may mean that deaf speakers of Italian are 
often failing to receive and encode morphological markers. Their input may 
thus consist much of the time of "islands" of content words in properly 
sequenced syntactic frames." (p. 242). 
Similar results were obtained by Ajello, Marrota, Mazzoni, & Nicolai (2002) Wh 
. 0 
examined the speech and writing of expert but not native signers of Italian Sign 
Language. They also found free morphology to be worse than bound morphology in 
their productions and that in general morphology was a weak point compared to 
lexical competence. In addition they observed generalised present tense, omission of 
main verb, and lexicalisation of grammar (e.g. plurality was indicated by a nUmeral 
word or tense by a temporal adverb). They argued that deaf writers do make same 
types as found in L2 errors but unlike L2 writers they make more morphological 
ones. Their explanation is the problematic Ll acquisition and the fragmented input of 
L2 for deaf people. The authors say: 
..... the vocal language ( ... ) is learnt mainly through an explicit and fonnal 
approach, which gives as a result a system ofmles which is never completely 
internalized. [ •.. ] The process of learning is based mainly on general 
• not 
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specifically linguistic, cognitive mechanisms, as is apparent from the 
discrepancy between a fairly good lexical competence and a poor 
morphological competence heavily dependent on the input, and a similarly 
poor syntactic competence which relies fundamentally on pragmatic 
communication principles" (p. 73). 
A further problem is that writing is connected to oral speech especially via 
phonological processing so the way to deviate phonology is unknown. It has been 
shown that deaf people despite their inaccessibility to sound, can be sensitive in 
phonology for example in rhyme and homophony (Musselman, 2000; Sutcliffe, 
Dowker, & Campbell, 1999). However, research also showed that orthographic (Le. 
visual) rather than phonological processing is easier to them and that they also use 
alternatives to phonological processing methods such as articulator processing (Le. 
based on speech movements or fingerspelling) to compensate phonological 
processing (Musselman, 2000; Transler, Leybaert, & Gombert, 1999). Research is 
still not clear on how deaf people acquire printed literacy and the speculation is that 
they use a mixture of processes. Whether phonological processing is a prerequisite or 
an outcome of learning to read, is something yet to be determined and there is some 
literature suggesting that phonological processing is not a determining factor in 
literacy acquisition (Scholes, 1998). Most of the studies advocating that phonological 
processing is not necessary in literacy acquisition are based on populations that 
acquired literacy late in life and the Chinese paradigm. 
The Chinese paradigm is connected to the deaf population on the grounds that 
writing can be approached visually without phonemic awareness. Chinese script is 
described as logo graphic hence it is possible to read a script without speaking the 
language. First, one should mention that there is a controversial literature on whether 
the Chinese language being logo graphic means it is semasiographic i.e. independent 
of the spoken language. Researchers have argued that even logo graphic scripts 
contain phonemic information albeit minimal (Ho, 2002; Musselman, 2000). Also 
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the question arises as to the level of phonemic awareness to which each script 
demands our attention 17. 
But even if phonemic awareness is not crucial to process logo graphic script, what is 
the relevance to the deaf population of the present studyl8 and other western world 
deaf communities who use an alphabetic script? More relevant to these deaf 
populations are studies such as that of Scholes (1998) who claims that phonological 
awareness is the consequence rather than the prerequisite of acquiring literacy in 
alphabetic script and for this reason should not be such a great issue in deaf literacy. 
The Chinese argument therefore is not isomorphic to the deaf population who Write 
in alphabetic script. Also the deaf population is not like the speakers of Mandarin and 
Cantonese who are mutually unintelligible but manage to read the same script: the 
writing systems of both their spoken language, are more or less logographic. 
As a last note we must acknowledge that the writing of deaf people could indeed 
look more like L2 providing we control more complex parameters related to the 
attitude to literacy and literacy practices adopted at home. These are areas that 
certainly need to be boosted because academic success "not only depends uPon 
'literacy-rich' home environment, but also, parental interaction that proceeds beYond 
asking simple controlled questions (Le. those requiring short, literal answers) and 
which engage children into meaningful discourse" (Paul, 2000: p. 7). This is an ar 
ea 
of enormous importance and complexity that unfortunately could not be addressed in 
the prescnt study. 
4.3.1 Using sign language to teach deaf students literacy 
Little research shows that sign language is facilitative in learning the written forn... 
&&1., of 
L2. But research does suggest that sign language facilitates cognitive skills F 
. or 
17 Pho~emic awareness is multilayered e.g. can be phonemic, sub-syllabic, syllabic level 
(DahlquIst, 2002). etc. 
18 It would be interesting to know how the Chinese deaf writers, are coping with a logo graphic \Vri . 
system. If they have the same competence as the hearing Chinese writers then the whole \Vri t~g 
process does not tap at all on the issue of deafness as previous researchers have proposed (A' I lIng 
aI., 2002). Je 10 et 
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example research on deaf children of deaf parents compared to deaf children of 
hearing parents, show an advantage in academic success (Gregory, 1996). This does 
not necessarily prove that the properties of sign language as a linguistic system have 
supported this success. There are studies for example where deaf students from deaf 
families do not necessarily outperfonn their deaf peers from hearing families 
(Koutsoubou, 2002; Mparlou, 2000)19. It has been argued that there is a constellation 
of parameters working together such as the beneficial psychological effect and self-
confidence that results from expressing their needs, wills, thoughts in a well-
mastered linguistic code; more typical patterns of life experience in terms of their 
cognitive, linguistic and social environment, and the advantage of having, from very 
early childhood a tool for developing the capacity to communicate and understand 
others (Rodda & Eleweke, 2000; Swanwick, 1999). 
On another note, Cummin's theory of CALP (see Chapter 3.2) cannot support 
directly that sign language proficiency facilitates literacy proficiency. The idea of 
transferring cognitive and linguistic skills across languages (from Ll to L2) and 
modalities (from oral to written) may be applicable where there is a written form in 
both languages. Mayer & Akamatsu (1999) state: 
"There is no evidence of a correlation between oral ability in the first 
language and the subsequent ability to read and write in a second language. 
[ ... ] If, in other bilingual contexts, there is no correlation between oral ability 
in L 1 and the ability to read and write in the L2, why would we expect to see 
a linguistic transfer between the ability to sign in Ll and read and write in 
L2? [ ... ] As native sign languages do not have widely accepted written forms, 
deaf students cannot acquire these literacy skills in their first language to 
transfer to the written fonn of a second spoken language." (p. 2). 
Mayer (1999), in a paper about the composition processes of deaf writers, argues 
that: 
"the strategies and processes integral to writing in a L2, when there is no 
written literacy in the first, are not well documented or described. Studies 
have shown that there is a positive correlation or a 'linguistic 
interdependence' between the ability to write a first language and the ability 
19 Although these studies only consider individual cases of native deaf students within a small deaf 
population and are therefore not really comparable. 
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to write in the second, as many of the planning processes and thinking 
strategies are comparable and function efficiently across languages" (p. 38, 
my italics). 
Her research revealed little interdependence ofLI oral and L2 in writing. Generating 
a written text in a L2 is a complicated product: thinking about a text does not involve 
an ordered thinking, but thinking for writing does. Thinking about a text is not tied to 
any particular language and does not satisfy any linear order, which is the integral 
characteristic of writing. However, to write down these ideas, linguistic skills playa 
key role. 
It has also been argued that the simultaneous/concurrent characteristics of sign 
languages are contrasted with the sequential characteristics of spoken-written 
languages (see Chapter 2.2.1). So the minimal interdependence of the two languages 
of deaf learners can be explained in terms of their different function: the one 
(signing) is used in communication and the other in academic tasks. In Writing, the 
first is used for producing ideas and the other for producing the text. Neverthel
es . s 
these two processes have to co-operate and the degree of co-operation depends on the 
proficiency in L2. There has to be a minimum level of L2 grammar automaticity so 
that the content of the text will not be constrained by too much attention to the 
mechanics and form. The production of a text requires a specific way of thinking: 
generating ideas, which though has to be limited by the planning of Word and 
grammar choice. This specific way of thinking-for-writing is even more complicated 
when it occurs in L2 as proficiency plays a central key for the result. 
Mayer (1999) investigated the cognitive process of deaf writing. Two deaf wn't 
. ers 
were observed while writing. Both were proficient in ASL and also enjoyed literacy 
activities. While writing they were observed using English based techniques Such as 
mouthing, finger spelling and signed English but not ASL. When asked why they did 
not use ASL they replied: 
Deaf writer I: "Well if I sign it another way it doesn't match really. Like if I 
write English (then) sign ASL ... Wow, that's hard. Well for me signing (uses 
the ASL sign for "chat") then writing -it doesn't make sense to me-.. it's 
funny" (p.42), 
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Deaf writer 2: "Why would I sign? I am not talking to anyone. People would 
think I was talking to a ghost" (p.43). 
It is evident that both writers are aware that writing is a linguistic task, which 
depends on the manipulation of the linguistic system of expression and not that much 
on the linguistic system of producing ideas and meaning and the use of mouthing or 
fingerspelling is proof of that. The use of ASL in the on-line production of a text 
does not facilitate writing for deaf proficient writers as they have come to understand 
(through their experience with, and enjoyment of literacy) the minimal 
interdependence of the two linguistic systems. 
The minimal use of Ll in writing texts in L2 is not always the case for bilingual 
writers. For less proficient bilinguals there is a heavy dependence on the L1 to 
compensate for the lack of knowledge of L2. The meaning has to be expressed 
despite the lack of linguistic proficiency in L2. The Ll therefore provides not only 
the ideas but also a linguistic basis from which translation will take place. It is 
expected that deaf children will use their sign language skills to approach literacy 
just like all learners of a L2 (Swanwick, 2002). Possibly even more so, because of 
their inevitable limited proficiency to the spoken/written code. In other words deaf 
children will try to use mechanisms from sign language to convey meanings in L2. 
The use of sign language in bilingual education seems to be both unavoidable but 
also controversial. There are researchers who support sign language employment in 
various forms in deaf education (Wilbur, 2000). For example it has been argued 
(Mayer & Akamatsu, 1999) that artificial sign systems (e.g. signed English) "because 
of their linear mapping with signed language may provide a bridge between sign 
language and English" (p. 3). Other techniques have an effect on deaf children's 
reading ability for example cued speech in combination with sign language may help 
to convey the link between speech and printed words (Paul, 2001). Swanwick (2002) 
reminds us of the connection between writing and inner speech. For deaf children, it 
is possible to have an equivalent inner language based on signing. She proposes 
addressing the use of sign language "as the mediating function between inner 
language and written language" (p. 68). She also says, sign language use may raise 
metacognitive and metalinguistic levels. To conclude, sign language in bilingual 
education can be used to represent the content of spoken language in a meaningful 
and visually accessible way. 
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4.3.2 Assessing sign language 
The present thesis uses a crude scale of assessing sign language and therefore the 
rationale upon which this scale was based will briefly be discussed. 
Sign assessment has to deal with similar issues as spoken language assessment does 
(see 3.3.2) but also be sensitive to the diversities of the deaf population, i.e. to be 
able to distinguish between the atypical use of language and sign language as L2. 
Sign assessment tests are based on developmental stages of language and on 
linguistic features of sign language exactly like spoken language tests. 
As mentioned in chapter 3.3.2, the developmental order of sign language acqUisition 
or any language acquisition, is an indicator of which morphosyntactic features are 
"easy" or not. Most assessment tests exploit exactly this acquisition order of a 
language to assume the complexity of the morpho syntactic features that the language 
poses to the users. The sign language developmental stages have been described in 
some detail by researchers investigating ASL and BSL (see Chamberlain, Morford 
, 
& Mayberry, 2000; Morgan et aI., under review). For example the very early stages 
of sign development have been described as a transient phase of distinguishing 
gestures from signing as they both use the same modality. In a later stage of early 
sign combination -an equivalent of the two-word stage- it is usually an index and a 
lexical sign that are combined. Verbs are used unmodified and classifiers and p 
ro-
forms are not yet used. In addition pointing has literal than referential meaning. At 
the last stages of sign language development corne complex structures sUch as 
aspectual marking, facial marking for topicalisation, conditionals and referential shift 
with speech reporting of multiple referents being one of the late achieven-. 
··.ents 
(Herman, 2002; Morgan, Herman, & Woll, 2002; Volterra, 1994). This 
developmental order in linguistic features was also used in the sign assessment 
developed for use in the present study to define. stages of proficiency in GSL. 
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Another issue that was taken into consideration in sign language assessment was to 
decide on the domains of language use as well as the number of proficiency levels. 
For example Mounty's assessment checklist for ASL (1993) is built around different 
domains of language (Le. overall language ability, morphological domain, syntactic 
domain, perspective domain, creative domain of language use etc.) and each domain 
has a hierarchy of three levels. Herman, Holmes, & Woll's BSL Receptive Skills 
Assessment (1999) has two levels Le. pass or fail and the items assessed are more or 
less taken from the familiar morpho syntactic pool: e.g. noun modification, verb type 
and modification. 
The present study has used a mixture of the above criteria and has tried to take into 
account both linguistic descriptions of language (which reveal specific language 
difficulties), and developmental stages, (which reveal universal difficulties). After 
describing the rationale of existing sign language tests design, the basis of the tailor-
made sign assessment test of the present study will be described fully in the 
methodology chapter (see 0). 
4.4 Research in deaf education and deaf literacy in Greece 
Research into deaf education and particularly on deaf writing in Greece is scarce. 
Recently there has been an interest expressed in deaf education and Greek Sign 
Language (GSL) by various research, which are in progress: research in sign 
linguistics of GSL (Antzakas, in preparation; Sampoutzaki, in preparation), deaf 
literacy and education (Kourbetis, 2000; Koutsoubou, 2002, 2004; Makarona & 
Lampropoulou, 2003; Tsiolka, 2001) and issues of social inclusion and deafness 
(Mpirmpa & Lampropoulou, 2003) among others. Greece has recently recognised 
GSL as a legitimate language for deaf students to be taught at (Kourbetis, 2000) and 
a bilingual approach in education is underway. 
It is obvious that it will take many years to implement a real bilingual deaf education 
but there are some positive indications from research already. Kourberits (2000) 
reported a pilot study where 5th and 6th grade deaf students were taught GSL from a 
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deaf teacher. This pilot was part of the indented development of bilingual educational 
material designed for the deaf students. The teachers evaluated the program as 
successful and that it invoked the students' active participation and enthusiasm as 
well as it elicited good perfonnances. 
Another relevant study is that of Tsiolka (2001) who studied the differences of 
interaction between deaf and hearing teachers with their deaf students. She reported 
that hearing teachers, in an effort to teach Greek language via written texts, seemed 
to focus on low-level parameters of the details of the text. Deaf teachers on the 
contrary focused on infonnation and text negotiation first making use of sign 
language and visual strategies. This actually was more facilitative of children's 
understanding of the texts, involvement in class and by extension teaching literacy in 
deaf classrooms. 
As far as research on written language of deaf students in Greece is concerned the 
outcomes are more or less in accordance with research in other countries. For 
example, Lampropoulou (1993) examined the written language of 5th_6th elementary 
school grade Greek deaf students in their productivity, flexibility and complexity of 
their productions in comparison to those of hearing students. She found that in the 
productivity (Le. the length of texts) is not 50 much varied against that of hearing 
students but on all the other measurements she agreed with previous research 
findings: less varied vocabulary, rigid sentential structures and rare Use of 
subordination. 
In another research Mihailidou (1997) investigated the written stories of 8 deaf 
students of 5th_6th elementary grade controlling with a hearing group of 8 stUdents of 
same grade. They wrote three stories from picture prompts of increasing complexity. 
She measured the productivity, complexity and the story grammar components and 
she reported the following: productivity (as expressed by length of text) Was 
not 
significantly different between the two groups but the length of sentence \Vas 
significantly smaller in the deaf group. Complexity (as expressed via subordl' 
nate 
clauses) was significantly less in all stories in the deaf group and on the gra-
.. ·mar 
story components level (as expressed by setting, initiation event, attempt and clos 
Ure) 
almost half of the total stories lacked a "setting" or an "initiating event", rarely there 
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was an "attempt" and the only successful component seemed to be the "closure". Her 
results again come to support an immature, rigid, simplistic and poor written 
language. As for the difficulty in creating proper story structures this was explained 
because of the inaccessibility of deaf children fonn early age to storytelling and 
written material. 
More recently, Mparlou (2000) examined the story grammar in the written narratives 
of seven deaf students' between the ages of 16-22 years. In this research the story 
grammar was measured as: setting, initiating event, internal response, 
attempt/action, consequence, ending. In this research the stimuli were up to the 
students' choice between pictures and their own composition and most chose the 
picture stimuli. She found that most of the story grammar components had varying 
degrees of vagueness with the ending being the component most problematic. Also 
she found that years of education, good GSL skills and interest in reading books in 
general did have a positive effect on writing. This research has explicitly addressed 
the issue of GSL's participation in deaf literacy although it was not assessed or even 
manipUlated as a parameter. 
4.5 The purpose of this research: what is the effect of translation vs. direct 
writing on the writing of deaf with different degrees of bilingualism? 
Up to now, research on deaf writing in Greece has not addressed sign language 
proficiency as a research parameter. The present study is an effort to take the existing 
research in Greece one step further. First of all, address different levels of sign 
language proficiency in the deaf population, which may affect their written products 
in different ways. The assessment of sign language, although crude and 
unsophisticated due to lack of tests, will be used to fonn language groups. Up to 
now, the issue of using sign language material in a direct link to writing and actually 
as a course of translation, has not been addressed either. With respect to bilingual 
education being applied now in Greece we need to know what works for deaf 
students without referring to hearing bilingual issues and investigate which materials 
improve the writing perfonnance of deaf students. We can investigate if 
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manipulating the linguistic input Le. sign language input vs. no linguistic input, 
results in improvement in writing. We can also research how linguistic input interacts 
with different degrees of fluency in the two languages involved - a case unique to 
deaf people, as it is rare to commence learning to write an L2 before fully mastering 
anL1. 
The present study considers the following ~reas: 
• Deafstudents' bilingualism (their abilities in sign language and written language) 
and 
• ManipUlation of input material in order to see the effect on performance. 
This study seeks to answer the following research questions: 
1. What is the performance of deaf students with different bilingual skills at various 
levels of the writing process? It is anticipated that bilinguals with good skills in both 
languages will outperform bilinguals with an imbalance between the two languages. 
In the case of deaf students, we may find different levels of bilingual skill. e.g. 
bilinguals with good sign language and good written language skills, bilinguals with 
good sign language and poor written skills, and bilinguals with poor skills in both 
languages (see 2.1.1 and 4)20. It would be interesting to explore the performance of 
the last two groups against that of the first. This could indicate what it means to 
know a good background language (in this case GSL) as opposed to not adequately 
knowing a language at all. It will be even more interesting to see how the groups' 
performances change according to writing activity (e.g. literature review indicates 
that we should ex,pect deaf people's good sign language skills to faCilitate 
informational and organisational aspects of the story but not neceSSarily the 
grammar). 
2. Can we influence the writing process by using different stimulus materials? This 
question springs out of the need to know whether the different linguistic material that 
bilingual education can provide is facilitating or not written literacy activities and at 
which levels the materials can do that. From the literature review on bilingual 
education and writing it was shown that manipulating language material 
. Can 
20 "Poor" and "good" language skills .refer to the level of ~roficiency in a language: The theoretical 
aspect of this issue has ~een covered 10 3.3.2 and the speCIfic levels oflanguage skIlls of the present 
population are defined 10 6.1.2. 
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influence the performance of students in L2 writing but this influence will co-vary 
with their proficiency in the L2, which brings us to the third question of the study. 
3. Do deaf writers with different bilingual skills make different use of sign language 
input? The literature review has showed that the L2 writers who are most helped by 
use of their best-mastered language (in a hearing population this is the L 1) are the 
low proficiency students who can resort to Ll for various reasons when forming a 
text (i.e. from information processing to grammar and lexical borrowing). The more 
proficient the writer is in the target language, the less of a role Ll plays in the 
fonnation of a text. 
4. Do the patterns of errors change when we change stimulus material? This refers 
to the quality of bilingualism deaf students experience, which may be a combination 
of a variety of bilingual and non-bilingual phenomena such as contact languages, 
sign language interference, orality of sign language and patterns specific to visual 
processing that will be unique to deaf bilingual populations. It is important to 
describe the patterns of errors that are committed under the influence of different 
material because this will help us have a rounded idea of the source of errors and 
eventually to understand why deaf students, even under the prism of bilingualism, 
are still difficult to fit totally within this model. 
This thesis argues that we should know which aspects of L2 writing are facilitated 
from an additional language of varying degrees of proficiency and which aspects it 
does not facilitate. Also it intends to propose that sign bilingual education does not 
deal with exactly the same issues as hearing bilingual education and should therefore 
be considered separately. It intends to argue that the involvement of two languages in 
deaf education is a necessity beyond arguments coming from the hearing experience. 
It is impossible not to use some sort of sign language and this use is not about 
bilingual education but about necessity. The deaf population comprises a unique 
population of bilinguals, therefore their education should be considered unique and 
to some extent beyond the bilingual debate. 
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4.6 Summary of "Writing of Deaf Bilinguals" 
This chapter seeks to unify the areas of writing, bilingualism and language 
acquisition & deafness. Deaf bilingualism and deaf writing were presented and a 
review of the different approaches in deaf education over the years was provided 
along with their goals and attainments. The role of sign language in teaching the 
written form of a spoken language was disc~ssed. This has been challenged as. sign 
language does not have a written form and therefore lacks the literacy link. The 
chapter also briefly explored sign language assessment - definitions, criteria and sign 
language developmental stages. The area of sign language developmental stages is 
important as because it shows that deaf students' bilingualism has an additional 
parameter to consider: proficiency levels of sign language. This is different from 
hearing bilinguals who can normally be assumed to have native mastery of their Ll . 
Sign language assessment was important in developing the sign language profile of 
the sample population. The chapter has also explored deaf education and writing in 
the Greek context where the study took place. The review highlights gaps in Greek 
research, which the present study attempts to address. The present research is the first 
to look at Greek deaf writers and consider Greek Sign Language and written Greek 
as research parameters. The chapter concludes by setting the research questions of 
the study. 
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5 THE PILOT STUDY 
A preliminary study took place before the main study in order to identify potential 
problems as well as to gather a sample of written texts from deaf writers and decide 
how the texts would be analysed. The preliminary study was essential in order to 
make realistic decisions about how to approach the largest number of deaf students 
with the least disruption of classes. More specifically, the preliminary study aimed 
to: 
a. Identify the people, the institutions and the processes needed in order to 
access deaf classes. 
b. Become familiar with the schools' timetables, the teachers' awareness of sign 
language in order to carry out sign language assessments and the students' 
writing level and motivation to engage with written tasks. 
c. Isolate potential problems with the assessment tasks for GSL and written 
Greek. 
d. Eliminate potential problems in administering and carrying out the writing 
tasks. 
e. Gather samples of written work in order to identify potential categories or 
patterns of errors. 
The pilot study took place 8 months before the main study. As the papers for 
authorised access to deaf classes had not been obtained yet, the researcher was 
allowed to engage deaf students in activities on a day of a national celebration but 
only for a restricted time (i.e. only one visit was possible). The students only 
completed one task, the video story. Various options about the direct composition 
task were still being considered at the time such as picture-sequence task, 
composition of a story from one-picture stimuli or elaboration of a given topic. Also, 
due to time restrictions, the researcher decided to apply the video material as a 
priority material. 
The students visited (n=14) were a mixture of High School graduates and post-
graduates who attended technical classes. The age range was between 17-23 years -
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with the exception of a 27 year old student- and the mean age was 20 years old 
, 
which is slightly above the mean age of students in the main study (18.4 years). The 
researcher did not want to target the high school graduates for the pilot study. as she 
wanted most of them to take part in the main study. Most of the writers of the pilot 
study therefore had graduated at least a year before from high school. 
At the time of the preliminary study, the plan for assessing deaf students' sign 
language, was to videotape each of them signing the story they had just written down 
and then give the videos to a native deaf person for assessment. The plan for 
assessing their written Greek was to administer a test designed by the researcher 
, 
according to criteria for Greek as L2. The basic advantage of this design is reliability, 
because the rater is consistent with the criteria applied and there is more control OVer 
what is really measured. 
In choosing the video story, the researcher had to anticipate what kind of language 
constructions she wanted to elicit from the deaf writers. Since deaf written texts have 
been described as weak in cohesion/coherence, the researcher decided that reference 
should be the focus of attention, i.e. introduction, re-introduction, maintenance of 
characters and perspective shifts between characters and narrator. There has been an 
effort to focus on specific constructions, which are common in deaf writing and 
therefore may reveal error patterns specific to sign language users. 
The material used was a video of a well-known story from Aesop's fables ("The Fox 
and the Raven", duration: 3'40") (see appendix 10) and was signed by a native 
Greek signer. 
5.1 TI.e task 
The researcher visited a group of 14 students. She told them they were going to s 
ee a 
signed story to which they should pay a lot of attention because they were goin g to 
write it afterwards in Greek. The story was shown twice. When the writing started 
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the researcher told them to try and write on their own. The following observations 
were made. 
Most of the students vividly interacted in sign and negotiated the meaning of the 
story between them. They frequently asked the researcher and other students about 
the spelling of words or the equivalent of a sign in Greek (e.g. the sign FOX or the 
sign BIRD-BLACK for "raven"). The researcher felt that this should not take place 
in the main study as it interfered with decisions about writing (i.e. helping with the 
spelling of a verb also provides information about the person, mood, tense etc.). It 
was also noted that a few students did not engage with the writing task and would not 
produce a written text. This informed the researcher that the number of written texts 
in the main study may be smaller than anticipated. Also some of the written stories 
were not completed, which indicated to the researcher that she would need to find 
ways to account for unfinished stories. 
From the 14 students, two did not write stories and the story of one student (the 27 
year old) was not included due to the big age difference. 11 stories were analysed. 
5.2 The assessments 
After the written texts were collected, the researcher tried to videotape the students 
for sign language assessment purposes. This proved to be difficult to achieve. Firstly, 
the overwhelming majority of students were not willing to be recorded. Secondly, the 
process of videotaping in the school environment was complicated as there was no 
empty room available. Thirdly, the headmaster could not guarantee that permission 
for videotaping on the school premises could be given and it was suggested that for 
students below the age of 18, parental consent was required. Although this was not a 
problem with the preliminary study, as most of the students were above 18, it was a 
consideration for the main study, which aimed at slightly younger students. Lastly, 
the time needed to videotape all the students, was not available because of the school 
timetable. 
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As a consequence of these factors, the researcher managed to videotape only 4 
students. Analysis revealed their signed stories to be richer in infonnation, 
grammatical elaboration and style than their equivalent written stories. The 
transcriptions of their signed stories in comparison with their equivalent written 
stories alerted the researcher to the potential different writing styles of different 
signers. 
5.3 The analysis of texts 
A crude exploration of the reference of the writte~ narratives indicated the range of 
errors Greek deaf students can make. It was clear that much information was missing 
from the narratives and that many written stories had a blunt and inexpressive style. 
The most marked errors that affected the texts were the following: 
a) Verb constructions: 
..... Person of the verb (wrong person construction according to perspective) 
..... Tense (improper tense shift according to perspective), 
..... Subordination (misagreement and confusion of perspective which is revealed 
from the verb of the first clause and that ofthe second) 
b) Pronouns 
..... Lack of personal pronouns as a means for maintenance and anaphora 
..... Elimination of important pronouns 
..... Mismatch between pronouns and their referents 
c) Overmarked noun reference 
d) Extensive use of definite articles as a mean for character or setting introduction 
without any previous reference to them 
e) Simu/taneous!concurrent narration 
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(The text appears to be unconnected, with all the elements of the story thrown 
randomly in the narration, without proper reference. This kind of narration 
consists basically of nouns and usually takes place in the beginning of the story) 
e.g. 0 a:ypo'tt1Co<; TaV xmplou Kat. OVO clVOpm7tOl a .... cl~l 1fPO~ apO .... o Kat. ')UX 
lCouptv'ta Kat. tva 7toUA.i lCOpcl1CT)<; J.l.E 7tpOmtu9itaEl OO'YlCIDVEl EMq)l lCpta<; 
'tE'tpaY(J)VcllCl = The farmer of the village and two men car to the road and for 
talk and a bird raven tries to bite deer meat little square. 
It must be mentioned here that not all of the above were observed in every written 
narrative (Le. subordination was rare, and pronouns were generally avoided). A 
further error concerning reference was grammatical gender and referent mismatch. 
5.4 Outcomes of the preliminary study 
The preliminary study gave important information on how the tasks could 
realistically be used in the context of schools. With regard to the non-linguistic task, 
it was decided that the most appropriate one to apply was a picture sequence task. 
This was because the pictures would provide a structure comparable to the video 
story. None of the other options (Le. composition of a story from one-picture stimuli 
or elaboration of a given topic) would elicit comparable narratives to the video story 
because the writers would create incomparable stories. 
The most important outcome was the assessments. It was decided that videotaping 
was not possible and information on sign language assessments should be pursued 
via other means. 
Also, the assessments of written Greek did not take place in the way they were 
planned because it was decided that any pre-designed printed material distributed to 
the students would involve reading in addition to writing. After meeting a deaf 
teacher and receiving advice on various aspects of assessing the students, the 
researcher decided not to involve reading when assessing writing. Standard L2 
assessment tests contain exercises such as multiple-choice, fill-in-the-gaps, sentence 
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transfonnation, text-comprehension etc., almost all of which involve reading before 
the student is required to write. The researcher decided that assessment of writing 
should be accessed elsewhere. For assessment of each of the languages (Greek and 
GSL) the most realistic option was to ask the deaf and hearing teachers of the 
students who knew them best to be involved (see below 6.1.2) 
The exploration of the preliminary stories helped the researcher shape the categories 
of errors to be used in the main study. It was obvious to the researcher that the 
meaning of many of the stories collapsed at a much earlier level than the 
grammatical, and decisions to account for infonnation, type of information and 
organisation of the texts were made. The researcher decided to look at the texts on 
more than one level as well as not to focus only on reference construction. The 
categories designed (see chapter 7) reflected the bilingual frame, as it was obvious 
that the language of the texts was operating on a continuum of a "GSL like" to more 
"Greek like" style. 
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6 THE MAIN STUDY 
6.1 The research questions and the design of the main study 
As mentioned in 4.5 the research questions of this study are: 
1. What is the performance of deaf students with different bilingual skills on various 
levels of writing process? 
2. Can we influence the process of writing by using different materials? 
3. Do deaf writers with different bilingual skills make different use of language 
material? 
4. Do the patterns of errors change when we change material or do deaf students 
always go via the same route and what is this pattern? 
In order to answer the first question, the bilingual skills of deaf students were 
assessed. In order to answer the second question, the effects of different input 
(material) on deaf students' writing were compared. The third question is the 
interaction effect of the two parameters manipulated: i.e. language proficiency x 
material. Finally, in order to answer the fourth question, the patterns of errors were 
examined to see whether they changed in the context of different stimulus material. 
It was decided that the most compatible methodological design for the requirements 
of the present study was a mixed method with more emphasis on the repeated-
measures design, i.e. the same participants across all language groups to be tested on 
two separate occasions (video and pictures). The researcher opted for this design as 
the best possible for two reasons: the small size of the sample and the enormous 
variability not only of the sample but also the general deaf popUlation. 
A repeated-measures design as opposed to an independent-measures design generally 
requires fewer participants since the data derives from the same group and a control 
group is not required. Also, the individual differences that exist among the 
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participants are cancelled with this design precisely because the data comes from the 
same individuals in all measures. Independent-measures designs are quite sensitive to 
individual differences and it would have been hard to create different groups to 
match the tasks had we opted for such a design. Independent-measures designs also 
reduce the size of the experimental groups to half, which is something that could not 
be allowed since the participant sample was already small. The main disadvantage of 
the repeated-measures design is "order/practice" effects21 , which there was an effort 
to counterbalance and eliminate from the present procedure -see 6.1.1.1- (Field, 
2000; Robson, 1983). 
6.1.1 First variable - tasks of different stimulus material 
Two sets of stimulus materials were designed. The first was a story presented on 
video in Greek Sign Language. The second was a picture storybook without Printed 
text. In both tasks the requirement was to write the story down. The aim Was to 
compare the stories elicited by the different material and to decide which was no. 
al.lOre 
elaborate in information, organisation and language use. 
The researcher chose these tasks because they sum up the usual bilingual 
circumstances under which a person has to produce a written text. These are: 
Translation/paraphrase: where the meaning is presented in Greek Sign Langu 
age. 
The researcher assumes here that the translation task is a linguistically biased task 
, as 
memory will have kept meaning-in-a-form. 
Direct writing: where there is no other language explicitly intervening apart frorn the 
language that the mind uses to construct meaning. Here the task of direct writin . g IS 
used to see in what ways it may be different from the translation task. 
21 Order or practice etTects are the order of presentation ofthe material. For example, the fIrst Illa . 
would otTer a ·'practi.ce" for t~e se~ond, which may appe~r. as improved in the ~easures. It may al~etJal 
work ditTerently havmg a "fattgue etTect where the participants are bored and hred from the Hr t 0 
and the second task appears lower in me~sures. These etTects ~an be co~trolled in various ways.se.task 
by counterbalancing the order ofpresentmg the tasks or allowmg for a tIme gap between the tasks g. 
both of which have been applied in this study , 
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These specific tasks were chosen because they replicate features of either a bilingual 
approach in the classroom (video) or a traditional approach to deaf education (picture 
book). In the video task, sign language is explicitly involved in the writing process, 
as it is a translation task. In the picture book task there is no explicit source language 
involved in writing. The video task may therefore be expected to show more 
interference from sign language. If similar errors are found in the picture task, this 
may indicate that in both situations sign language is used to create meaning and 
form. 
6.1.1.1 The materials used 
The materials used were two picture stories without words: "Frog, Where are you?" 
(Mercer, 1969) and "The Grey Lady and the Strawberry Snatcher" (Bang, 1986) 
(from now on: Frog Story and Strawberry Lady). Both of them were of similar length 
with 24 and 27 pictures each (see appendix 9). 
The stories were piloted with a bilingual hearing writer and both stories elicited were 
of similar length and degree of grammatical complexity (see appendix 5): 
The two stories were presented in a booklet form for the picture task and were also 
signed by a Deaf native signer of GSL for the video task (see Appendix 10 for the 
video and Appendixes 1 & 2 for the glossed versions of the signed stories). Both 
signed versions lasted around 4min. Half of the participants received the Frog Story 
in video and the Strawberry Lady in pictures and the other half received them the 
other way round, in order to control for story effects and counterbalance the 
order/practice effect of the repeated measures design. 
6.1.2 Second variable· the different bilingual groups 
The second variable -bilingual proficiency- was determined by assessing the two 
languages involved in the writing process: GSL and written Greek: 
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With regard to the deaf sample included in this study, there has been an attempt not 
to use the tenns Ll and L2. One reason is because their use is established in the 
literature as expressions of different language experiences from a hearing point of 
view. Another reason is that, with regard to the subjects involved in this study, we do 
not have full access to each participant's language acquisition story and therefore 
cannot reliably state which is Ll and L2. Instead in the following experimental study 
the word "dominant" is used to mean the stronger or preferred language of the two 
and not to imply absolute proficiency. The tenns "strong balanced bilingual" and 
"weak balanced bilingual" are also used to imply a positive and a negative balance 
respectively. More specifically, "strong balanced" implies equally high language 
skills in both languages and ''weak balanced" implies equally low language skills in 
both languages. 
6.1.2.1 Criteria for assessing Greek Sign Language 
There are no standardised assessments for GSL. The researcher therefore deSigned 
the assessment scale with the help of a deaf teacher in one of the schools and with 
reference to existing assessment tests and checklists (see Assessing sign languaa 
oe, 
4.3.2). Four levels were set and language proficiency was examined in tenns of 
general communicative, creative and pragmatic characteristics. 
The criteria for each level were the following: 
1 
-
poor 
Level 1 (poor) 
2 
-
adequate 
3 
good 
-
Usually struggles to express himlherselfin sign. 
4 
very good 
Does not use sign language or uses limited sign language or is Greek monolingual. 
Space is not used for linguistic purposes (Le. to set points of reference). 
Uses plain verbs and does not modify verbs & nouns. 
Sign vocabulary is very poor. 
No clcar use of role shift. Signing looks like gesture or mime. 
Uses speech supported signing (speaks while s/he signs). 
No creativity in signing (e.g. humour, metaphor, poetry). 
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Level 2 (adequate) 
Adequate skills to express himlherself. 
Expresses himlherselfwith examples and symbols. 
Uses space for reference, i.e. points to present objects to refer to absent ones. 
Modifies some verbs and nouns. 
Sign vocabulary is substantial for hislher communicative needs. 
Role shifting occurs but inconsistently. 
No preference in a linguistic code. Use ofa mixture of Greek and GSL. 
Syntax resembles Greek order and not GSL. 
Poor use of space for linguistic purposes but meaning is clear. 
No creativity. 
Level 3 (good) 
Expresses himlherselfthrough GSL comfortably. 
Space is used for linguistic and reference purposes successfully. 
Can modify nouns and verbs clearly. 
Sign vocabulary is wide. 
Role shifting is successful and perspective is clearly stated. 
GSL is usually the language of preference but a mixture is created where necessary. 
Some creativity. 
Level 4 (very good) 
Expresses himlherself skilfully in GSL. 
GSL is possibly the mother language. 
GSL is the language of preference and Greek is the L2. 
Wide range of sophisticated vocabulary. 
Inflection, morphology and role shifting are consistently accurate. 
Translation from the L2 to GSL is accurate. 
Ability to use GSL very creatively (e.g. poetically, humorously, metaphorically). 
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6.1.2.2 Criteriafor assessing written Greek 
This assessment was also designed with the help of a deaf teacher. The rationale was 
to take intp account the bilingual nature ofthe deaf students' writing (see also 3.3.2). 
It aimed to assess overall writing performance including vocabulary, morphology, 
grammatical constructions and coherence of texts. The rating scale also had' four 
levels, similarly to that of GSL, to make the assessment of the two languages 
comparable: 
1 
-
2 
-
poor adequate 
3 
good 
-
4 
very good 
Levell: incomprehensible text, simple sentence structure, erroneous morphology in 
noun and verb system, poor vocabulary with same words used to express a wide 
variety of meanings, some errors resemble sign language interference but quite 
difficult to tell how. 
Level 2: writer manages to reveal meanmg through simple grammatical 
constructions, coordination of simple sentences, a wider vocabulary, errors heavily 
influenced by sign language. 
Level 3: morphological and grammatical errors that do not interfere with 
comprehensibility, wide range of vocabulary, correct use of subordination, correct 
use of inflectional and klitic system of Greek language. Use of Greek with Sign 
language interference but also manages good structures of Greek. 
Level 4: use of elaborated constructions such as conditionals, complement claUses 
, 
use of a variety of tense and aspect structures, meaning clear and stylistic choices 
successful, rich vocabulary, fluency. Use of Greek without sign langU 
age 
interference. 
Apart from the school teachers, an external assessor also marked the texts in ord 
er to 
check the validity of raters' decisions. 
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6.2 The procedure 
The study took place at three Deaf schools in Greece. Two of them were deaf 
residential schools with a strong signing environment and one school was joined to a 
hearing school. In two of the schools there was at least one deaf teacher and in the 
remaining one there was.only a hard of hearing teacher. 
The visits to the first two schools took place in November 2001 and the visit to the 
third took place in February 2002. The participants were all the students in the last 
two classes of Lyceum (High school) and their age ranged fi:om 17 to 23 years 
(average age 18,4 years). The number of participants from each of the three schools 
is: School 1 (15 participants), School 2 (7 participants) and School 3 (4 participants) 
-in total 26 students. Data collection took place in their classrooms during their 
normal lessons. Every student in each class took part. Of the 26 participants only 20 
provided data for the present study, as hard-of-hearing students (n= 3) and non-
cooperative students were excluded (n= 3). Two visits were paid to each class, one 
for the video task and the other for the picture task. The process was as follows: The 
researcher replaced the normal teacher with the permission of the Headmaster and 
explained the purpose of the visit. After a short introduction the presentation of the 
materials took place. The researcher adopted a random order in presenting the 
materials to each class. 
For the video task the researcher told the class that they were going to see a short 
story in Sign Language. They should pay attention to the story because after that they 
were going to write it down. The story would be shown as many times as the class 
wanted. Twice was always enough. The video stories lasted 4min each. Writing 
down the story took approximately 2Omin. The researcher distributed papers with the 
following information: title (Frog Story or Strawberry Lady), name, age, class, (see 
Appendix 6). After collection, the papers were marked for stimulus: i.e. video-frog 
story or Video-strawberry lady. 
For the picture task the researcher gave each student a picture-booklet with the story. 
She asked the students to take a good look at the story for about 4-5 min because 
they would write down the story afterwards. After they had looked at the story the 
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researcher took away the booklets and distributed papers. The students were given 
about 20min to write the story. After collection the papers were marked for stimulus: 
i.e. picture-frog story or picture-strawberry lady. 
In both tasks some stories were not completed for various reasons. Some of the 
students faced difficulties writing down the stories and others lost interest during 
writing. Unfinished stories were also included in the final sample. A complete set of 
picture/video stories from the same person was not always collected, as s/he might 
have been absent on one of the days when the research was conducted. 
Information about the students from whom data was collected as well as background 
information and information about the task is given in Table 6-1 below (names are 
not real): 
Table 6-1: General information about the participants 
No. Name Age Gender School Class Frog Strawberry Deaf-
(code) Story Lady members 
in tl'e 
family 
1 PANTLAZ 19 Male 1 B Pictures Video -
-2 GIORLOG 18 Male 1 B Pictures Video -
-3 EVGEO 20 Female 1 B Pictures ABSENT -
-4 EVMOU 18 Female 1 B Pictures Video -
-5 PANPRI 17 Female 1 B Pictures Video -
-6 ARILIA 18 Male 1 B Pictures Video -
-7 GEOSOM 18 Female 1 C Video Pictures -
-8 GEOTSA 23 Female 1 C Video Pictures -
-9 VALKONT 18 Male 1 C Video Pictures + -
10 PELPAN 19 Female 1 C Video Pictures -
-11 IRIPONT 18 Female 1 C Video ABSENT 
-
-12 TASDIM 18 Male 2 B Pictures Video 
-
-13 VASTAM 18 Male 2 B Pictures ABSENT 
-
-14 GEOPLA 18 Female 2 C Video Pictures 
-
-15 NATA LOU 20 Female 2 C Video Pictures 
-
-16 STAVAP 18 Female 2 C Video Pictures 
-
-17 FOTFOT 19 Male 2 C Video Pictures 
--:- -
18 GIOPAP 18 Male 3 B Pictures Video +-19 ANTSIN 19 Female 3 C Pictures Video 
-
-20 STATA 18 Female 3 C Pictures Video 
- -
-
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6.2.1 The assessment of students' GSL and written Greek proficiency 
In order to group the students, they were assessed on their signing and writing 
abilities. To make the assessments more reliable, the deaf teachers in each school 
were asked to carry out the sign language assessments. 
The assessment of writing was more straightforward, as the target language (written 
Greek) was taught by native Greeks or fluent deaf teachers. This did not mean that 
there were no problems. One was that the assessor was not always aware of the 
bilingual nature of hislher students. This could result in either assessments which 
were too strict (e.g. due to comparison to hearing monolingual peers) or assessments 
which were relative to their deafpeer group (e.g. valuing the best of a specific group 
as ''very good" writer). There was an effort to control all the above parameters by 
presenting a scale of performance based on specific criteria. 
The assessment in both languages was made in a scale of four steps so that the 
competence could be comparable. Intermediate stages were also allowed, for 
example: 2 - 3 (2.5) or 2 - 1 (1.5). 
For the assessment of GSL two different assessors were recruited from each school 
using the criteria described in section O. In addition the assessors often provided a lot 
of information about the student's family attitude towards deafness, the student's 
attitude towards hislher deafness, deaf relatives, personality and intelligence, 
interests, family, educational background (such as students coming from hearing 
schools), and enjoyment ofliteracy. 
Also an independent assessor was intended to get involved in sign assessments but in 
the case of GSL this was not possible, as video recording the signing of students in 
the school, was not permitted. 
For the assessment of written Greek there were two internal assessors, i.e. two 
schoolteachers who gave a general assessment and an external assessor who was a 
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teacher of Greek as a L2 and gave assessments based on the written texts 22. The 
internal assessors (schoolteachers) were presented with the criteria described above 
(see 6.1.2.2). 
The external assessor used her own criteria and experience and also was not 
informed that the texts were from deaf students. She rated all the texts together so the 
differences between assessors from different schools were eliminated. The external 
assessment did not contribute statistically in the measures of reliability and 
correlations but it contributed to validity. 
Table 6-2 presents the assessments of internal ,raters on GSL and written Greek and 
Table 6-3 presents the assessment of the external rater on the students' written texts. 
Table 6-2: Participants' assessments by their teachers 
Stlldent Rating in Rating in Rating in written Rating in -GSL (lft GSL (2"d Greek(pt written Greek 
assessor) assessor) assessor) (2l1d assessor) 
1. GIOURLOG 3.50 3.50 2.00 1.50 -
2. VALKONT 3.00 3.50 3.00 2.00 -
3. GOPLAST 3.00 4.00 1.50 2.00 -
4. NATLOUTZ 1.50 4.00 1.00 1.00 -
5. GIOPAP 2.50 2.50 2.00 1.00 -
6. IRIPONT 3.00 2.50 2.50 2.00 -
7. STAVAP 2.00 2.50 2.00 2.00 
8. FOTFOT 2.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 -
9. VASISTAM 2.00 2.50 1.50 1.00 -
10. ARILIA 2.00 2.50 1.00 2.00 -11. EVGEO 1.50 1.50 1.00 2.00 
12. PANTLAZ 1.50 2.00 2.00 2.00- -
13. EVMOU 4.00 4.00 3.00 2.50 -
14. GEOSOM 3.50 3.50 3.50 2.00 
15. PAN PRISK 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.00--
16. GEOTSA 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 
17. PELPAN 2.50 3.00 3.00 3.00 -
22 The aim was to check how deviant from Greek bilingual students deaf students really 
external assessor noted that they were "very different as far as the coherence and organi:rc:. ~ 
concerned". This is a different response to previous research (Fraser. 2001) where the assess ahon IS 
not tell the difference between texts of hearing L2 writers and deaf writers. This inconsiste Or could 
reflect methodological issues such as differences in selecting samples. ney ll1ay 
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18. TASDIM 3.50 2.50 1.50 2.50 
19. STATA 2.00 3.50 2.00 2.50 
20. ANTSIN 2.50 3.00 2.50 2.50 
Table 6-3: Rating of written Greek from external assessor 
Name 
(code) 
GIOURLOG 
VALKONT 
GOPLAST 
NATLOUTZ 
GIOPAP 
IRIPONT 
STAVAP 
FOTFOT 
VASISTAM 
ARILIA 
EVGEO 
PANTLAZ 
EVMOU 
GEOSOM 
PANPRISK 
GEOTSA 
PELPAN 
TASDIM 
STATA 
ANTS IN 
Rating in written Greek 
picture video 
1.50 1 
1.50 1 
1.50 1.50 
1 1 
2 2 
ABSENT 2 
3 2 
1 I 
2 ABSENT 
2 2 
2 ABSENT 
2 1.50 
2,50 3,50 
2 2 
3 3,50 
2,50 2.50 
3 3.50 
2 3.50 
4+ 4+ 
4 4 
The 37 texts collected were balanced in material source (see Table 6-4). 
Table 6-4: Distribution of narratives according to story and presentation 
method (video/pictures) 
Frog Story Strawberry Lady 
Pictures Video Pictures Video 
11 9 8 9 
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6.2.1.1 Inter-rater reliability of the assessors 
Inter-rater reliability of Greek sign language assessors 
The correlation between the sign language assessors was calculated using the 
Spearman's rho correlation coefficient non-parametric test. The correlation between 
the two raters was significant (Spearman= 0.464, sig=0.039 < p=0.05) although not 
high as seen from Table 6-5: 
Table 6-5: Correlations of the GSL assessors 
Spearman's rho 1 st rater of GSL 
2nd rater of GSL 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
N 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
N 
• Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
Inter-rater reliability of raters of written Greek 
GSL1 
1.000 
20 
0.464* 
0.039 
20 
GSL2 
0.464· 
0.039 
20 
1.000 
20 
The Spearman's rho correlation test was also applied here. The correlation between 
the two raters was significant (Spearman= 0.595, sig=0.006 < p=O.OI) as shoWn on 
Table 6-6: 
Table 6-6: Correlations of raters in written Greek 
Spearman's rho 1st rater of 
written Greek 
2nd rater of 
written Greek 
Sig. (2-tailed 
N 
Sig. (2-tailed 
N 
•• Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed). 
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1.000 
20 
0.595·· 
0.006 
20 
2nd rater of 
written Greek 
0.595 .... 
0.006 
20 
1.000 
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Comparison ofraters of written Greek 
As seen in Table 6-7 the external assessor's ratings differ slightly from the other two 
(Le. there are 1.25 or 2.75 marks but the school raters only produced more rounded 
numbers or halves Le. 2.00 or 1.50). This is because the external assessor's ratings 
were based on two written stories for each student whereas the schoolteachers 
assessed their overall performance based on their everyday written work. Clearly the 
two assessments were of a different nature, nevertheless complementary. The 
external assessor marked two written texts for each student, hislher video story and 
hislher picture story. The same student therefore would receive two marks from the 
assessor (Le. 1.50 for the video story and 2.00 for the picture story) the mean of 
which could produce marks such as 1.25. 
Table 6-7: Ratings of written Greek 
STUDENT Reliabil~ measurement Valid~ check 
lit rater of 2na rater of External assessor 
written Greek written Greek of written Greek 
1.GIOURLOG 2.00 1.50 1.25 
2. VALKONT 3.00 2.00 1.25 
3. GOP LAST 1.50 2.00 1.50 
4.NATLOUTZ 1.00 1.00 1.50 
5.GIORGPAP 2.00 1.00 2.00 
6. IRIPONT 2.50 2.00 2.00 
7. STAVAP 2.00 2.00 2.50 
8. FOTFOT 1.00 1.00 1.00 
9. VASISTAM 1.50 1.00 1.50 
10. ARILIA 1.00 2.00 2.00 
11. EVGEO 1.00 2.00 2.00 
12.PANTLAZ 2.00 2.00 2.00 
13. EVMOU 3.00 2.50 3.00 
14. GEOSOM 3.50 2.00 2.00 
15. PANPRISK 3.50 3.00 3.25 
16. GEOTSA 3.00 3.00 2.50 
17. PELPAN 3.00 3.00 3.25 
18. TASDIM 1.50 2.50 2.75 
19. STATA 2.00 2.50 4.00 
20. ANTSIN 2.50 2.50 4.00 
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The external assessor's ratings did not take part in the reliability measurements as 
already mentioned. Nevertheless the correlations of the three assessors give an 
indication of validity, which is presented in Table 6-8. 
Table 6-8: Validity check: correlation between internal raters and external 
rater. 
Spearman's 1 II. 
rho INTERNAL 
RATER OF 
WRITTEN 
GREEK 
2~U 
INTERNAL 
RATER OF 
WRITTEN 
GREEK 
EXTERNAL 
RATER OF 
WRITTEN 
GREEK 
Correlation 
Coefficien1 
Sig. (2-tailed' 
N 
Correlation 
Coefficien 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
r-.; 
Correlatior 
Coefficien 
1~· 2~uEXTERNAL 
~NTERNALINTERNAL RATEROF 
RATER OF RATER OF WRITTEN 
WRITTEN WRITTEN GREEK 
GREEK GREEK 
1.000 0.595** 0.447. 
20 
0.595** 
0.006 
20 
0.447* 
0.006 
20 
1.000 
20 
0.823* 
0.048 
20 
0.823* 
0.000 
20 
1.000 
Sig. (2-tailed 0.048 0.000 
N 20 20 ~ •• ~C~orr~e~la=ti~on~is7:si~gn~i~fic=a~nt~a~tt~h~en.Ol1~1e=ve~I~(2~-t~ai~le~d)t.--------~----------~~------- 20 
• Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed). 
Spearman's test was also applied and it was found that the external asses Sor 
correlated significantly with both the internal assessors. With the first internal 
rater 
we had the following result: Spearman = 0.447, sig.= 0.048 < P= 0.05 and with the 
second internal rater we had the following: Spearman= 0.866, sig=O.OOO < P=O.OI 
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6.2.2 The groups formed 
From the assessments in both languages, three groups emerged (Table 6-9): 
1. Sign Language Dominant group (GSL +, written Greek -) 6 subjects 
2. Weak balanced bilingual (GSL -, written Greek -) 6 subjects 
3. Strong balanced bilingual group (GSL +, written Greek +) 8 subjects 
Table 6-9: The groups formed 
STUDENT GSL GSL Written Written External GROUP 
1st r tl Greek Greek written 
1st r Greek 
1. GIOURLOG 3.50 3.50 2.00 1.50 1.25 SL 
dominant 
2. VALKONT 3.00 3.50 3.00 2.00 1.25 SL 
dominant 
3. GOPLAST 3.00 4.00 1.50 2.00 1.50 SL 
dominant 
4. NATLOUTZ 1.50 4.00 1.00 1.00 1.50 SL 
dominant 
5. GIORGPAP 2.50 2.50 2.00 1.00 2.00 SL 
dominant 
6. IRIPONT 3.00 2.50 2.50 2.00 2.00 SL 
dominant 
7. STAVAP 2.00 2.50 2.00 2.00 2.50 Weak 
balanced 
bilingual 
8. FOTFOT 2.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 Weak 
balanced 
bilingual 
9. VASISTAM 2.00 2.50 1.50 1.00 1.50 Weak 
balanced 
bilingual 
10. ARILIA 2.00 2.50 1.00 2.00 2.00 Weak 
balanced 
bilingual 
11. EVGEO 1.50 1.50 1.00 2.00 2.00 Weak 
balanced 
bilingual 
12. PANTLAZ 1.50 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 Weak 
balanced 
bilingual 
13. EVMOU 4.00 4.00 3.00 2.50 3.00 Strong 
balanced 
bilingual 
14.GEOSOM 3.50 3.50 3.50 2.00 2.00 Strong 
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balanced 
15. PANPRISK 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.00 3.25 
bilingual 
Strong 
balanced 
16. GEOTSA 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 
bilingual 
2.50 Strong 
balanced 
17. PELPAN 2.50 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.25 
bilingual 
Strong 
balanced 
18. TASDlM 3.50 2.50 1.50 2.50 2.75 
bilingual 
Strong 
balanced 
19. STAVTAX 2.00 3.50 2.00 2.50 4.00 
bilingual 
Strong 
balanced 
20. ANTSIN 2.50 3.00 2.50 2.50 4.00 
bilingual 
Strong 
balanced 
bilingual 
A crude rule of allocation of an individual to the groups was the sum ofhislher GSL 
assessments: when it was above 5, that was considered to be an advantage In 
language. Sums below 5 were considered a disadvantage in the language. 
The means of the groups from GSL 1st and 2nd assessors (GSLI & GSL 2) as Well as 
the means of written Greek 1st and 2nd assessors (GREEKIST & GREEK2ND) are 
presented in Table 6-10 below: 
Table 6-10: The means of the language groups from the assessments on GSL 
and written Greek 
GSL 1
8t 
GS WRITTEN WRITTEN 
RATER 2N GREEK GREEK 
RATE 1ST RATER 2ND 
GROUP 
-------~--~~~----~~~~~~r_~~~~RA~TER Strong balanced bilingual Mean 3.0625 3.250 2.7500 2.6250 
Total mean 6.3125 5.3750 
N 8 8 
Std. Deviation .6781 .7071 8 -------~~~~~~~~~M~~~I°.8~33~3~2~.3~33~3~~I~.4~1~6~7----·3536 Weak balanced bilingual ean 1 6 
Total mean 4.1666 3.0834' 667 
N 6 6 
6 
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Std. Deviation .2582 .516 .4916 .5164 
SLdominant Mean 2.7500 3.3333 2.0000 1.5833 
Total mean 6.0833 3.5833 
N 6 6 6 
Std. Deviation .6892 .6831 .7071 .4916 
When allocation of students to groups presented difficulties, then other factors were 
applied23 • For example the researcher made a judgement on their signing or their 
written texts. There was an effort to include all possible information about the 
students. It is important to mention two implications here regarding the profile of the 
groups formed. The first is that there was not a clear cut division between the groups 
but more of a continuum among the students. The second and most important was 
that the information we had about the groups was not balanced: we obtained much 
more specific and accurate information regarding the written language profile of the 
participants than their sign language skills. Their sign language assessments and 
some anecdotal information about each individual were the only sources of 
information about their sign language profile. A more detailed profile of each group 
will be presented in the qualitative results, specifically in 8.1.1, 8.1.2 and 8.1.3. 
6.3 Hypotheses of the main study 
Comparisons between the three groups and within each group have been made to see 
whether there are differences at the information level, organisation level and 
grammatical level between the tasks and among the groups. There are three 
hypotheses: 
• The different bilingual groups will produce texts differing in quality and 
quantity and with different characteristics in organisation. grammar and 
information. 
23 o·m I· I ICU ties arose for only 2 students: numbers 4 & 5. Both belong to the SL dominant group. Case 
number 4 had an extreme difference in ratings between the two assessors. Case number 5 did not have 
extreme differences but his sum was exactly 5 and he was one of the two students with deaf family 
members. The researcher re-assessed both cases and decided to place them both in the SL dominant 
group. 
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• The picture and video material will produce texts differing in quality and 
quantity of organisation, grammar and information. 
• There will be an interaction between the groups and the stimulus material. 
The design of the present research therefore has a mixed 2 factors design (2x3): 
One within factor: material (2 levels picture/video). 
One between factor: bilingual language competence (3 levels: Sign Language 
dominant bilinguals, Strong balanced bilinguals and Weak balanced bilinguals). 
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7 ANALYSIS OF TEXTS & QUANTITATIVE RESULTS 
In this chapter the methods of coding and analysing the text along with the statistical 
results, will be presented. For each level of analysis the quantitative results will 
follow. Therefore a small introduction on the statistics and the coding used will be 
given here. 
As far as the statistics are concerned, data were analysed using general linear model-
repeated measures with SPSS. Graphs and tables are provided for all statistically 
significant results. The graphs are boxplots, which show the median, the 25 th & the 
75th percentiles of the values and the largest or smallest values (indicated by the 
whiskers). Outlying and atypical values are indicated by small circles. The graphical 
representation of the data uses the median as a measure of central tendency. The 
choice to use the median rather than the mean has to do with the large range in the 
dataset and with the occurrence of extreme cases. The mean is more affected by the 
extreme cases whereas the median is not which makes it a more appropriate measure 
for this particular study. Also from the 20 students, three of them failed to provide 
one of the two sets of data. This means that SPSS excludes them from the 
calculations. The N (final sample) for each group is: 
N of strong balanced bilingual = 8, 
N of weak balanced bilingual = 4, 
N of SL dominant = 5. 
Nevertheless, their stories were included in the qualitative analyses and provided 
data with many linguistic examples. The level of significance was set at 0.05 for all 
the measurements, which follow. 
As far as the analysis and the coding of the texts is concerned, that occurred on four 
different levels: 
Levell: amount and type of information of stories, 
Level 2: organisation of stories, 
Level 3: text characteristics and 
Level 4: grammatical structures of stories, 
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and from a top to bottom direction. Therefore the higher a level an error occurs the 
more unintelligible the stories are. For each level the criteria used were based on the 
relevant literature (see Chapter 1.3.2). 
All the original texts were translated into English (see Appendix 8). There are a few 
things that should be noted about the translation of the Greek texts and the 
presentation of criteria. Firstly, the translations were not direct ones. The main 
concern was to give the English reader the sense that a Greek reader would have 
when reading the specific texts. Secondly, some of the errors when translated into 
English did not look like errors. On the same token, some perfectly correct Greek 
structures do not have an equivalent in English. Therefore not all errors are apparent 
in translations24• 
The criteria used in analysis of texts, are illustrated with examples followed by the 
name of the subject who produced it. Erroneous forms are indicated by x and correct 
forms by.J. 
7.1 Levell: Amount and type olin/ormation o/stories 
The amount ofin(ormation 
The amount was measured in two ways: a. the basic structure and, b. the basic story 
lines (see Table 7-1). More specifically: 
24 More specifically the English texts fail to reveal errors in: 
• Cases which are particularly important to detect the subject-object in a Greek sentence 
• Various types of verb modification such as the person in the Greek verb. 
• Grammatical gender (non-existent in English). 
• Greek prepositions embedded into articles. 
• Noun-Verb differentiation. 
• Grapheme deletion, spelling patters or visual resemblance of errors and correct forms of 
i.e. reversed graphemes that may alter the meaning, absent or extra graphemes etc. Words, 
• Accentual system which stresses the salient syllable in Greek and which in read' 
k .. d,,·th d" ln8an erroneously accented Gree text may soun 10 e rea er s mner ears as very strange. 
• The plural system, which in Greek affects the adjectives unlike English (i.e. smalls/rogs x). 
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Table 7-1: Amount of information: elements, definitions and examples 
AMOUNT OF INFORMATION 
Basie structure (story grammar) Basie story lines ••• 
1. SEITING = introduction of the main 
characters as well as temporal and spatial 
orientation. 
e.g. A woman young has family and 
one day she-decided to get 
strawberries to give to her children, 
she went one morning to the shop 
where she often-goes. STAT A 
2. REASON = the trigger for the 
development of the story. For example, for 
the Frog Story the reason of the story is that 
the frog escaped from the house. For the 
Strawberry Lady, the reason is that a strange 
man wants to snatch the lady's strawberries. 
e.g. " .but suddenly she-had behind 
her a strange thief and follow her 
often. The strange thief tried to steal 
the strawberries from the lady. But 
the lady holds them tight run and 
get-into the bus PELP AN 
3. ACTION = the development of the story. 
It was rare to fmd a story without the events 
that occurred, or some vague reference to 
them. 
4. CLOSURE = the ending scene or the 
resolution of the story. 
e.g. That found the frog, come the 
dog to have the frog born five little-
frogs. The frog wants to give a 
little-frog the boy, the boy took a 
little frog and to be very beautiful, 
sweet. The boy and the dog went to 
his house. 
For tbe Frog story 
1. Boy & dog have frog 
2. Frog escapes 
3. Boy and dog set off to 
findfrog 
4. They get involved in 
adventures in the wood 
5. They find frog with his 
family 
6. Boy and dog take a new 
frog and go home 
For tbe Strawberry 
lady 
1. Lady buys 
strawberries 
2. A man follows her 
3. The man tries to 
snatch the box 
4. He starts chasing the 
woman 
5. She a/ways manages 
to escape 
6. He eventually finds a 
bush with other fruit 
and forgets her 
7. She arrives home 
and gives the 
strawberries to her 
family 
The basic structure or story grammar of the story consisted of the four elements of 
setting, reason, action, and closure as seen above. The terminology used was the 
researcher's but the approach was based on previous research (see Chapter 1.3.2.1). 
The marking of the narratives for basic structure consisted of counting which of the 
above 4 elements were present. The presence of all 4 elements gave a 4/4; the 
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absence of one gave a % and so on. Then these fractions were translated into 
percentages in order to make the statistical calculations possible. Measurements 
ranged therefore between 0-1 (e.g. 0.75) In this way the stories were comparable. 
The basic story lines are specific to each story as seen above. These construe the 
minimum amounts of information required for an audience to understand the story. 
In order to decide on the number of basic story lines, the researcher collected data 
from six hearing subjects to narrate the most important parts of the stories. The Parts 
of the story that overlapped for all narrators became the basic story lines. This Was an 
informal way of standardising this part of the analysis. 
The way of marking the basic story line performance was the same with the basic 
structure of the story given that in both there is a fixed number against which the 
performance is measured. That is to say in Frog Story, the maximum rating was 6/6 
and for the Strawberry Lady 717 and the range was again between 0 and 1. For 
example, GEOSOM's Strawberry Lady narrative only had 2/4 = 0.50% of story 
grammar and 217 = 0.28% of the basic story lines. 
The type o[in(ormation 
IIere is presented the type (or the quality) of information, which is dependent on the 
writer's decisions as to what is essential for the reader to know and feel about the 
story. Here the stories were segmented in clauses and classified according to the 
information that the verb of the clause gave along with adverbs, adjectives and any 
modification of clauses. At this level the grammatical correctness of the clauses "r 
. was 
not considered. 
The type of information was measured as follows (see Table 7-2): 
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Table 7-2: Type of information: elements, their definitions and examples 
TYPE OF INFORMATION 
Descriptive info 
In this category fall all the clauses of which verbs 
describe some kind of state, action or fact. For 
example: 
State: A boy years old is eight. 
GEOTSA 
Action: The frog is coming out of the 
vase and left. V ALKONT 
Fact: The grocer man was selling the 
strawberries! GEOSOM 
Affective info 
Any information about the inner state of the 
characters, evaluations by the writer comments, 
attributes, opinions, thoughts, desires/intentions 
or story animation (i.e. dialogues, monologues). 
For example: 
Inner state: the dog is happy. EVGEO 
Evaluation: the child is a bad steals 
strawberries. FOTFOT 
Attribute: While she-was-walking, an 
ugly poor man who had obsession with 
the strawberries. He-was-walking behind 
her. STATA 
Intentions: The woman she-annoyed 
wanted to see who is behind her and 
realised that, that man wanted to her 
attack. ANTS IN 
Thought: He thinks the girl to be lost. 
TASDIM 
Here fell also all the clauses that were modified 
with any type of adjective or adverb: 
e.g. suddenly, happily, luckily, angrily, 
etc. 
and clauses with verbs of emotion: 
e.g. scared, loves, worried. annoyed, 
wants to, etc. 
A writer can put as much description and/or affective infonnation in the narrative as 
s/he wants. Consequently this type of infonnation cannot be measured against an 
absolute number of propositions as happened previously in "amount of infonnation". 
So the two types were measured against the total number of the narrative's clauses. 
For example, EVMOU's Frog Story (see Appendix 8, Section 18.1) produced a total 
of 31 clauses. From these, 20 clauses were of a descriptive nature and 11 were of an 
affective nature. The marking of this narrative was: Descriptive - 20/31 (0.64% of the 
text was descriptive) 
Affective - 11131 (0.35% of the text was affective). 
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The forms that were used for text transcriptions can be found in Appendix 3. 
7.1.1 Results for amount and type of information of stories 
In the story grammar results, Table 7-3 shows that the strong balanced bilingual 
group performed consistently better than the other two groups, as expected. Of 
interest, however, are the differences between the SL dominant and the weak 
bilingual group as well as their relation to the strong bilingual group. 
This difference in performance is statistically significant (group main effect: F (2, 
14)= 4.784, p = 0.026). Looking at the pairwise comparisons (Table 7-4) we see that 
the only significant difference between the groups was between the strong-balanCed 
and the weak balanced group (p = 0.045). The SL dominant group does not differ 
significantly either from the bilingual group or the weak balanced group. This makes 
the SL dominant group a middle-group, representing a "bridge" between the high 
achieving strong bilingual and the low achieving weak bilingual group. 
Table 7-3: Descriptive Statistics for story grammar production of the three 
groups in video and picture material 
Material Group Mean Std. Deviation N 
-PICTURE - Strong balanced 0.912 0.170 8 
STORY 
GRAMMAR 
Weak balanced 0.562 0.125 4 
SLdominant 0.700 0.410 5 
Total 0.767 0.283 17---
VIDEO - Strong balanced 0.968 0.088 8---
STORY 
GRAMMAR 
Weak balanced 0.575 0.253 4 
SL dominant 0.616 0.439 5 
Total 0.772 0.317 17---
---
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Table 7-4: Pairwise comparisons of story grammar production of the three 
groups in video and picture material 
(I) Group (J) Group 
Strong balanced Weak balanced 
SLdominant 
Weak: balanced Strong balanced 
SLdominant 
SL dominant Strong balanced 
Weak balanced 
Mean Difference (I-J) Standard Error Significance 
*0.372 0.134 0.045 
0.283 0.125 0.119 
*-0.372 0.134 0.045 
-0.089 0.147 1.000 
-0.283 0.125 0.119 
0.089 0.147 1.000 
Figure 7-1 presents this pattern better: the SL dominant group is located in the 
middle between the high achievers and low ones although it should be noted that it 
exhibits more variability in scores. Also it is obvious that this measurement did not 
exhibit significant material or interaction effects. Strong balanced bilingual and SL 
dominant performed the same in the two tasks whereas the weak balanced tends to 
improve in the video task. The video task though increases the variability of scores in 
SL dominant and weak balanced groups (see Figure 7-1 as well as standard 
deviations in Table 7-3). 
1.2 't--------------------, 
1.0 
.8 
scores *'8 
.6 
04 
.4 
.2 ~plctureJstory 
grammar 
0.0 
.video/story 
-.2 "'"---_----_-----_---1 grammar 
Strong balanced Weak balanced SLdominant 
GROUP 
Figure 7-1: Performance on story grammar production of the three groups in 
video and picture material 
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On the basic story line information there is the same pattern: the groups performed 
differently (Table 7-5) and the difference is statistically significant (main grOUP 
effect: F (2, 14)= 7.570, P = 0.006). The significant difference was directed between 
the strong-balanced group and weak-balanced group (p = 0.008) as Table 7-6 shows. 
Again the SL dominant group's scores are between these two other groups with no 
significant difference from either. 
Table 7-5: Descriptive Statistics for basic story lines production of the three 
groups in video and picture material 
Material GrouE Mean Std. Deviation N PICTURE - Strong balanced 0.8488 0.2437 8 BASIC STORY 
LINES 
Weak balanced 0.4550 0.1034 4 SLdominant 0.5280 0.3556 5 Total 0.6618 0.3056 17 VIDEO - Strong balanced 0.9413 8.132E-02 8 BASIC STORY 
LINES 
Weak balanced 0.3300 0.2920 4 SLdominant 0.6120 0.4078 5 Total 0.7006 0.3552 
-
---!2 
Table 7-6: Pairwise comparisons of basic story lines production of the three 
groups in video and picture material 
(I) Group (J) Group Mean Difference (I-J) Standard. Signifi-cance 
Error 
Strong balanced Weak balanced *0.502 0.137 O.OOS-
SLdominant 0.325 0.128 0.070 
Weak balanced Strong balanced *-0.502 0.137 0.008-
SLdominant -0.178 0.150 0.773 
SL dominant Strong balanced -0.325 0.128 0:G70-
Weak balanced 0.178 0.150 0.773 
---
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Figure 7-2 shows the allocation of the groups with respect to each other as well as 
the wide distribution of scores within the SL dominant & weak balanced group, 
particularly in the video task. Again in this measurement we do not have any material 
or interaction effects. 
1.2 
1.0 
.8 
scores 
.6 
.4 
.2 
0.0 ~picturelbasic lines 
-.2 ....-. __ ~ ______________ --J E)videolbasic lines 
Strong balanced Weak balanced SLdominant 
GROUP 
Figure 7-2: Performance on basic story line production of the three groups In 
video and picture material 
Regarding the affective information in the picture task there seems to be little 
difference in the performances of the three groups. However in the video task the 
strong balanced performance increases, the weak balanced decreases and the SL 
dominant remains at the same level (Table 7-7). 
The results show that in this measurement we have a main effect of groups, and an 
interaction effect of group and material. 
The main effect of group is F (2, 14)= 4.723, p = 0.027 and the pairwise comparison 
between the strong-balanced group and weak-balanced group was significant (p = 
0.038). Table 7-8 shows the comparisons. For a graphic representation see Figure 
7-3. 
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Table 7-7: Descriptive Statistics for affective information production of tbe 
three groups in video and picture material 
Material GrouQ Mean Std. Deviation N 
PICTURE - Strong balanced 0.1338 0.115 8 AFFECTIVE 
INFO 
Weak balanced 0.1450 0.149 4 SL dominant 0.1140 0.0589 5 
Total 0.1306 0.105 17 VIDEO - Strong balanced 0.2600 0.092 8 AFFECTIVE 
INFO 
Weak balanced 0.0000 0.000 4 SL dominant 0.1120 0.138 5 
Total 0.1553 0.143 17 
Table 7-8: Pairwise comparisons of affective information production of tbe 
three groups in video and picture material 
(I) Group (J) Group Mean Difference Standard. Error Significance -(I-J} 
Strong balanced Weak balanced *0.124 0.043 0.038 
SLdominant 0.083 0.040 0.171 
Weak balanced Strong balanced -*0.124 0.043 0.038 
SLdominant -0.040 0.048 1.000 
SL dominant Strong balanced -0.083 0.040, 0.171---
Weak balanced 0.040 0.048 1.000 
--
The interaction effect between groups and material was also significant [F 
(2,14)=4.124, p=0.039]. The interaction effect appears more clearly in Figure 7-3. 
The video significantly improved the strong balanced bilinguals' perfonnance' 
, 
significantly impaired the weak balanced bilinguals'. performance and had 
no 
significant effect on SL-dominant performance. 
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Figure 7-3: Performance on affective information: interaction of groups and 
material. 
7.1 Levell: Organisation of stories 
At the second level of analysis, the way the information was structured was 
investigated. This was measured through the use of tree diagrams (see The 
organisation of the content, 1.3.2.2) specifically those designed by Langer (1986). 
The approach had to be modified, since the language produced in the present 
research was quite deviant from that for which the tree diagrams were originally 
designed. In Langer's research the units of organisation were "content units", i.e. 
rhetorical predicates, rather than clauses. Here, the branching points on the tree 
diagrams are based on clauses instead of propositions or T -Units and are determined 
more strictly by the presence of connectors and other grammatical words. The basic 
relationships found in the narratives are the following: 
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• S Sequence: steps, temporal sequence of episodes. Always occurs at the top 
I 
of the tree diagram as the superimposed rhetorical structure of the genre of 
narrative as well as the episodes' structure. 
• E Event (verbs of doing) 
• D Description (verbs of state e.g. be, have, become, etc) 
• Exp Explanation (because, because of, etc) 
• Ev Evaluation: a comment by the narrator on some aspect of the story 
• C Cause and/or Consequence: the causal relationship between two clauses 
and/or antecedent and consequencent (so, in order to, as a result, 
consequently) 
• Adv Adversative (but, or) 
• Resl Rem! Q-A ResponselRemark & Question-Answer 
(Langer, 1986). Extensive elaboration of the criteria used for deciding the Content 
of the clauses can be found in appendix 7. 
The top of the diagram is determined by the rhetorical structure of the narrative as a 
genre, which is always a temporal sequence. The next level represents the episodic 
sequence the writer has used. From the third level and on is the arrangement of the 
clauses into semantic nodes. All the stories have these three levels. The deeper they 
go from there the more complex they are. The more nodes in each level the more 
information-rich they tend to be. The more variety in the nodes, the more 
sophisticated the story. 
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Figure 7-4: Fragment of a tree diagram for story organisation 
Temporal Sequence LEVEL 1 
Episode I Episode2 Episode X Episode X + LEVEL 2 
/\ 
Event Event Event Description LEVEL 3 
18 20 21 23 
Description Adversative Explanation LEVEL 4 
19 22 24 
Figure 7-4 is an example of a fragment of a tree diagram, indicating the structural 
relationships in a story, specifically that of EVMOU's Strawberry Lady (see full 
example in Appendix 7). Four levels are represented, the deepest has 3 clauses, and 
there are 4 different types of relationships presented (Event! Description! 
Adversative/ Explanation). The numbers under the relationships refer to clauses in 
the narrative. 
E.g: 18) Some other time again he saw a lady 
19) who has the strawberries 
20) was running 
21) and followed 
22) but lady disappeared in the wood 
23) But is boy disappointing 
24) because not is-found the strawberries 
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A few things about the branching have to be explained. Clauses, which describe 
events, are placed on the same level. Clauses are placed in deeper levels when they 
are subordinate clauses. Coordinate clauses are placed on the same 'levels when they 
are connected with the "and" connector but other connectors such as "but" and "or" 
are deeper levels as they are adversatives or alternatives. 
The deviant use of language often caused problems in deciding the content of the 
clauses as sometimes verbs and/or connectors and other words were missing or one 
verb was used in the place of another. A detailed description of the criteria used in 
problematic clauses to decide on their content, can be found in Appendix 7, Section 
17.1. 
7.2.1 Results for organisation of stories 
On the variety of relations produced in narratives the groups again perfonned 
differently (Table 7-9) with the strong balanced performing better than the Weak 
balanced but not significantly better than the SL dominant (Table 7-10). The main 
effect of groups is F (2, 14)= 6.646, P = 0.009 and the pairwise comparison between 
the strong-balanced and weak balanced groups was significant (p = 0.014). In this 
analysis, the SL dominant group more closely resembled the weak balanced·gr 
oup 
than the strong balanced group although results were not significant. This can be 
seen more clearly in Figure 7-5. 
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Table 7-9: Descriptive Statistics of variety of relationships production of the 
three groups in video and picture material 
Material Group 
picture/ Strong balanced 
relationship 
variety 
Weak balanced 
SL dominant 
Total 
video/ Strong balanced 
relationship 
variety 
Weak balanced 
SL dominant 
Total 
Mean Std. Deviation 
4.3750 1.4079 
2.2500 
2.2000 
3.2353 
5.1250 
2.0000 
3.6000 
3.9412 
.9574 
.4472 
1.5219 
1.2464 
.8165 
3.1305 
2.2212 
N 
8 
4 
5 
17 
8 
4 
5 
17 
Table 7-10: Pairwise comparisons of variety of relationships production of the 
three groups in video and picture material 
(I) Group (J) Group Mean Difference (I-J) Standard. Error Significance. 
Strong balanced Weak balanced *2.625 0.783 0.014 
SL dominant 1.850 0.729 0.071 
Weak balanced Strong balanced *-2.625 0.783 0.014 
SL dominant -0.775 0.858 1.00 
SL dominant Strong balanced -1.850 0.729 0.071 
Weak balanced 0.775 0.858 1.00 
Figure 7-5 as well as Table 7-9 show that the weak balanced and the SL dominant 
groups perform at a similar level, although they react differently to the material: 
writing from video is slightly better for the SL dominant group and writing from 
pictures is slightly better for the weak bilingual group. The results on variety of 
relations did not produce any material or interaction effect. 
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Figure 7-5: Performance on variety of relationships production of the three 
groups in video and picture material 
On the 2nd level of organisation there were no differences among the groups perhaps 
because this is the level where the events of the story take place and everybody lllore 
or less had som~ story development. Table 7-11 shows that the means are more or 
less the same within tasks but it also shows a big difference between tasks. This 
difference between tasks was significant (main effect of material: F (1,14) ~7.363, 
p=O.017). More specifically, in Table 7-1,2 we see that the video prodUCed 
significantly better results than the picture task on the 2nd level-the positive direction 
of the mean difference means that the first material of the table (video) did better 
than the second material (picture). 
For graphic representation of this result see Figure 7-6. The boxplots show the vid 
. eo 
task, eliciting better results than the picture. On the 2nd level of organisation no 
interaction effects were elicited. 
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Table 7-11: Descriptive Statistics for 2nd level of story organisation 
GROUP Mean Std. Deviation N 
picture/organisation-Strong balanced 4.0000 .7559 8 
Level 2 
Weak balanced 3.0000 .8165 4 
SLdominant 3.2000 1.9235 5 
Total 3.5294 1.2307 17 
vide%rganisation-Strong balanced 5.1250 .6409 8 
Level 2 
Weak balanced 3.7500 .5000 4 
SLdominant 3.2000 1.7889 5 
Total 4.2353 1.3477 17 
Table 7-12: Pairwise Comparisons of the two materials picture & video on 2nd 
level of story organisation 
(I) MATERIAL (1) MATERIAL Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig. 
video picture ·0.625 .230 
7T---------------------------------------------------------~ 
6 
5 
scores 
4 
3 
2 
1 
o 
-1 ______ ~r_----------------~----------------~----~ 
Strong balanced Weak balanced SLdominant 
GROUP 
Figure 7-6: Story organisation (2nd level) 
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On the 3rd level of organisation the group differences re-appear (see Table 7-13). 
There is a main group effect of F (2, 14)= 10.540, p=0.002 and the pairwise 
comparisons (Table 7-14) show that the strong bilingual differs significantly from 
both the weak bilingual and the SL dominant group. This means that their 
performances (SL dominant and weak bilingual) are more closely related. 
Table 7-13: Descriptive Statistics for 3rd level of organisation 
Material Grout! Mean Std. Deviation N 
picture/organisation-Strong balanced 29.2500 15.1257 8 Level 3 
Weak balanced 12.5000 2.5166 4 SLdominant 14.2000 8.8713 5 
Total 20.8824 13.6925 17 
vide%rganisation-Strong balanced 30.8750 7.6052 8 Level 3 
Weak balanced 10.0000 .0000 4 SL dominant 21.2000 10.6160 5 Total 23.1176 11.3020 17 
Table 7-14: Pairwise comparisons for 3rd level organisation 
(I) GROUP (J) GROUP Mean DifferenceStd. Error Sig. 
{I-J} 
Strong balanced Weak balanced *18.813 4.373 
.002 
SLdominant *12.362 4.071 
.027 
Weak balanced Strong balanced -* 18.813 4.373 
.002 
SL dominant -6.450 4.790 
.599 
SL dominant Strong balanced -*12.362 4.071 .027 
-Weak balanced 6.450 4.790 
.599 
--. 
Figure 7-7 shows the results better: the strong balanced is doing better than the other 
two groups in both tasks followed by the SL dominant and eventually the weak 
balanced group, but without a significant difference between the latter two. Note that 
the SL dominant group is doing better in the video task and the weak balanced is 
doing better in the picture task although the difference cannot be consl'd 
ered 
statistically significant. The strong bilingual seems to have the same behaVior as the 
SL dominant, favoring the video task to the picture one. 
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Figure 7-7: Performance on the 3rd level of organisation 
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On the 4th level of organisation we have the same of results as the ones for the 3rd 
level as far as groups are concerned. Strong balanced group is doing significantly 
better than both the other groups in both tasks (Table 7-15 & 
Table 7-16). The main group effect on the 4th level of the story organisation is F 
(1,14)=5.924, p=0.029. 
Table 7-15: Descriptive Statistics for 4th level of organisation 
Material Grou~ Mean Std. Deviation N 
picture/organisation-Strong balanced 4.5000 4.2426 8 
Level 4 
Weak balanced 0.5000 1.0000 4 
SLdominant 1.0000 .0000 5 
Total 2.5294 3.4300 17 
vide%rganisation-Strong balanced 7.3750 1.0607 8 
Level 4 
Weak balanced 1.5000 1.7321 4 
SLdominant 3.2000 2.4900 5 
Total 4.7647 3.0726 17 
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Table 7-16: Pairwise Comparisons for 4th level organisation 
(I) GROUP (1) GROUP Mean Difference Std. Error Sig. (I-J} 
Strong balanced Weak balanced *4.938 1.127 
.002 
SLdominant *3.838 1.049 
.008 
Weak balanced Strong balanced -*4.938 1.127 
.002 
SLdominant -1.100 1.235 1.000 
SL dominant Strong balanced -*3.838 1.049 
.008 
Weak balanced 1.100 1.235 1.000 
In this measurement there is also a material effect [F (1, 14) = 5.924, p= 0.029] and 
more specifically the video material produces better results on the 4th level of 
organisation, than the picture material (Table 7-17). 
Table 7-17: Pairwise Comparisons of the two materials (picture & video) 
(I) MATERIAL (J) MATERIAL Mean Std. Error 
Difference (I-J) 
video picture *2.025 0.832 0.029 
The main effects of group and material are presented in Figure 7-8. 
, 
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Figure 7-8: Story organisation (4th level) 
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The 5th level of organisation also did not produce any significant effects as very few 
students managed to reach this level. 
7.3 Level 3: Text characteristics o/stories 
These are standard measurements in writing research, connected with the complexity 
and well-formedness of written language (see: Segmenting narratives and measuring 
narrative complexity, 1.3.2.4). The measures used here are: 
• Number of words per text. 
• Number ofT-Units (T-U) per text. In present research the T-Us were equal to 
sentences. A sentence in well-formed narratives was defined from fullstop to 
fullstop. 
• Number of clauses. Clause is the group of words with a verb and a subject 
and they are part ofT-Us. 
• Clauses per T -Units i.e. verbs per sentences . 
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• T-Unit length i.e. number of words in a sentence 
• Subordinate clauses (correctly used subordinate conjunctions) & subordinate 
index (percentage of text with subordination). Subordination was judged by 
the presence of complementisers and subordinate connectors. 
• Coordinate clauses (correctly used coordinate conjunctions) & coordinate 
index (percentage of text with coordination). Coordination was judged by the 
coordinate connectors or by the presence of verbs in a coordinate manner 
without necessarily the presence of connectors. 
• T -Unit complexity i.e. modifications, complex vocabulary, use of elaborated 
structures such as: verb/noun modifications, unusual vocabulary, passives 
, 
participles, perfect tenses, etc. 
• Unknown structures & Unknown structure index (all deviant & and 
unintelligible structures). Here are all the structures that could not be decoded 
as meaningful grammatical structures. 
Once again the deviant language use meant that the above definitions could not be 
applied always. Again specific criteria were developed in order to define deviant T-
Units, clauses and T -Unit complexity. These criteria can be found in Appendix 7 
, 
Section 17.2. 
7.3.1 Reliability of text coding 
The analysis of the texts was carried out by the researcher. The criteria and 
tcchniques used for the analysis were checked for reliability and an independent 
researcher was employed to double check the methods used. A standard 20% sample 
of the entire data set was double-checked. The independent researcher was Greek and 
familiar with sign language issues. Before she assessed the written texts, she Was 
trained by the researcher on the criteria used to examine the texts (see Chapter 7). 
The 20% sample of the data consisted of" 8 written texts. This means that four 
students were chosen each providing two written texts. Two students came frOlll. the 
strong balanced bilingual group one from the weak balanced bilingual groUp and 
One 
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from the sign language dominant group. The independent researcher was asked to 
look at the information level, the organisation level and the overall text 
characteristics level. It was judged by the researcher that a substantial agreement on 
three out of the four levels of analysis would show a good overall agreement. 
The correlations between the researcher and the independent rater, on 19 different 
sets of items (see Table 7-18) were very high achieving statistical significance on 13 
out of the 19 items, giving an overa1168% of agreement. The Spearman's correlations 
are presented in Table 7-18: 
Table 7-18: Correlations of the researcher and the independent rater on text 
analysis 
Item 
Story grammar info 
Basic storylines info 
Descriptive info 
Affective info 
Number of relations in text orfanization 
Number of relations on 2n level 
Number of relations on 3rif level 
Number of relations on 4th level 
T -U complexity 
T-Usnumber 
T-U length 
Number of clauses 
Subordinate clauses 
Subordinate index 
Coordinate clauses 
Coordinate index 
Unknown structures 
Unknown structure index 
Clauses per T-U 
•• Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 
• Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) 
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Spearman's correlation 
0.816·· 
0.976·· 
0.295 
0.319 
0.942*· 
0.783· 
0.893·· 
0.704 
0.827· 
0.928** 
0.571 
1.000** 
0.829· 
0.119 
0.973·· 
0.938·· 
0.755· 
0.707 
0.810· 
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7.3.2 Results for text characteristics 
On this measure, as expected, the strong bilingual group performed significantly 
better than either of the other groups (i.e. the strong bilingual is doing better in 
writing because it is the only group with good written skills). The text characteristics 
were similar for the weak balanced and the SL dominant groups. The SL dominant 
group was not the middle group any more as now it more closely resembled the weak 
balanced bilingual. More specifically these measurements are: 
1. Finished - unfinished stories: the 3 unfinished stories in the data came from 
the SL dominant and weak bilingual groups. This may mean that they faced 
more difficulties in writing. 
2. T -Us complexity: both SL dominant and weak bilingual groups used 
similarly few sentence-enhancing techniques. 
3. Number of words: the strong balanced used more words while producing the 
stories than the other two groups. It may be interesting in this measurement to 
indicate the difference with a few descriptive statistics. Table 7-19 shows that 
the strong balanced group in the picture task produced three times the 
narrative of the weak balanced and SL dominant groups. In the video task this 
ratio between the strong balanced and the weak balanced is also 3 but it is 
reduced to 2 when comparison is made with the SL dominant group (i.e. the 
SL dominant group raises the average number of words from 61.6 to 90.8 
between the tasks which is a considerable improvement yet not statistically 
significant): 
Table 7-19: Descriptive Statistics for number of words in texts 
Material Grou~ Mean Std. Deviation ~ 
picture/ number of words Strong balanced 164.875 108.132 ---s 
in text 
Weak balanced 61.500 20.074 4 SL dominant 61.600 39.080 
-L Total 110.176 91.644 
video/ number of words Strong balanced 157.125 39.494 ----!L 8 in text 
Weak balanced 52.000 12.909 4 SL dominant 90.800 48.951 
-L Total 112.882 58.055 ~ 
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4. number of clauses 
5. number of subordinate clauses & subordinate index 
6. number of coordinate clauses & coordinate index 
There were three measurements though which elicited different results: the T-Us 
length, the clauses per T-U, and the number of unknown structures & unknown 
structure index. 
More specifically, in T-Us length the groups' performance produced differences 
(Table 7-20). The group effect was significant (F (2, 14)= 4.916, p=0.024) between 
the strong balanced and the weak balanced only (Table 7-21). SL dominant produced 
an intermediate performance (see Figure 7-9). 
Table 7-20: Descriptive Statistics for T -U length 
Material Grou~ Mean Std. Deviation N 
picture/ length Strong balanced 11.5013 4.3955 8 
of t-units in text bilingual 
Weak balanced 7.1700 0.7270 4 
bilingual 
SLdominant 7.7280 2.3833 5 
Total 9.3724 3.7809 17 
video/ number Strong balanced 10.9150 3.1362 8 
of words oft- bilingual 
unit in text 
Weak balanced 6.0775 0.3832 4 
bilingual 
SLdominant 7.3440 2.2762 5 
Total 8.7265 3.2206 17 
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Table 7-21: Pairwise Comparisons for T-U length 
(I) GROUP (J)GROUP Mean Difference 
(I-I) 
Std. Error Sig. 
Strong balanced Weak balanced *4.584 1.660 0.046 
SLdominant 3.672 1.546 0.097 
Weak balanced Strong balanced -*4.584 1.660 0.046 
SLdominant -0.912 1.819 1.000 
SL dominant Strong balanced -3.672 1.546 0.097 
Weak balanced 0.912 1.819 1.000 
30r-------------------------------~ 
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Figure 7-9: T-Us length performance of the groups 
The measurements for number of clauses per T-U are shown in Table 7-22 Th 
. ere is 
difference in the performance of the groups [group effect F (2, 14) == 5.467 
, 
p=0.018]. which occurs only between the strong balanced, and the weakbal 
anced 
(see Table 7-23). Figure 7-10 illustrates the performances of the groups. 
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Table 7-22: Descriptive Statistics for clauses per T -Us 
Material Grou~ Mean Std. Deviation 
picture/ number of Strong 2.5137 .9489 
clauses per T-U balanced 
Weak 1.5600 .3608 
balanced 
SLdominant 2.0460 .7172 
Total 2.1518 .8387 
video/ number of Strong 2.7063 .7388 
clauses per T-U balanced 
Weak 1.3750 .1038 
balanced 
SLdominant 1.7480 .3925 
Total 2.1112 .7957 
Table 7-23: Pairwise Comparisons for number of clauses per T -Us 
(I) GROUP (J)GROUP 
Strong balanced Weak balanced 
SLdominant 
Weak balanced Strong balanced 
SLdominant 
SL dominant Strong balanced 
Weak balanced 
Mean Difference 
(I-J) 
*1.143 
0.713 
-*1.143 
-0.429 
-0.713 
0.429 
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Std. Error 
0.364 
0.339 
0.364 
0.399 
0.339 
0.399 
N 
Sig. 
0.022 
0.162 
0.022 
0.900 
0.162 
0.900 
8 
4 
5 
17 
8 
4 
5 
17 
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Figure 7·10: Number or clauses per T·Us 
The third measurement of unknown structure follows. The results of the unknown 
structure index are only presented here as both (i.e. the number and the index of 
unknown structures) have .similar trends. From the table with the descriptive statistics 
we see that the performances are reversed: the strong bilingual has the smallest index 
of unknown structures followed by the weak bilingual and the SL dominant -which 
has the largest· (see Table 7-24). This difference of groups was significant [main 
group effect: F (2, 14) = 7.983, p= 0.005] and the significance was between the SL 
dominant and the strong balanced group making the weak balanced the middle gr . 
oup 
(Table 7-25 & Figure 7-11). 
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Table 7-24: Descriptive Statistics for unknown structure index 
Material Group Mean Std. N 
Deviation 
picture/ unknown structure index Strong balanced 0.066 0.079 8 
Weak balanced 0.180 0.080 4 
SLdominant 0.524 0.323 5 
Total 0.227 0.266 17 
video/ unknown structure index Strong balanced 0.133 0.173 8 
Weak balanced 0.170 0.110 4 
SLdominant 0.414 0.227 5 
Total 0.224 0.211 17 
Table 7-25: Pairwise Comparisons of unknown structure index 
(I) GROUP (J)GROUP Mean Difference Std. Error Sig. 
(I-J) 
Strong balanced Weak balanced -0.075 0.101 1.000 
SL dominant -·0.369 0.094 0.005 
Weak balanced Strong balanced 0.075 0.101 1.000 
SLdominant -0.294 0.110 0.056 
SLdominant Strong balanced ·0.369 0.094 0.005 
Weak balanced 0.294 0.110 0.056 
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Figure 7·11: Unknown structure index 
7.4 Level 4: Grammatical structures of stories 
~ picture! index of 
unknown structures 
o video! index of 
unknown structure 
This analysis focused on language form, with a particular focus on the weaker Parts 
of the texts: the erroneous forms. The categorisation of erroneous structures, which 
were used in the present study, is an adaptation from James's (1998) (see Appendix 
4). The reason for using this categorisation is that it approaches the errors from a 
bilingual point of view. The typical type of errors made by L2 learners 
, are: 
omissions, over-inclusions, misselections, misorders and blends. Also the error 
s are 
secn in different contexts and order of importance, which is: errors of 
graphemcs<errors of grammar & lexis<errors of discourse (see Error ana/y'''' 
.. ,~, 
3.4.2). 
The decisions concerning what constitutes an "error" and how to categorise erro . 
rs, IS 
a complicated process. Categorising an error assumes that you know more or Ie 
ss the 
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intentions of the writer as to the final product, which is not always possible. In order 
to identify the errors safely it was decided that the best way was to correct the texts 
first and then place the corrections made into categories. A corrected text is not a 
correct text. The result is that many of the errors in the texts were left as they were 
but the corrections made were the ones that produced the least assumptions about the 
writers' intentions and knowledge. The criteria used for the corrections are: 
o Corrections do not change the meaning of the story. However they were made in 
the direction of the meaning of the particular story and in combination with the 
material, which produced the story, especially the video material (i.e. what the 
signer said). 
o When a correction was made there should not be another possible correct answer. 
o When, in the correcting process, a new word had to be added, this could not be a 
content word but only a function word. Exceptions were verbs of state and verbs 
of saying & communication. 
o It is possible to substitute a content word for a similar word. 
It should be said here that most of the time the true knowledge and intentions of the 
writers' could be retrieved either from the context, or from the material or from the 
writer's consistency of error (e.g. if the error was repeated numerous times in the 
text). 
After correcting the texts, the corrected errors were categorised in a table (see Table 
7-26). The first column described the tn>e of error (omissions, over-inclusions, 
misselections, misorders, blends) and the first row described the level of error 
(substance errors, grammar errors, lexis errors, discourse errors) in the text. The level 
of errors follows a "bottom-up" direction, which is the preferred direction when 
analysing products and not processes (James, 1998). Table 7-26 gives definitions and 
some examples of the error categories. 
It is important to mention here that this categorisation took place in order to perfonn 
statistical and numerical calculations and so the results from this categorisation are 
included in the quantitative results. A qualitative more elaborated and descriptive 
error analysis also took place and will presented in Chapter 8. 
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Table 7-26: Error categorisation: definitions and examples 
Level SUBSTANCE TEXT DISCOURSE 
Errors on Grapheme/Spelling/ GRAMMAR LEXIS Cohesion / coherence 
Punctuation Errors on nouns. verbs. Errors in content words 
articles. prepositions. Errors on the underlying 
This is the group of errors that adjectives. adverbs. There were relatively few errors on the relations that bind a text. 
concerned punctuation use and mainly conjunctions. and particles. lexis level Disruption on the overall 
grapheme misuse in a word. discourse theme. 
Punctuation was rarely under attention These items were also 
because it is a highly sophisticated segmented into even smaller 
writing skill and relies heavily on the variables according to the 
writer's intentions when segmenting nature of the error (i.e. 
hislher text. The few times that it was gender, tense, mood, 
measured, it concemed quotation number, person errors). 
marks in dialogues. 
Modification 
Omission Omission of grapheme(s): Incomplete sentences (omission errors) 
e.R. to Ive x = to love" e.R. One the lady. 
Over-Inclusion Overinclusion of grapheme(s): Overinclusion of grammatical Overinclusion of content word: Packed information i.e. many nouns 
e.g. to sifeaI x = to steal" words: e.g. The lady woman holds a basket x = and/or verbs packed together 
e.g. The boy is sleeping x25 e.g. He-fell he-afraid the child he-see the 
dog he-went, he-afraid the bee 
Misselection Misselection ofgrapheme(s): Misselection of grammatical Choosing the transitive verb instead of the Inconsistency of tenses! Maintenance of 
e.g. zuddenly x = suddenly" words such as: intransitive of the same root verb or the characters with only indefinite deixis 
choosing the wrong gender for other way round: (misselection errors) 
nouns, articles and adjectives, I-move-something vs. I-am-moving (lCOUVO> e.g. The salesman gave one [-follow 
choosing the wrong verb mood vs. 1Couvtl:~al) grandma will go (tense inconsistency) 
and tense aspect and person 
choosing the wrong number in e.g. The boy fell a deer. A deer is angry. 
nouns and verbs (maintenance with indefinite deixis) 
choosing the wrong case for 
articles and ~ronouns etc. 
Misorder Misorder of grapheme(s): Reversed object-subject pattern: Misorder of chronological presentation of 
e.g. gose x = goes" e.g. The vase is in the frog x info 
e.g. The dog has inside vase because hurts 
his head. 
Blend Blending direct/indirect speech 
The child where is the frog 
random Irrelevant to the story information 
But the strange thief has his friends with 
they-live in the wood to look for 
the foods. (1) 
25 In Greek this is considered ungrammatical. Present tense only has one aspect and cannot be modified like English 
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7.4.1 Results for grammatical structures of stories 
Results on errors have not produced group effects or interaction effects. This means 
that all groups produced approximately the same amount and type of errors. In 
addition they responded to the materials in the same manner. 
Nevertheless, there were a few significant or close to significance results on the 
material effect. From Table 7-27 we see that video in total produced more omissions 
of grammatical items on text level than the pictures. 
Table 7-27: Descriptive Statistics for omissions of grammatical items 
GROUP Mean Std. Deviation N 
picture/text Strong balanced 3.6250 2.6152 8 
level-grammar- bilingual 
omission 
Weak balanced 2.2500 1.8930 4 
bilingual 
SLdominant 2.2000 3.1937 5 
Total 2.8824 2.5952 17 
video/text level- Strong balanced 5.6250 2.5600 8 
grammar- bilingual 
omission 
Weak balanced 2.2500 1.5000 4 
bilingual 
SLdominant 5.2000 2.5884 5 
Total 4.7059 2.6402 17 
More specifically, the stimulus material produced an effect that was close to 
significance on the "grammar - omission-on text level" category [F (1, 14)=4.348, 
p=0.056] (see Table 7-28). 
Table 7-28: Pairwise Comparisons of picture & video for omissions of 
grammatical items 
(I) MATERIAL (J) MA TERIALMean Difference 
(I-J) 
video picture ·1.667 
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Figure 7-12 shows that the video produced significantly more omission errors in the 
strong balanced and the SL dominant but there was less of the effect on the weak 
balanced group. 
12 
07 
10 
05 
scores 
8 
6 
4 
2 ~picture/omissions 
of grammatical items 
o 
Dvideo/omissions 
of grammatical items 
Strong balanced Weak balanced SL dominant 
GROUP 
Figure 7-12: Omission errors of grammatical items on text level 
As a result of the above some of the omission subcategories yielded significant 
results or ones which approached significance. In one case there was a difference in 
the subcategory of "omission of prepositions" (Table 7-29) 
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Table 7-29: Descriptive Statistics for omission of prepositions in texts 
GROUP Mean Std. Deviation N 
picture/text- Strong balanced 0.2500 .4629 8 
grammar- bilingual 
omission-
preposition 
Weak balanced 0.5000 1.0000 4 
bilingual 
SLdominant 0.6000 .8944. 5 
Total 0.4118 .7123 17 
video/text- Strong balanced 1.5000 1.6903 8 
grammar- bilingual 
omission-
preposition 
Weak balanced 0.5000 .5774 4 
bilingual 
SLdominant 1.6000 1.3416 5 
Total 1.2941 1.4038 17 
This effect was close to significance [F (1,14)=4.178, p=0.060] (see Table 7-30) and 
Figure 7-13 shows that this effect was stronger in the SL dominant and strong 
bilingual group. 
Table 7-30: Pairwise comparisons of picture & video in omitting prepositions 
(I) MATERIAL (J) MATERIAL Mean Difference 
(I-J) 
video picture ·0.750 
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Figure 7-13: Omission of prepositions in texts 
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The second case of omission subcategory, which elicited statistically signifl 
. , Cant 
results on material effect, was the "omission of verbs". It must be explained here that 
the overwhelming majority of the verbs recorded as "omitted" fell into a broad 
category of state verbs (verbs of being, i.e. to be, to have, to appear) and 
communicative verbs (verbs of saying, i.e. to ask, to reply, to think, to say). 
From the descriptive statistics (Table 7-31) we can see that the total omiss1' 0 ns of 
verbs in the video task were three times more than the picture task. 
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Table 7-31: Descriptive Statistics for omission of verbs 
GROUP Mean Std. Deviation N 
picture/text- Strong balanced 0.625 1.188 8 
grammar- bilingual 
omission-verb 
Weak: balanced 0.500 1.000 4 
bilingual 
SLdominant 0.200 0.447 5 
Total 0.471 0.943 17 
video/text- Strong balanced 1.250 0.886 8 
grammar- bilingual 
omission-verb 
Weak: balanced 0.750 0.500 4 
bilingual 
SLdominant 1.200 1.303 5 
Total 1.117 0.927 17 
This was a significant difference for the materials [F (1,14)=5.149, p=0.040] (see 
Table 7-32) and all the groups produced this effect as shown in Figure 7-14. 
Table 7-32: Pairwise comparisons of picture & video for omission of verb 
(I) MATERIAL (1) MATERIAL Mean Std. Error Sig. 
Difference (I-J) 
video picture ·0.625 0.275 0.040 
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Figure 7-14: Omission of verbs 
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7.5 Summary of quantitative results 
As far as the group effect is concerned the general result was that the strong bilingual 
group scored significantly higher than the other groups, which by definition was 
expected. The aim was to see the placement of the three groups in relation to each 
other. At the information level the SL dominant group was the middle group in 
performance, being significantly different from neither the strong nor the weak 
bilingual group. In organisation and text characteristics, the SL dominant group 
shifted towards the weak bilingual group's performances. Only on a few 
measurements was it the middle group, such was the variety of relationships, T-U 
length and number of clauses/T-U. With respect to errors, there was no difference 
between any of the groups. 
As far as the material effect is concerned, our immediate interest is the effect of sign 
language on the groups' general performance. Sign language material improved the 
Structure of the texts in terms of organisation (the 2nd and 4th level of tree diagrams) 
compared to the picture material. In relation to text characteristics, the source 
material caused no significant effect. A negative effect of sign language was found in 
the error analysis and this occurred in omission of grammatical words such as 
prepositions, and verbs of state/being/communication. 
Finally, the interaction effect between the groups and the material did not yield 
significant results, except in the affective type of information of the stories. In this 
case the strong balanced bilingual group performed significantly better on the video 
than on the picture task, the weak balanced group performed significantly better on 
the picture than on the video task and the SL dominant performed the same on both 
tasks. 
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8 ERROR ANALYSIS & QUALITATIVE RESULTS 
In the following section we present a description of error patterns and linguistic 
styles found in the written stories and attempt to attribute these occurrences to known 
bilingual phenomena. The categorisation of errors via language groups does not 
mean that the errors of one group do not occur in the other. In fact most of the errors 
were similar in all groups -as implied also from the quantitative non-significant 
difference in error analysis. However the general impression from the stories, the 
cohesion and the style of language at discourse level used by each group were 
di fferent and these findings will now be presented. 
Each group's writing style will be illustrated with a case study example 26. After the 
illustrative example there will be an account of the errors found in texts. The types of 
errors described here are similar to the ones in the error table with a few additions 
that were noticed during the reading of the stories (see Appendix 4, also extensive 
elaboration in Chapter 3.4.2, and 7.4). The types of errors most frequently found 
concern the following: 
• Grapheme and spelling errors (substance errors): omissions, overinclusion 
s, 
and misselections. These types of errors are not usually a problem to deaf 
students' writing. They are interesting though because they have a twO-fold 
nature: visual shape and sound representation. Some misselections have a 
visual nature, for example the letters t & ~ and K & x look similar and they 
were confused. Other misselections involved letters such as P & cP, which 
sound similar and look the same on the lips. Depending therefore on which of 
the two types are more pervasive we can detect which processing _ 
visuaVorthographic or phonological- is underway. 
• Stress system: in written Greek the words receive a mark on top of the VOWel 
whose syllable is stressed during speech. Errors in the written stress system 
26 All examples of ~itt~n ~tories are presented a~ the o~ginal ones without ~orrected sPelIin 
punctuation, stress, capitalisation ~tc .. Also the changm~ of hnes .foHows. th~ c~anglDg of lines on g, 
student's page. The only intervention 10 the examples given here IS the ehnunatlon ofself-correctiothe 
This is to make the stories easier to read., ns. 
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do not interfere with the understanding of meaning but they are interesting to 
describe because of their connection to speech perception. 
• Interlanguage errors (see Error analysis, 3.4.2). In the following description 
of errors, the additional language -the sign language- manifests itself in 
various ways such as: 
a. noun modification expressed in various forms either as neologisms or in a 
concatenation manner that resemble sign language structures. In 
neologisms the student is making up a non-existent word -always a 
content one- to fill in vocabulary gaps. In concatenation the student 
chains two nouns together to make a new word. In sign language it is 
possible to modifY a noun with another noun. In concatenation, in sign 
language there is a stem-sign for a superordinate class at the end of a 
modifying word. In the example below the stem is the sign for ''person'' 
and once combined with an appropriate sign it gives different meanings. 
E.g.: SUGAR+PERSON = pastry-man = ~ax.ap<>1tMlO'tT\;, 
SNOW + PERSON = snow-man = X,lOvav9pomo;. 
Many of the noun modifications found in narratives, had a visual 
implication. 
b. verb modification expressed as modifying tense and aspect. Both tense 
and aspect have been given periphrastically (i.e. externally like it occurs 
in sign language). For example tense modification is given modifying the 
verb ''to be" along with other verbs. Aspect modification works in a 
similar manner by adding adverbials of manner such as "he looked again 
again" to give continuity. 
c. noun-copy or pronoun-copy and instances of phrase-copy, occurs in a 
similar way to ''pronoun copy" or "question copy" in sign language. 
These structures are common in sign language and they serve purposes of 
emphases (Sutton Spence & Woll, 1999). 
d. word flow/order (expressed mainly as packed information & topic-
. comment). In packed information the writer attempts to provide the 
concurrent information of signing in a similarly packed way in writing 
dropping all conjoining words and putting together groups of verbs or 
groups of nouns in an unconnected way. The topic-comment word order is 
also an attempt of transferring sign language topic-comment structure. 
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e. rhetorical questions, are a way to put emphasis and draw attention to new 
infonnation in sign language. They have also been described as a type of 
topic-comment structure (Sutton Spence & Woll, 1999). 
f. exact translation (vocabulary errors). Vocabulary errors are expressed by 
translating the equivalent sign, which does not fit the L2 context. Also, in 
this category, are placed all the structures that do not fit in the above c, d 
& e categories. They mostly concern one item, for example the word OK 
or "all fine" to finish the story. 
• Intralanguage errors (see Error analysis, 3.4.2) In the present study 
intralanguage errors were: 
a. sentence conjunction (expressed mainly as usmg SUbjunctive Over 
coordination) 
b. morphological errors expressed in a variety of structures the most 
prevailing being verb morphology, case marking and grammatical gender. 
c. redundancy strategy where the L2 writer in an effort to make sure the 
message is passed on, resorts to techniques such as tautology Or OVer 
marking reference. 
d. generalisation strategy. Over-use of a rule where it is not apprOPriate. 
Over-use of a certain strategy has the side effect of under-using others 
(Le. overuse of noun reference and therefore under-use of ellipSis). 
Another expression of generalisation strategy is the syntactic gravity 
(James, 1998): one structure affecting the structure next to it e.g. One can 
safely assume that, the case system of adjectives is similar to the nouns 
they are modifying. 
e. compensation strategy (expressed mainly in word choice). When 
compensating for an unknown word the writer resorts to using another 
familiar word with a similar meaning. 
• Discourse errors 
a. perspective shift errors (expressed mainly as wrong person in verb 
construction, and blended reported speech) As far as person in Verb is 
concerned, in many cases the writers favored 1 st person and 2nd pers . 
onm 
perspective where 3rd person should be used. Both these persons ar 
. e the 
characters' perspective rather than the narrator's. As far as rep 
Orted 
speech is concerned there is, in almost all tasks and groups, Some . 
tnInor 
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or major direct-indirect speech blending. This was partly because of the 
frequent 15t person verb use where a 3rd person was required as well as 
from missing verbs of thought or communication. 
b. Word choice (expressed as using mainly a verb whose perspective is not 
appropriate according to the context. Examples during error analysis will 
illustrate this point) 
c. absence of reference devices (expressed mainly as lack of ana ph ora) 
d. information errors, expressed mainly as: 
1. Omission of important information. 
2. Misorder or unclear information. 
4. Confusion of referents (usually the dog and the frog) 
It should be made clear that the majority of errors concerned morphology, which is 
only mentioned on a few occasions because of their overwhelming quantity. The 
researcher felt that morphological errors should be investigated in-depth and not 
simply described in a small section of a thesis. Finally, the categorisation of errors 
serves purely to provide a convenient means of presentation ami it is possible that an 
error can occur in more than one category (Le. be a interlanguage and a discourse 
error). 
In summary this section attempts to classify, and explain the errors produced. The 
error analysis will begin with the strong balanced bilingual group then with the weak 
balanced bilingual and finally with the SL dominant bilingual group. First there will 
be the presentation of the case profile from each group and then the errors produced 
in all texts. 
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8.1.1 Strong balanced bilingual language profile 
The strong bilingual group includes by definition the best performers, not only 
because they have good sign language skills to carry out successful translation tasks 
but they may also have good written Greek skills to produce a good written text. As 
far as the group's sign language skills are concerned these are described better by the 
criteria defined by sign language assessments (see 0). Specifically, the members of 
this group are more likely to be described as having "good" or "very good" sign 
language skills. They are therefore able to express themselves comfortably and 
skillfully through GSL and GSL may be considered either their preferred or even 
their mother tongue. Grammatically they may be able to perform correctly, noun and 
verb modifications, using space for grammatical purposes comfortably. They are 
likely to have a broad and sophisticated sign vocabulary and at the highest skills of 
language we could include the ability to use GSL creatively (Le. for poetic, 
metaphoric or sophisticated humor purposes). The above are indirect assumptions 
derived from the assessors' ratings as already mentioned in 6.2.2. The members of 
this group are also assessed as having "good" or ''very good" written language, 
which means that their grammatical skills in written Greek do not interfere with the 
comprehensibility of the text. Also they are likely to use elaborated constructions 
such as conditionals, subordination, rich vocabulary, etc. (see 6.1.2.2). This 
combination of skills in both languages creates a writing style, which is manifested 
in the written narratives of our study as follows: 
Overall, they were the group which used most frequently and effectively the 
punctuation system, the accentual system and reference system. In fact despite errors 
at the grammatical level, they used cohesive devises appropriate to written Ian guage. 
The reference system was strikingly different between all groups, with the strong 
bilingual using the most effective one. So, despite the errors, they linked their 
sentences in a variety of ways such as: anaphora, time & location refte 
rences, 
Pronominal in interchange with nominal system in order to introduce re-intr 
' oduce 
and maintain the characters of the story properly, provision of grammatical v . . 
artation 
and use of figures of speech, such as metaphor. 
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The language style will be illustrated with an example but Appendix 8, Section 18.1 
shows that this linguistic style is common more or less among the members of this 
group. 
Example o(typical strong bilingual writing: 
The participant chosen to illustrate strong bilingual writing was the only student who 
received the highest assessment grades: EVMOU had 4 in Greek Sign Language 
assessment and 4 in written Greek assessment from both assessors of the school. She 
is 18 years old and comes from a hearing family, which, according to the school 
counsellor is very supportive and positive towards her deafhess. She is not only a 
good and methodical student but also a very bright one according to her teachers. She 
did not learn GSL in the family but was exposed to it quite early in school and her 
signing is admired by the deaf and hearing staff of the school. 
THE FROG STORY (picture stimulus) 
The kid with the dog you-all-see the frog. 
He is sleeping with the dog next to him. 
The frog climbs up the vase and leaves somewhere. 
Afterwards they woke up, dress, he-opens the window 
and called where is the frog. 
They go to the wood for search. 
The dog sees hive and afterward falls hive, 
they run be~ause hive they-followed the dog and 
the child. 
The boy is-afraid because he-sees owl. 
Afterwards he climbs up a big stone and sees and 
call afterwards suddenly the reindeer took from his head. 
They-run and fell the boy with the dog, into the port. 
Suddenly he-heard that could he be there the frog. 
Looks that they-are here the frogs and one it took 
his frog and they left. 
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o Mt1(p6~ J.la~t J.lE TO <ncUAO ~A.tnETE TOV ~(hpaxo. 
AUT6C;KOtJ.l(l:tat J.lE 'to CncUAO bl1tAa. 'tou. 
To ~(l:tpaxo aVE~aivEt TO ~a~o Kat IPEUyEt Ka1tOU. 
METa ~u1MiO'av, VroVEJ.lOt avoiYEt TO napaSup6 
Kat IProva~E nou ElVat to ~atpaxo. 
ni)yatVOUv O'tO oaO'o yta 'l'a;(Vouv. 
o <nCUWC; ~A.tnEt lCU'I'EAllKat J.lEta 1tEIPtEtlCt'l'EAll, 
autol TptXOUV ytan lCt'l'EAll (X1(OAOuSllO'av 0 O'KUAOC; Kat 
TO natO£' 
To 7tatot IPo~atat ytatl ~A.tnEtKOUKou~aYla. 
METa au't6~ aVE~aivEl tva J.lEyaw nt'tpa ~A.tnEt Kat 
IProva~Et J.lETa ~aIPVlKa 0 'tapavoo 1ti)PE ano'to KEIPaAt TOU. 
TpEXouv Kat £7tEO'E TO natot J.la~t J.lE TO mcUAO, UtO AtJ.laV1.. 
EaIPVlKa aKOUO'& 6n J.li)n(j)~ Elvat EKEi TO ~aTpaxo. 
KOtta~&t 6n Elvat EOm Ta ~aTpaxa Kat tva TO 1t11pE 
btK6 TOU paTpaxo Kat tIPuyav. 
TilE STRAWBERRY LADY (video stimulus) 
The Lady went to the grocer-man to buy 
the strawberries she paid and left. 
She walked in the street, suddenly some boy is 
strange his face like is witch. He followed 
the girl and wants to take the strawberries. 
Lady was running and came the bus 
got in. He is sad because he wants 
to eat but doesn't have. 
Some other time again he saw a lady who has the strawberries 
was running and followed but lady disappeared in the wood. But is 
boy 
disappointing because not is-found the strawberries. Some 
day he saw in the wood there are strawberries, ate and 
happy. The lady went to her house and gave 
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to all her family and they ate. 
~ 
H Kupia mlYE cr'to JlaVa~ll yta va ay6pacrEt 
~ <ppOUAB~ 1tAllpoom: Kat E<PUYE. 
Au'ti]nEpna'ti]crE mo ()p6Jlo, ~a<pVlm Kanow~ ay6pt &ivat 
napa~tvo 'to npocroono 'tou crav Eivat Jlaytcrcra. AU't6~ aKoAouOi)crE 
'tT)V K01tEAa Kat OtABt va napEt ~ <ppaouABc;. 
lCUpta E'tptXE Kat TtPOE 'to ABro<popEio 
Jlm1KE JlEcra. AU't6C; EiVat mEVaxroptcrJ.16vOC; ytarl OtAEt 
va <paEt aAAa ()EV tXEt. AUll <popa 7taAt au't6c; EWE JlW lCUpia nou tXEt 
n~ <ppaouAB~ E'tpexe Kat aKoAouOitcre, aAAa 
lCUpia e~a<pavicr'tT)Ke JlEcra cr'to ()acro~. 'OJlro~ EiVat ayopi 
anoyoll'tEUnK6c; ytarl ()EV ~picr1CE'tat nc; <ppaouABc;. Kanow 
JlEPa. aU't6c; ewe cr'to ()acro EiVat <ppaouAec;., e<paye Kat 
EU'tUXlcrJ.1Evoc;. H lCUpia m1ye mo crmn 'tT)C; Kat t()rocre 
crE 6AOUC; otKOYEVEia 'tT)C; Kat E<payav. 
Strong Balanced bilingual: comments on the writing profile 
The strong bilingual person's texts despite the errors, are well understood. There is a 
variety of cohesive tactics to link sentences and events together: 
a) Anaphora 
e.g. The kid with the dog you-see the frog. He is sleeping ... 
~ 
To 7taWtKat 0 crlCUAoc; PAB7t£tc; 'to ~'tpaxo. AVTo, KOLJ.LlX'T01 ••• 
b) Time & location relations: 
e.g. . .. and leaves somewhere. Afterwards they woke up ... 
~ 
••• KaL c/>EV,H KOOR>V. MeTa ~\J1t\'i)crav •.. 
c) Interchanging nominal and pronominal words to reintroduce and maintain the 
characters: 
e.g The Lady went to the grocer ... She walked in the street. .. 
~ 
H Kvpla 1tT}yE cr'tO JlaVaPll ... AVu7 7t£pml'tT)cre cr'to ()p6Jlo ... 
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d) Grammatical variation 
e.g Relative clauses: 
... he saw the lady who has the strawberries 
~ 
••• au't6~ £iOE ,.ua lCUpta 1I"OV EXEt n~ cppUOUAE~. 
Subjunctives: 
He followed the girl and wants to take the strawberries 
~ 
AU't6C; aKoAOu91l<n; TIlV K01tEA.a Kat Bikl va 1Cfipel nc; cppUOUA.e<; 
Co-ordination of other type than "and": 
He is sad because he wants to eat but doesn't have 
AUt6~ £ivat a'tEVaxroptaJ.ltvo~ 'Ytan 9EA.et va cpaEt aMa OEV EXEt 
Metaphor: 
... is strange his face like is a witch 
~ 
•.. EiVat 1tapa~tvo 'to 1tpoao>1to 'tOU aav Elvat J.laytaaa 
From the above examples (most of them are taken from the video story) and from the 
results of text analysis, it seems that the type of material had an effect with video 
bcing more facilitative than the pictures. Although the picture story is of 
approximately the same length it has not produced more grammatical complexity (in 
fact there were attempts of subordination but they were all ungrammatical) and it has 
not produced much insight into the characters in the way the video has (Le. the 
psychological development of the strange man being "sad" and then "disapPointed" 
and eventually "happy" in comparison to the dry description of the boy and the do ) g. 
The two stories have a common contextualised introduction. 
It is obvious that in general the writer knows how a text needs to be constructed and 
she has a good grasp of Greek language. It seems that the video task has managed to 
exprcss this knowledge of L2 in a more effective way. 
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8.1.1.1 Types of errors in strong bilingual video texts 
When spelling errors occur, which is relatively rarely, these are usually omissions or 
overinclusions of a grapheme. The nature of the errors seems of an irregular nature 
(i.e. the graphemes are not similar to each other visually or phonetically) and most of 
them were vowels. 
The omissions were: 
<bpOUAt~ x = cppgov N~ vEVMOU 
KAa~cl x = KNxD!cl vGEOTSA 
Ba'tpaxta x = pa'tpaxi~a vPELP AN 
and the overinclusions were: 
(J1EVa,xwPLQJ,l£vOC; x = cr't&VaXOOptJ.1Evoc; vEVMOU 
{jarpCX)(!OO<.o x = patpaxcllCo vPELP AN 
There was one misselection of "E"& "d': 
The stress system is well used. Only one student did not use it at all (GEOSOM) and 
one (ANTSIN) had a tendency to move the tones further down the stressed syllable 
(Le. the text "sounds" like French). 
In the category of interlanguage errors there are some examples of aspect 
modification: 
The boy said thank-you pa to take the dog told him to leave. 
~ 
To ay6pt ebte Euxaptcrto mva1tapet to mcuMn taU EUte va «pU"fouv. 
PELPAN 
There is a non-sense word ''pa'' in between the verbs. This ''word'' typically 
accompanies, as mouthing, the sign equivalent of "finished" or "done" which is 
indicative of a past perfective event. For example: "EAT -PAn means "I just ate". 
Another example of aspect modification, is the following: 
The man did not find her again again 
~ 
o avtpac; ~&V TIlv PPlllCE, ~CiPa-~CiPa 
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ANTS IN 
Another type of modification is noun modification such as: 
(1) Trees strawberries 
T 
~tvrpa cPpoou'N., 
TASDIM 
In the example above (example 1) the "stem" concept is "tree" as it is superordinate 
and the modifying word is "strawberries". The intended meaning in English would 
be "strawberry bush". In Greek however you cannot have tree & strawberry as both 
have the status of nouns. In a similar way come the following examples: 
(2) K01)n <ppao1)M:<; 
T 
Box strawberries 
(3) KaMOl <pp6.01)M:<; 
T 
Basket strawberries 
PANPRISK 
STATA 
Sign language influence also manifests its presence in the word order and word flow. 
One way of doing this is packed information. The example that follows attempts to 
describe the scene from the Frog Story where the boy looks into a hole from where a 
mouse jumps out and scares him: 
Outsidc' yard hc-was-Iooking-for and thinks that the soil is inside to see to-
take-out, to-scare that there-was a mouse 
E~oo (1)).1") £'ValV£ Kat V0J.lll;£l on 'to xooJ.la £tVal J.l£(Ja va 5£1 ~'YaAtl, TPOJ.la~£\ 
OTt U1f71PXE EPa 7rOP1LKO. 
GEOSOM 
This is a structure of unconnected verbs put together. It is true that in sign most of 
these things happen together: the signer pretends to be the boy who looks into a h I 
o e. 
While looking at the hole, the signer's hand forms the shape of "a mouse". So While 
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still looking, the signer's-hand-mouse jumps out and the signer's-face-boy is scared. 
The writer attempts to provide the packed infonnation of signing in a similarly 
packed way in writing, dropping all conjoining words. 
Another sign language influence which manifest itself in the word order of written 
Greek is similar to the topic-comment structure: 
" ... and thinks that the soil is inside (i.e. the frog) ... " 
~ 
,,~ " 
••• Kat VOJ.U~H OTt, TO ~p,aHVat p,Eua ... 
meaning that: " ... he thinks that it's in the soil that the frog is ... " = " ... 1Cal VO,...il;El 
Ott eivat crto XIDJ,la eKEi 7tOU ppi<J1CEtat 0 pa'tpaxo~ ... ". Here, the proper Greek 
sentence would be: 
" ... and he thinks that it (i.e. the frog) is in the soil. .. " 
~ 
" ... Kat VOJ,lil;El on eiVUl (0 pa'tpuxo~) ,...tcru (J'to XID,...U ... " 
Another example of topic-comment word order is: 
... he fell from the balcony result was fine. 
~ 
. .. E1tEcrE U1t6 'to J,l1taAKOVl alrOTeA.e(JJ,la ,;rav KaA.a 
GEOTSA 
which is the equivalent of " ... he fell from the balcony but as for the result, he was 
fine". 
In another case, which is common in other tasks and groups as well, we see a 
complete reversed order of the subject and object in the sentence. This creates a 
confusing and frequently a comic effect: 
The tree climbs-up the old-lady 
~ 
To ()EV'tpO aVEpaivEt 't1lv 'Yt.O:yw 
PANPRISK 
Probably here the student tried to follow the SVO most common word order in Greek 
but she highlighted that "it is the tree that she climbs". To end with another such 
construction more familiar with sign word order: 
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A boy age is eight 
... 
Eva ay6pt xpovcOv Eivat 01C1'cO 
GEOTSA 
All the above examples are not clear-cut "topic-comment" examples but a mixture of 
topic-comment and assumptions about how a proper Greek sentence should be 
written. 
Finally we have exact translation from the :video: 
u ... and they go to his place OK" 
... 
" ... Kat 7[(lVE OtO omn tOU OK 
GEOTSA 
Here the signer on the video finishes the story with the ASL sign of "OK" to mean 
"alright" = u£vrU~£t" 
Wrong word translation is another type of sign language transfer. In the following 
examples the word ''tree'' = "cStvrpo" and "wood" = "cSuO'o~" are mixed: 
The boy and little dog with the frog they-believe that they-are there the Wood 
fell and it-is inside 
To ayopi Kat O'KUAclKt J.lE to ~atpaxo mO'tEUOUV on U1tapxOUV EKEL TO c5aO'o 
c1f{;m; Ka\ U1tUPXE\ J.ltO'a 
" ... perhaps outside it was they will go out to the trees" 
... 
" ... J.lit1t(j)~ t~ro ittav Oa 1taVE t~ro ura ~tvrpa." 
GEOTSA 
PELPAN 
The first writer uses the word ''wood'' to refer to the tree trunk, which has fallen 
down. The second writer uses the word "trees" to refer to the wood. Clearly We have 
a direct sign language translation where the two words "trees" and "wood" 
are 
similar signs. 
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In the category of intralanguage errors we have a common error among the students 
of all groups which is the use of the subjunctive conjunction ''to'' = "vci' in a 
coordinate manner. For example: 
The boy woke-up to went the window to be-seeing outside yard 
~ 
To ayopt ~U7tVTlcrE va 1f11')'E TO 7rajJaiJvpo va {:JU1rEt E~W OJJM, 
For possible explanations see discussion chapter. 
GEOSOM 
The examples that follow all fell into the redundancy category. There is a marked 
double negation in the phrase: 
He was looking his room neither doesn't he have him!!! 
~ 
AUto~ E'I'aXVE tOY OCOJ.UlttO tOU OV1f OEI1 TOil E~t!!! 
GEOSOM 
There is a redundancy of referents by repeating nouns and not making use of the 
pronoun system: 
The boy saw the dog and the boy was-saved the dog 
~ 
to ay6pt E10E 0 mcUA.o~ & to ay6pt crC06TlKE mcUA.o~ 
GEOTSA 
In the discourse errors there is a perspective shift error: person in verb and direct-
indirect speech. As far as the first is concerned we have a few examples: 
A man you-ate and you-were-satisfied / The children we-ate strawberries and 
we-were satisfied. 
~ 
Eva<; 6.vopa~ erpayer; leal l1,aV01r0l8~"er; / Ta 1[a1.01.6. ffJayaJJe <pp6.ouM~ Kat 
'"av01rol1f8~"aJ.le 
PANPRISK 
... they-were-Ieft their mouth open because I-escaped and he-left from the 
house 
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••• lCa1 qu:wav aVOlX:to (n-O <JTOJ.la TOU<; 'Ytan xpo<J<jm'Ya 1CQ1 E<j>1YyE ax6 TO 
<Jmn. 
GEOTSA 
... suddenly he-saw the mouse and I-saw the tree and there was a bee-hive 
~ 
... ~a<j>vhca EiliE TO 7tovnld lCat 'I'aXVE{ 1CQ1 cit5a TO litvTPO, EKEt umlPXEt J,lia 
ICU'I'CA11 
PELPAN 
As far as the direct-indirect speech blend is concerned we have the following: 
Dog you-come to he-see the frog 
~ 
(J1cUAo<; tAu va liEt tOV paTpaxo. 
GEOTSA 
The student has not decided whether she wants to have a direct speech as in: "Dog, 
you-come over here to see the frog" where both verbs should be in the 2nd person 
singular or an indirect quotation as in " ... the boy told the dog to come over and see 
the frog" where both verbs should be in the 3rd person. The same type of error occurs 
in the following example: 
That he-found the frog, you-come to the dog to has the frog 
~ 
On PPT)Kf: TOV parpaxo, EAn TOV <JICUA.o va EXf:1 TOV paTpaxo 
An erroneous word choice is also indicative of perspective shift error. 
GEOSOM 
Outside yard he-was-Iooking-for and thinks that the soil is inside to see to-
take-olll, to-scare that there-was a mouse 
E~oo aUAT) t'l'aXVE Ka1 VOJ,l«;Et on TO xooJ,la E1VQ1 J,lEO'a va liEt (3)fiNL, TPO~H 
01L V'J'TIPXf EVa 1COP1LKO. 
GEOSOM 
In the example above the writer uses the verb: "to-take-out" instead of the verb "'to 
come out". These verbs are similar in Greek. Their only difference is the perspective 
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of the action. Here the verb used is semantically the wrong one for the context (the 
mouse was taken out x = 'to 1tov'tlla !3rUA.el x). The mouse came out on its own (the 
mouse got out -V = 'to 1tov'tila Prr11C&~. 
8.1.1.2 Types of errors in strong bilingual picture texts 
At the spelling/ grapheme level there seem to be slightly more errors in the picture 
task than the video. Also in the picture task there were more misselections compared 
to other types. Some misselections have a visual nature: 
<I>rovuEH x = cpwpaiH.JEVMOU and 
~u<PVt1(U x = ~u<PV\1(U .JGEOTSA 
PU'tPU!L x = PU'tPU!L .J ANTSIN 
Other misselections involved strictly the vowel, "d' which was turned into either "0" 
or "E" in: 
WgfjT/KE = W§fjT/KE ANTSIN 
mrg = oorQ ANTSIN 
The fact that the same person produces these errors could mean that they are 
idiosyncratic in nature. The only speech related error concerned the misselection of 
the graphemes "ell' & "{f'. (i.e. cJ>=f & (Rl): 
<Pogm9rtKE x = <Polm9T)KE .J ANTSIN 
These two letters do not look alike but they do sound alike and share the same Jip-
pattern. While writing, therefore she must be using speech strategies. 
Also there were omissions of graphemes of an irregular nature. Two out of the three 
grapheme-omissions were vowels: 
Bu'tpuxu x = pU'tpux.,.La .JEVMOU 
')tJ NVO x = )tJgNPO .JST AT A 
1t(la~o x = !!1tuaf,l£vo .J ANTSIN 
Eventually there are two grapheme overinclusions of an irregular nature. The 
overinclusions unlike the omissions are all on consonants: 
EAa<Pl!L x = EA.tl<pt .J ANTS IN 
lO..t'l'IH x =rlt'l'Et -V GEOTSA 
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As a last note on grapheme errors, as seen from the above description, most of them 
were produced by the same student (ANTSIN) whose written stories were among the 
best in the sample of stories. The explanation could be that the picture task activates 
more the phonological elaboration of individual word spelling instead of a visual one 
(the video has not produced the same amount of errors in general or/ and in the same 
student). 
The stress system works same way as in the video stimuli. 
In interlanguage errors in this task we encounter some noun modifications. There 
are two examples: 
Pine tree27 = 7rWKO <>EvtpO ANTSIN 
Circular bees = K'UUtKiJ J.1tAtcrcrwV P ANPRISK 
The last example (P ANPRISK) is partly a neologism. The intended meaning which is 
"beehive" is made up from the "circular + bees" and it represents a visual description 
of a beehive due to its rounded shape. All inflections used are perfect which means 
that the writer knows how the language works but in this partiCUlar instance she did 
not know the vocabulary. 
Another more powerful neologism, which serves the particular context in the absence 
of the Greek vocabulary, is the word: 
"KptJ.1(lcrtpiu" ANTSIN 
which means "something which hangs". The root of the word comes from "to hang" 
and it has an ending for a feminine noun. The word is used instead of "beehive" = 
"K'U\jItlrl" and has a strong visual description. It could also be a sign-language-based 
creation. Nevertheless it is designed to fit the morphology of Greek language and can 
actually pass as a Greek word. 
In aspect modification we have three instances. Two of them from the same writer: 
he called again again 
? 
q>wvu~t ~uva ~(lva 
27 The translation in English does not reveal the error because in English like in sign language 
can modify a noun with another noun. ' one 
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ANTS IN 
The dog continually played tree 
~ 
o mcUA.o~ (1)VEXEta 1ta~Et otvtpO 
ANTSIN 
The boy is sleeping28 
~ 
To ayopt Eivat K01J.Ultat 
PANPRISK 
The example, which follows, is not a grammatical structure but an influence on 
punctuation from exact sign language transfer: 
... where can he be? 
... 1tOU VU mlYE upaYE? 
STATA 
In written Greek the question mark is ";". But in GSL, signing the English question 
mark forms the questions. This is a clear transfer from GSL questions and it is also 
interesting that it happens in the picture task, which means that GSL was involved in 
the sentence structure. 
Another case of error found in this task is the "noun-copy": 
The little-dog jumped suddenly from the balcony and broke the vase which 
he-had on his head little-dog. 
~ 
To O'KVAl.h" 1I710ft~E U1totoJ.lU U1tO to J.l7tUA,Kovt KUt EmtUOE to pa~o 1tOU EiXE 
OtO KE<paA,l tOU O'KVAtlKI 
As for topic-comment structures, we have the following: 
... but the vase was-corning-out the frog 
28 In English this is correct but in Greek it is ungrammatical. 
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~ 
... aUa 'to pa~o Epyatve 'tOV pa'tpax,o 
PANPRISK 
The vase is inside the frog 
~ 
To p6.~o EiVat !lEaa a'tov pa'tpax,o. 
TASDIM 
In both instances the writers intend to describe the scene where the frog is inside the 
vase and comes out of it. Both writers chose to highlight the vase first and comment 
that the frog was inside or came out of it. 
In intralanguage errors we see again the use of subjunctive conjunction "to" = "pci' 
in a coordinate function: 
That she-took the strawberries to go to her house. 
~ 
On 7tTJpe n<;; cppao1>M:<;; va 7tTJys ato amn tTl<;;. 
GEOSOM 
When we woke up to saw where is a frog. 
~ 
Otav ~1>1M1aa!le va d5aJlB 1t01> Eivat &va pa'tpax,o. 
TASDIM 
The following error occurs in the morphology of the adjective "many" in the phrase 
"many tramps" = "7rO}J..£C; ciJ.JlTEC;'. This is a case of syntactic gravity error: 
Many tramps want to eat 
~ 
no}J..£ C; aAl'\tE<;; OEA01>V va <pays 
GEOTSA 
The ending of the two words is the same (-EC;). It is correct for the noun but ineo 
rreet 
for the adjective. 
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In the following error we have an assumption about the grammatical gender of the 
adjective. The noun "the boy" is grammatically neutral so it should be the adjective 
"angry". But the adjective here is masculine which is wrong: 
The boy angry takes it in his lap 
~ 
'to ay6p\ 9uJ.L(OJ,ltvo~ 'to XapE\ aytCaAia 
PANPRISK 
However the real gender of the boy being male can excuse the preference of the 
masculine gender among the three possibilities (masculine, neutral & feminine) for 
referring to the boy. 
In word choice eventually we have an example of compensation strategy: 
They-run and fell the boy with the dog, into the port. 
~ 
TPEXOUV leat EXEaE 'to 1ta\B\ J.La~\ J.LE 'to mcUAo, a'to A.lj,laVI. 
EVMOU 
The writer here is obviously lacking the proper vocabulary, which would be "lake" = 
"A.iJ,lvrl" but she is compensating by using a familiar word with similar meaning 
which also is visually similar. 
In discourse errors and specifically in the perspective shift we have instances of 
direct and indirect speech blending and 1 st person verbs where 3rd should have been. 
As far as the first is concerned: 
· .. and puzzled where has he gone 
~ 
· .. leal axopT)J,ltvo~ 1tOU va mfyE apaYE. 
When we-woke up to saw where is the frog 
~ 
· .. he heard that could the frog be there 
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.•• UKOU<Je on J.I:fl1t(o~ etvat EKEt 'to Pa'tpaxo 
EVMOU 
As far as the person in verb is concerned, here is a writer who has been quite 
consistent with his 1 st person use. His whole text actually is interesting because his 
whole perspective shift between narrator and characters takes place in a quite 
"signed" way: 
The boy and the dog we-see a frog. The vase is in the frog. Afterwards the 
boy and the dog we-slept on the bed. The frog comes out of the vase and left. 
When we-woke up to we-saw where is a frog. We-look in the room. We-
shout "frog". The boy fell a deer. A deer is angry to run with the boy with 
him. The boy fell in the lake. We-found to we-took a frog. Greets the other 
frog. 
To ayopt 1(1. 0 (J1CUAO~ PU1tOUIlE tva pa'tpaxo. To paso Elvat p.Bcra cr'tov 
pa'tpax,o. ME'ta 'to ayopt 1(1. 0 (J1CUAOC; KOlIl1l911KaIlE <J'to Kpepan. 0 pa'tpax,oc; 
pyaiVEt a1t6 'to pa~o 1(1. Eq>UYE. O'tav ~U1tVl)<JaIlE va EtOallE 7tOU ElVal tva 
pa'tpax,o. ",axvoullE <J'to ~(Ollano. <D(Ovu~OUJ.lE, «pa'tpaxo». To ayopl E7tEOE 
tva EAaq>t. 'Eva EA.aq>t 9UIl(o<JEt va 'tptX,Et IlE 'to ayopt Ilal;i 'tou. To ayopt 
t1tE<JE <J'tl)V A1IlVOUA.a. BpltKallE va 7tl)pallE tva pa'tpax,o. X,a.tpE'taEt 'to aUo 
pa'tpux'o. 
TASDIM 
The vast majority of the verbs show that the writer-narrator plays the role of the boy 
and the dog. The verbs that are in 1 st person are only the ones that refer to the boy 
and the dog showing a perspective of priority. He knows 3rd person but he only uses 
it for other participants in the story such as the deer and the frog. 
Other similar examples of wrong perspective in verbs are: 
The kid with the dog you-see the frog. 
'Y 
o M1Kp6C; Ilal;t IlE 'to crKUAo pU1tet8 tOV PUtpaxo 
EVMOU 
A boy sat and you-see vase and inside the frog, next the dog 
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~ 
Eva ayopt Ka91l0'E Kat ~At7re~ ~a~o KIlt J,ttO'a 'tov ~a'tpax.o 
PANPRISK 
Eventually there are a few examples of wrong word choice according to the 
perspective between the verbs: ''to come out" & "to take out". The writer chose "to 
come out" instead of ''to take out": 
After a few minutes the little boy was-corning-out his clothes 
~ 
ME'ta a7to ).,tya A.e7t'ta 'to ayopan E~aivE 'ta POl)Xa 'tOO 
ANTS IN 
There was also a similar situation between the verbs: "PAt1tro"= to see & understand, 
realise, and "Kot'ta~ro"= to look at something. 
He looks that the frogs are here 
• 
Kot'ta~E\ 6n ElVa\ OOID ta ~a'tpax.a 
EVMOU 
Here the appropriate is "to see" = "~At7tro" as he realised that the frogs were there. 
Also deixis is proximate instead of distant (Le. "here" instead of ''there''). The choice 
could be because of a fusion of description and direct speech "Look, the frogs are 
here". This would explain the choice of proximate deixis "here" as well as the verb 
''to look at" = "Kotta~ro" which is more deictic and serves better in this context. 
8.1.2 Weak balanced bilingual language profile 
The weak balanced group is by definition the group with poor skills in both 
languages. Therefore it is the group that can reveal what effect the lack of a first 
language can have on literacy activities such as writing. 
As for the GSL profile, this is the group whose participants were assessed as having 
"poor" to just "adequate" skills. This means that they may be either struggling or 
have barely adequate GSL knowledge to express themselves in this language, 
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probably making use of periphrastic means, examples and symbols to assist meaning. 
Space may be inconsistently used for grammatical purposes, such as inflection of 
verbs and nouns or role-shifting. Vocabulary ~ay vary but may be not regarded 
generally as sophisticated. GSL may have a Greek "feel" either in word order or a lot 
of mouthing while signing. Members of this group may also favor sign supported 
Greek as opposed to GSL. These skills are derived indirectly from the ratings of the 
assessors and the criteria defined in O. These GSL skills interacted with equally 
"poor" and/or "adequate" written Greek skills which were defined as: consistent use 
of erroneous morphology and syntax to the point of interfering with the 
comprehension of the written text; restricted vocabulary and general tendency to 
produce simple sentences preferably in a coordinated manner (see 6.1.2.2). The 
interaction of the above skills in the two languages was manifested in a writing style, 
which is described below. 
This group it is apparent from the overall analysis of the texts that they faced the 
most difficulties with the task of writing in general. Two students from the initial 
sample did not cooperate at all, another did not want to cooperate in the video task 
and most of the stories were returned unfinished. In addition they wrote very short 
narratives. As far as narrative style is concerned there is a sense of unconnected flow. 
Their writing resembles a collection of Greek sentences as if taken from grammar 
books. There is a strict sense of word order, which makes the narrative very rigid. 
Also the overwhelming majority of reference techniques is noun repetition. This 
overmarked noun reference can be found in the other two groups especially in SL 
dominant but not to the extent that is used here (see Appendix 8, Section 18.2 for the 
weak bilingual group written narratives). 
Apart from the reference style, the general elaboration of stories and language Was 
very poor. Experimentation with language was minimal and they probably chOse to 
write sentences, which they know to be correct in other contexts but Which do 
. not 
really serve their purpose in the flow of a story. In the verb construction system there 
was little subordination and tense variation. Pronouns were scarcely used. Also there 
was an extensive use of definite articles as a means for character or s tt' 
e Ing 
introduction without any previous reference to them. The texts therefore 
were 
heavily contextualised. 
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Example of typical weak bilingual writing: 
ARILIA is an 18 year old boy. He is deaf from birth. The school counsellor 
described his family as not having a positive attitude towards deafness and Sign 
Language. In the language assessments he scored 2,5 and 2 in GSL, and 2 and I in 
written Greek from his school assessors. 
THE FROG STORY (picture stimulus) 
The child sees from the frog. 
The dog hold vase. 
The frog is in the vase. 
The child and the dog to-sleep on his bed. 
The frog climbs-on the vase. 
Two windows has small 
the child and dog sees the vase because leaves the frog. 
The child wake-up to put-on the clothes. 
The dog is in the vase. 
The child calls. 
The dog has inside vase because hurts his head. 
The dog fell down. 
The child sees from the dog. 
The child hugs the dog. 
The vase brakes down . 
• 
To nawt PU1t£t axo to patpaxo. 
o (J1('\)AO<; KpataEt pa~o. 
o patpaxo<; EtVat J.lEaa atO p~o. 
To nawt Kat 0 mcUAo<; KotJ,latOUv atO Kpepan tOU. 
o pataxo<; aVEPatvEt atO pa~o. 
Auo napaeupa EXEt J,ltKpO 
to xawt Kat <J1CUAo PU1t£t ato pa~o ytan q>EU"(Et tOV Patpaxo. 
To nawt ~'U1tVi)aEt va q>oPaEt ta pouXa. 
o (J1('\)Ao<; Etvat J.lEaa ato pa~o. 
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To 1tatOl <provu~El. 
o oKv'NJr;EXH p£Oot{:Jotto ')totT/. 7rOPCXH KEcfxxN, TOV. 
o O'lCUAOC; E1tEO'E lCU'tro. 
To 1tUiOl PAt1tEl U1tO 'tov O'lCUAoC;. 
To 1tUiOl U1lCUAta~El 'tov O'lCUAO. 
To pu~o O'1tUEllCU'tro. 
THE STRA WBERRY LADY (video stimulus) 
The mother will go to the town. 
The mother buy the strawberries. 
The woman asks 1 kilo the strawberries. 
The bad is watching the woman. 
The bad catch the woman because eats the strawberries. 
The woman climbs up the tree. 
The bad looks for the woman because have tree. 
The bad goes to the tree because eats the strawberries? 
The woman goes to his house. 
The family eat the strawberries. 
T 
II J.lit'tEPU Ou 1tUEl O''tllV 1t6ATJ 
II J.l'l'tEpU uyOpUO'UEl TU <ppOUUAa. 
II yuVU1lCU pro'tUEl 1 1C1Ao 'to <ppOUUAa. 
o lCUlCO 1tUPUlCOAOOEl 'tllV YUVatlCU. 
o lCUlCO 1tlUO'El 'tllV YUVatlCU 'Y1un 'tproEl TU <pPOUUAU. 
11 yuVU1lCU UVEPU1VEl O''to OEVt'pO. 
o lCUlCO \jfUXVE1 'tllV YUVUilCU 11un EXEl OEV'tpO. 
o lCUlCO 1tUEl O''to OEV'tpO ytun 'tproEl 'tU <ppOuclAa. 
11 YUVU1lCU 1tUEl O''to O'1tln'tou. 
01 01lCOYEVE1U 'tproVOUJ.lE 'fU <ppOuclAa. 
Weak balanced bilingual: comments on the writing profile 
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ARILIA's texts have very little grammatical elaboration and provide basic meaning 
in a simple way. There is a complete absence of cohesive devices and the repetition 
of nouns is dominant particularly for maintaining characters where anaphora is 
usually used: 
e.g: The mother will go to town. The mother buy the strawberries. 
~ 
H p,rrrepa 9u naE1 <mJV n6All. H wrrepa uyopUGclE1. 'tu q>poUtUa. 
The sentence collection is obvious as they are arranged in a neat way one at the 
bottom of the other in both picture and video task. A noun always begins the 
sentence, a verb follows and the sentence ends with information, which comes 
uninflected, and usually unmodified. Nevertheless, the text is not confusing as there 
is little -if not at all- experimentation with the language. 
Contextualisation of the stories is obvious as both introduce their characters with 
definite determiners and there is no other information about the setting (i.e. time, 
location): 
e.g The child sees from the frog. The dog holds vase. 
~ 
To nUtOi PAt1tEt uno 'tov Pa'tPUIO. 0 ClICVNJC; KparO'£L fJa~. 
The simplicity of the sentences is very apparent and modification of any kind is 
absent (adjectives, adverbs, other modifying phrases) Nevertheless there is some 
subordination: 
e.g. The bad catch the woman because eats the strawberries 
~ 
o lCUlC6 mclGEt tTl yuva\lCa ytan TproE\ Ta q>pouaAa. 
The dog has inside vase because hurts his head 
~ 
o pa'tpalo~ BIB1 J.1EGU pu~o ytan nOVaEt lCEq>aAt 'tou 
although all of the subordinate clauses are of "because of ... " type. It suggests that the 
writer is aware that he has to explain to the reader some of the protagonists' 
motivations and feelings. 
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8.1.2.1 Types of errors in weak bilingual video texts 
As mentioned in the profile and as seen from all the texts of the group (Appendix 8 
, 
Section 18.2) the stories are written using very simple language almost automatic. 
Most ofthe problems in the stories were of a discourse and information level. 
A brief note on the grapheme! spelling type of errors: these were basically 
omissions: 
IIOOITWTLKOOI x = 1I"OOITl!eutT]1<(lv ..,fSTAV AP 
A,,7[(let x = a'@tuet .jV AST AM 
IIap(l1coAoge{ x = 1ID{JaKOM1d..8u .jARILlA 
One misselection was: 
AVgfj'Y/Kf X = OOI§f3'Y/Kf ..,fSTAV AP 
The stress system used was irregular as some used it and others did not. 
Interlanguage errors: There was one case of aspect modification: 
The dog is saw the dogs 
T 
o O'1C\)AO<; eivaz ez& O'KUA(lKt(l 
FOTFOT 
Here the writer uses the present tense of the verb "to be" with the verb "to see" in the 
past. It appears that the writer wanted to express that the dog just that moment 
saw 
the little frogs (note that he has confused his referents). 
Of the errors that appear to be intralanguage we find two instances: gratnrn . 
ahcal 
gender and conjunction misuse. The grammatical gender (morphology error) ~ 
reJ.ers 
to the child being grammatically neutral but the writer has inflected the ind fi . 
e InIte 
article, which introduces it as masculine. 
A-MASC. Boy-NEU. 7 about years old 
T 
Eva<; 1tatal 7 1tEp11tOU xpovrov 
FOTFOT 
The gender is grammatically wrong but semantically correct. 
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The conjunction error refers to the use of "to" = "pa': 
The girl looks to follow behind the witch. Afterwards she was running to 
climb up the tree. 
'Y 
To KOPLTO'L ICoLTatH pa 1tapaKOA.oUOe\ mom 'tOy ,.ul:yo. Meta Etpele pa 
avtpa.oe 1ta.vm 'to ~MPO 
PANTLAZ 
Most of the problems in weak balanced group's stories had to do with the way the 
infonnation was presented (discourse level). The most apparent being the absence of 
reference devices -other than noun repetition- in almost all stories. Frequently, there 
was: 
a. Omission of important infonnation (see the narratives of ST A V AP and 
FOTFOT for example, appendix 8, section 18.2) 
b. Misorder/unclear infonnation. 
Unclear information: 
The child gave food 
'Y 
FOTFOT 
The child gave a food to the dog. 
'Y 
To 1tawt E~moe Eva <pa."f11'to mov meUA.o. 
STAVAP 
An old-man prepared the strawberries. Afterwards the shops were selling. 
'Y 
Eva<; 'YEPO<; t<pna.~e n<; <ppa.ouA.E<;. Me'ta 1touA.ouoav to. J.la.ycl~ta.. 
The bad is looking for the woman because has tree. 
'Y 
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ARILIA 
Misorder ofinformation : 
The dog fell from the window is fine. In the morning the child I-woke up 
and I went to the tree. 
o UKVNJC; €7rHTf ooro 7rapaOupo Eivat KaAa To nprot to natot ~U1tVTtaa. leat 
nrf.X 100€P1PO 
c. confusion of referents 
The dog is saw little dogs 
T 
FOTFOT 
The child saw a dog. The child gave a food to the dog. 
T 
To natot EioE eva 01Cl)AO. To natot EoroOE eva cpa'YTJtO Otov (J1a)Ao. 
Perspective shift errors (favoring 1 sl person in verb) are the following: 
In the morning the child I-wake-up and I-went the tree 
T 
FOTFOT 
FOTFOT 
STAVAP 
In the morning the child I-wake-up and I-went and I-saw and the dog h 
. e-was_ 
lost. 
T 
To npro( to nato! ~u7tVTJoa Kilt 7tTJ'Ya Kilt doa Kilt XaSTJKE tov ma)AO 
STAVAP 
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In both examples it is the boy -and no other referent- who is producing such a 
perspective error. In the last example (STA V AP) this is even more obvious as the 
three verbs referring to the boy are in 1 st person and the fourth verb referring to the 
missing frog, is correctly put in the 3rd person. Therefore it is not an error due to not 
knowing the rule. 
8.1.2.2 Types of errors in weak bilingual picture texts 
Grapheme and spelling errors in this task were of omission, misselection and 
misorder types. The omissions were mostly vowels: 
AY7taEt x = amxaEt ·JV AST AM 
LlCapq>Qui x = (JK~VH y'EVGEO 
The misselections were also vowels except the last: 
KpEpatQ x = lCpEpat! y'EVGEO 
~wvitH x = cPwvf!tH y'EVGEO 
~w vetfH x = cPw vaiH y'V AST AM 
One case of misorder was also recorded: 
KEpaJ3n x = KpEpan y'V AST AM 
The stress system had the same characteristics as in the video task. 
In interlanguage errors we find noun modlJlcatlon: 
The lady woman x = H lCUpia ~JlaJ,KaJSTAV AP. 
Another possibility is that this example is a case of redundancy via repeating many 
alternatives in an effort to make sure the meaning is transferred. 
In aspect modification there was the use of the verb "to be" in combination with 
another verb: 
The grandma is went is-shopping strawberries. The grandma is walks. 
~ 
H ytayW elva, 1C11ye ",rovil;Et q>PQou~. H ytayia elval m:pTCara. 
FOTFOT 
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The example that follows is packed information: 
Fell-down is-afraid the child sees the dog went, is afraid the bee. 
~ 
EVGEO 
In intralanguage errors we encounter again the subordinate conjunction "to" = "pd' 
in coordination. 
The child to-wake-up to put-on the clothes 
.. 
To 1tatOt ~U1tVitO'Et va cpopaEt 'ta pouXa. 
ARILIA 
The child is-waking-up to put-on the clothes 
.. 
To 1tatOi ~U1tVUEt va cpopUEt'ta POl>Xa 
EVGEO 
The boy is-sitting to see the frog 
~ 
To ay6pt Ka9ttat va ~At1tEt 'tov ~a'tpax6 
PANTLAZ 
A compensation for a word choice seems to come from assumptions about the target 
language, is the following: 
The child is sleeping on the bed and the dog 
~ 
To nato! KOlJlutat O'tO KEpu~n KOl tOV O'lcUAO. 
VASTAM 
Here the writer wants to reveal the semantic category of "conjoining" which Would 
be expressed better with the word ''with''. The connector "and" from the very c-
. lact 
that it works as a connector, reveals the intention to mean ''with'' An h 
, • ot er 
justification for this choice is that he uses a function word for a function Word ("and" 
for ''with'') instead of a content word such as "together". 
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Under discourse errors two similar cases will be presented where the logical or 
chronological flow of events are reversed and it is not clear to the researcher if they 
are sign language induced errors. Nevertheless they affect the discourse: 
The dog has inside vase because hurts his head 
T 
o mcuAo~ eXEl J.l£GU ~u~o ytan 1tOVa£l lCEq>aA.l 'tOO. 
ARILIA 
This is a usual construct of reversed cause-effect found also in strong balanced 
group's errors. The intended meaning is: ''The dog's head hurts because it is inside 
the vase" or "The dog is inside the vase that's why his head hurts". The word 
"because" in the sentence is used more broadly to describe reason & consequence. It 
is obvious the writer tries to make the most of a limited vocabulary. 
The second example also suffers from reversed cause-effect information: 
The child was-scared the dog fell 
T 
EVGEO 
The story shows that the child was scared because the dog fell down. Therefore 
either the subordinate conjunction "because" is missing or the order of events is 
reversed. 
An error of perspective is a word choice error: 
The dog gets-into the head from the bottle 
T 
o mc6Ao~ IlTCaivel 'to lCE<pclAl U1tO 'to Jl1tOl>1CclAl 
VASTAM 
Here we have again the choice of the wrong verb according to the perspective of the 
context. This word choice (Le. ''to get into" Vs ''to put into") has also been found in 
the strong bilingual group in both tasks. 
Last discourse error is the perspective shift error. In this task we found the following 
cases: 
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" ... a somebody You-Follow the lady" 
... 
" ... tvu<; 1(U1[01.O<; AKO).,OV(}ei~ 't11V lCUpiu" 
STAVAP 
The dog is-climbing from the bottle to you-see the frog 
... 
VAS TAM 
We also find one case of blended reported speech: 
The boy opened the window, called you-come the frog 
... 
To ayopt aVOt~E t~ro 'to 1[apaeupo, q>rova~E fAa 'tov pa'tpaxo. 
8.1.3 Sign Language dominant bilingual language profile 
PANTLAZ 
The SL dominant bilingual group has good sign language skills. Written Greek 
though is poor, so by definition the written narratives. were not expected to be at a 
high level. The sign language skills of this group are similar to the strong balanced 
bilingual group in that the participants were rated as having "good" and "very good" 
GSL skills as defined in 0 (skilful expression in GSL; probably the preferred 
language; space properly used for grammatical constructions; wide sign vocabul 
ary, 
and creative GSL use). The written Greek skills of this group were rated as "p ., Oor 
and "adequate" meaning use of erroneous morphology interfering with 
comprehension of meaning; simple constructions such as coordination and restricted 
vocabulary (see 6.1.2.2). As the general production of language interacts with th . 
elr 
skills in both languages, the group adopts a unique writing style described below. 
In this group there is a different style of narration from both previous gr 
oups 
although a few narratives resemble slightly the weak balanced bilingual group (see 
Appendix 8 Section 18.3). The resemblance is restricted to reference constru t' 
, c Ions 
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(i.e. ovennarked noun repetition and lack of pronouns) and the contextualised 
introduction of characters and setting using definite detenniners. On the other hand 
there are common characteristics with a few of the narratives produced by the strong 
bilingual group such as long and unsegmented sentences. 
Apart from that, there is a unique style adopted by this group: packed information. 
The text looks confusing and overwhelming as if verbs and nouns are thrown in 
randomly. Of all the linguistic constructions used, the following are in general the 
ones that contribute to the specific writing style of the SL dominant group: 
a) long sentences and propositions with unclear boundaries: Although this can 
be found to a lesser degree in the strong bilingual group, the effect is greater 
here. Some episodes are described "in one breath" as a reader of the stories 
commented (usually the long sentences occur in the action of the story). 
b) simultaneous/concurrent narration: this is probably the most characteristic 
part of the narration. Clusters of nouns and more frequently clusters of verbs 
make the narration ''packed''. 
Despite the confusion, a closer look at the stories reveals an effort to modify verbs 
periphrastically, to create subordination, to animate narration etc. The example which 
follows illustrates most of the cases mentioned above but more variety can be found 
in the rest of the stories in Appendix 8, Section 18.3. 
Example o(typical sign language dominant writing: 
The student chosen to represent the SL dominant group was V ALKONT because he 
was the only person of the sample who had another deaf member in his immediate 
family. V ALKONT is an 18 year old boy that comes from a family where there is an 
older deaf brother, via whom he was exposed to GSL. This means V ALKONT had 
earlier exposure to Sign Language than the other students. Indeed, his assessors rated 
him high in Sign Language proficiency (3 and 3,5 scores). He is considered an 
intelligent student with a relatively good performance in written Greek (score: 3 from 
the school assessors). Nevertheless, his narratives were very poorly rated by the 
external assessor, which may indicate that his teachers may be affected from his 
overall language perfonnance and personality (his score from the external assessor 
was only 1,5). His texts are as follows: 
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THE STRA WBERRY LAD Y (pictures stimulus) 
The grandma went the shop to bought 
strawberries. 
The grandma went there-were tramps behind to 
followed to grab 
the grandma is scared in-hurry to was-running 
inside bus saved, 
went to when 
arrive to get-off. Again tramps 
followed the grandma. The tramps 
happy ate strawberries. The 
grandma went to house after 
we-ate strawberries family. 
T 
H "(la"(la 1t11"(E tOV J.la"(a~t va a"(opaaE 
¢pQrJUN~. 
H yta"fla 1t1lye lltav maID aAlltec; va 
aKOMVOllKE PCX ci/nrcxJ;E 
111 P "(tct'ftcx cjxJ {3E TO" {3Lcw111 p,a PCX 1PEXE 
IlEC1CX NWcjxJPELO (JWOH, 
'1if1')'E PCX 01W 
¢1CWE PCX Karo{)lIKE. naN. c:iNJ1E~ 
UlCOAOu91lKe tTlv "flayta. Ot aAlltec; 
X,aPOV p,E Pot ecpaye cppaouAe<;. II 
"(tct'ftcx '1if1')'E (J 10 U 7rt 1L p,E 1CX 
E ¢ayr:tp,E ¢pOOV N ~ 0 LK O"(f PELa. 
THE FROG STORY (video stimulus) 
At night boy and together dog he-slept was night the frog escape. 
In the morning boy and together dog 
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he-wakes up after will-be-going to see 
inside box the frog was 
doesn't have here box the frog, 
the boy and the dog sadness 
must to he-goes looks for 
the frog. The boy and the frog 
he-went to look-for 
the tree doesn't have nothing the frog 
another again looks-for was 
the dog jump hive, the dog is scared 
to run fast with boy was fell to the river, 
boy and together dog to speak 
and there make cave and 
goes to see was finds 
the frog, bring a small frog, 
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the boy and together dog he-goes to house . 
• 
To Ppoou, ay6pt Kat J'~t mruAo~ KotJ''l6et 'l'tav vuXta 'toy Pa,'tpaxo ~eqroyel. 
Tov 1tpO>\ ayoplKal J'al;l mruAo~ 
~V1rPOH JlETa 8a 'I1I')01PH va 5EL 
p.Eua KOVTL TOP (jarp~ flTaP 
5EP EXEt E5w KOVTL TOP {jarp~, 
To ayopt Kat 0 (J1(\)Ao~ aVTJ<JUXlCl 
7C'PElI"H pa 1I'71')OtPH, 1/ta)(JIH TOP 
pa'tpaXo. To ayopl Kal 0 mru~ 
1I'71')01PH pa 1/ta)(JIH 
TOP 5E11TPO 5EV EXEL KClVElla TOP (jarp~, 
ci)\)v) 7rriN. 1/Ia)(JIH flTaP 
a UKVM~ 1I'715H KV1/tEMt, UKVM~cPo~Tat 
pa TPEXEL 1OP;a ,.,.art «1JPL flTClV 
E7rEUH TOP 1fOTa,.tL, 
«1JPL Kat,.,.art UKVM~ Il'MtUH 
EKH KClVH U1I'71N.a Kat 
1I'71,)«PH pa 5H flTClV {jPLUKH 
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10P (3CXTPCXXO, ¢fPH EPa JlLKPO (3CXTPCXXO, 
TO ayoPL Kat p.a~ (JKVNJ<; 7r11PPH (JTO (JmTL 
Sign Language dominant: comments on the writing profile 
The Sign Language dominant person's narratives are very different in style and 
language use from the previous ones. The narration is, unsegmented, fused, and at 
times incomprehensible. Most verbs appear in basic forms in relation to number: 
e.g. The boy and the frog he-went to look-for ... 
~ 
To uyopt Kat 0 mcuAoc; 7r11')aLPH pa 1/;Cl)(PH ••• 
and inflected wrongly in relation to aspectltense/mood-: 
e.g. At night boy and together dog he-sleep was night the frog escape 
~ 
To (3pcIDv ayoPL Kat Jla~ UKVNJt; KOLJll1(Ju 111W pvxra TOP {jarpctMJ 
~E~IH. 
It appears that tense is modified periphrastically by using the verb "to be" in past 
tense form and adding the base form ofthe main verb: 
e.g. " ... l1TW 0 (JKVM<;7r110H KV1/;E>v, ••• " ''was the dog jump hive" 
" ••• l1TW E7rE(JH 1011 7f01ctp,L ••• " ''was fell to the river" 
" ••• l1TW (3PL(JKH 10P (3CXTPCXXO ••• " ''was finds the frog" 
This is found only in the video task and it resembles time marking in sign Ian guage 
(signs such as BEFORE or AFTER). Also in narrative from video another 
error 
pattern resembling a sign language construction that of pronoun copy (or rather 
topic-copy) appears before and after the predicate: 
e.g. after will-be-going to see inside box the frog was doesn't hav h 
e ere 
box the frog, 
JlETa (Ja 7r11PIIH pa DH p,Eua KOVTL TOP (3CXTPCX)(O l1TW DEP e'" 
",H EO<,., 
KOVTL 10P (3CXTPCX)(O 
Nouns and verbs appear in series: 
e.g.: The grandma went there-were tramps behind to followed to 
grab the 
grandma is scared in-hurry to was-running inside bus saved 
, Went to 
when arrive to get-off. 
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H ytaYW1t11ye T)'tav mam aA.T)t~ va CXJ(oNJIJ8."ICE va ap~E 111 ')ta)ta 
c/Jo{jemL {jUxt1111JUl va TP€~ f.L€CTa NWc/JoP€W (JW8H 1I11")E va OTCXP cfnoo€ 
va KamfJTlK€. 
The boy and the dog sadness must to he-goes looks for the frog 
... 
To ayopl Kat O(JKIJNJ~ aPTlC1V~a 1rP€lIH va 1I11')Ot.vu 1/Ia)(PH TO {Jarp~. 
There are however some differences between the picture and video texts. The picture 
task has produced more "Greek-like" or ''written-like'' text: there is punctuation and 
sentences that have clearer beginnings and ends and are shorter. However, it seems 
the task posed more problems to the writer as he wrote only half the amount of text 
he produced from the video. 
The video task has produced a narrative, the "sentences" of which coincide with the 
introduction, the events in the house and the events outside the house. This makes a 
narrative of four distinct sentences, two of them very long. The text at first appears 
more confusing than the picture text because it is longer and has more detail. But 
apart from being more elaborated in events it has more cohesive ties such as: 
"At . ght ""In th . ""Aft ""An th ." -e.g. Dl ••. , e monnng ... , er ... , 0 er agam... 
"some other time", 
verb or noun modification such as: 
e.g. ''to run/ast", "a small frog". 
All these of course are not clearly identifiable, since there is little use of punctuation 
and unclear sentence boundaries. These features are completely absent in the picture 
story where coherence resembles that found in the text produced by the weak 
balanced bilingual subject. 
8.1.3.1 Types o/errors in SL dominant video texts 
On the spelling! grapheme level we find blend, omissions and overinclusions. 
Blend there is only one case: 
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fWa. X = HjpweJJ:ra .JIRIPONT 
Both options individually are correct but not both together. Possibly the writer has 
seen these both in print and lipread and opted for a redundancy strategy (Le. put both 
options just in case). 
In omission also there was only one case of a whole syllable missing: 
1C1l')'OVP x = 1C1lWPOVP ..jGOPLA 
Most of the errors here were overinclusions of irregular nature: 
X/l.W /La x = )(!.JJ /La .J 
f.TpeXH x = TPfXH .JGIOP AP 
).O'lJ1JKf! x = ).O'lJ1JKf ..jIRIPONT 
As for the stress system the writers usually do not put the stress on the words. The 
writer most consistent with intonation (IRIPONT) is far from using it correctly and 
has the tendency,familiar from previous groups, to move the stressed syllable down 
the word. 
In interlanguage errors we have tense modification in the manner of using the verb 
"to be" along with other verbs: 
Inside box the frog was doesn't have here box the frog 
T 
/Leua KOVTL TOP {3arpaxo llTW OfP fXH fOW KOVTI, TOP {3arpClXo 
To run fast with boy was fell the river 
T 
VALKONT 
VALKONT 
We also find an aspect modification using the content word "continually" to indo 
Icate 
duration: 
... still continually we-looked-fo~ ... 
T 
... a1(6J.Ul fJVV£Xda t/;~ovJLf ... 
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In the topic-comment structure we find: 
The mother had the children 7 
~ 
H J.lll'tepa EtX,E 'ta 1tailita 7 
IRIPONT 
GIOPAP 
where the topic (the children) are mentioned first and then the comment (that there 
are seven of them) is following. Also the following example: 
THE WINDOW HE-FELL 
~ 
TO ITAPY8YMI EITE~EI 
GOPLAST 
meaning "it was from the window that he-fell". 
The following is a rhetorical question: 
A THE CHILD HOW OLD IS HE? 7 HE IS. 
~ 
ENA TO ITAIAI. ITO~O XPONClN EINA? 7 EINAI 
On a similar tone but not as explicitly put, comes the following example: 
... still continually we-looked-for I-saw what is tree ... 
~ 
GOPLAST 
IRIPONT 
The word n = ''what'' is an interrogative particle and the sentence reminds of "we 
looked for-a-Iong-time and -what did I see?- is a tree". 
Eventually topic-comment structure has also appeared in a different from all the 
above forms as in: 
Child and dog together will go look-for THEME the dog. 
~ 
ITawl. Kal. OlCUAo J.la~l. ea 1t£ta e'l'aX,Ve eEMA 0 OlCUAo 
NAT LOUTZ 
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In the above the word "theme" explicitly introduces the topic: It's the dog that they 
go to look for. The fact that it was written in capitals may indicate that it is conceived 
or it is a signal to the reader to be considered as an extra-textual cue. Also it may 
indicate knowledge that this is not a Greek way to say things so it is explicitly 
differentiated from the rest of the text. 
Another sign language induced error is the noun copy at the end of the sentence (in 
the example below it is actually a phrase copy): 
Inside box the frog was does not have here box the frog. 
~ 
P.Hla. Kovn TOP {3crrpaxp 1J1W OfP fXH fOW Kovn TOP {3crrpaxp. 
VALKONT 
A direct translation of vocabulary is the ending of the Frog Story as found also in 
the same task in bilingual group (see 8.1.1.1): 
THEY-GO TO HIS HOUSE. ALL-FINE. 
~ 
nHrOYN ~TO ~nITI TOY. ENTASEI. 
GOPALST 
An intralanguage error is the redundancy strategy. 
A the boy 
~ 
ENATOnAI~I 
GOPLAST 
Here we have an overstatement of reference to the boy: both possible ways (. 
I.e. 
definite & indefinite articles) are used to introduce the character. As this senten . 
ce IS 
the beginning of the story, the proper choice would be the indefinite "a boy". The 
writer has encountered both ways and suspects that introducing a character is not th 
. e 
same as maintaining the character. This is apparent because she only demonst 
rates 
this structure at the beginning of the story whereas she goes on maintainin h g t e 
character by using the correct definite article "the". 
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Compensation for word choice has also been found in weak bilingual picture section 
(see 8.1.2.2) and in this case we have the following intsances: 
At night, boy and together dog he-sleep. 
~ 
To ~paou, ay6pt Km pa~ ClKVM~ KOtp:"OEt 
VALKONT 
Child and dog together will go look-for THEME the dog. 
~ 
IImoL Km ClKVM pa~ Oa Uta &'I'aXV& OEMA 0 <J1CUA.o 
NATLOUTZ 
The proper word in the context should have been "with" and just as the weak 
bilingual group, we detect a preference to content words as function ones. 
In intralanguage error again is the conjunction misuse of "to" for "and" in verb 
phrases: 
He-runs to he-climbs the tree 
T 
Tp&XEt va wE{jmVEL TO OEJI1PO 
GIOURLOG 
Dog is-scared to he-runs fast together boy 
T 
ClKV M~ cPo{jETm va 1PEXEL "fO/YYfl p.a~ ayop' 
VALKONT 
She-walks to she-thinks that the children you-liked them. 
T 
IIEp1R:n'Q~' va Cl1EcjyrE1CIL on m 1'CJLOtCl ClOt; apEClW. 
GIOPAP 
Eventually there are cases of wrong grammatical gender, error found also in the 
weak bilingual video texts (see 8.1.2.1): 
The-MASCULINE Boy-NEUTRAL was seven years old 
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o Ayopt i]tav E1t<pTa XVOVO)V 
IRIPONT 
Most of the problems in SL dominant's stories (like in weak bilingual group) 
occurred on the discourse level. Unlike the weak bilinguals' tendency towards 
unconnected text via insufficient reference system, the SL dominant group problem 
was of a different nature: an apparent confusion. The texts seemed fluent in an 
unknown to the reader system. It is possible'that the fluency is due to the undisturbed 
thought in sign language, which breaks down when expressed in Greek. This 
confusion is very vivid in packed information which occurs in almost all the stories 
of the group: 
Tries catches starts to annoy from behind, someone, He is bad. 
"Y 
7rpOmraiJfL 7rl.WH apxr.tn vet fVOXML a1tO mO'O), Ka1tOtoC;, AUTO Etvat KalCo~n 
GIOPAP 
The boy the strawberries the girl to comeback walks the pavement will know 
the man the shop. 
To AyOPI 11(; fPpaovkq 10 KoprrUl pa E7rl.UTPOcf>rt 7r€P7rCXTH TO 7r€toopoJ,to 80 
eyvwpLH 10V WOpW7rO U10 J.UX)a~ 
The dog is leaves disappears 
• 
o 0'1('\)1..0 elval fPVY8l Xa(Jvk 
GIOURLOG 
NATLOUTZ 
TilEY-RUN TilEY-SEE THEY MARRY. THEY-BORN THE FOUR OR FIVE 
LITTLE-DOGS 
• 
TPEXOYN EIAOYN IlANTPEYTOYN. fENNH00YN 01 TE~~EPA H 
nENTE ~KY AAKIA 
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GIOPLAST 
There are also discourse errors such as: contextualised setting, tense inconsistency, 
incomplete sentences, etc. On the whole though the discourse errors of the SL 
dominant group (omission of information & confusion of referents) were not made 
on the same scale as the weak bilingual group. There was missing information (1), 
one unclear information (2) and referent confusion (2) & (3): 
(1) The girl sees to watch behind the wizard. She-runs to climb the tree. 
~ 
To lCOpt'tm pAe1t8\ va 7tapalCOAoU9E\ mac.o 'tov J.Ul'YO. TpEXEl va aVEpatVEl 'to 
OHTPO 
(2) A child found a dog. A dogSpenh* 
~ 
Eva 1tatOt PPT)1Ct 0 O1CUAo. Eva UKVNJE'RJl7I. 
(* word equally incomprehensible in Greek) 
(3) AT NIGHT THE DOG LEFT 
~ 
TO BPAAY, EKYAO EfPEyrE 
GOPLAST 
GIOURLOG 
NATLOUTZ 
It must be mentioned here that despite the similarities with the weak bilingual group, 
the SL dominant group made a better effort as far as reference constructions and 
sentence variety are concerned. An example of such effort is better described in 
GIOPAP's video story (see Appendix 8, Section 18.3). This is a text. which despite 
its grammatical errors and unfinished sentences, displays a good stylistic (dialogues, 
adverbial use) and referential (pronoun use, reference via verbs & nouns) variety. 
In perspective shift errors there are several stories displaying the 1st & 2nd person Vs 
the narrator's 3rd person and the blending of reported speech occurs in almost all 
stories: 
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The bus closed to-the door and I-cannot to he-get 
... 
To Aeoo<popeto KAetOtO 01'0 1tOptO Kat Sev p:rropw "ex mWH 
GIOPAP 
Sorry that I-left from the house and the frog I-told him you will take a smaIl 
frog he I-told me I will take frog I-told him YES. THE DOG I-told him you 
will take frog he-tells him YES, TO GO home . 
... 
IUYVOOJlT\ 1[OU E<puya a1[O to omn Kat 0 patpaXo<; tOU H7rCX ea 1tapE~ tva 
JltKpO patpaxo Auto<; p.ov Hm Sex 7rapw {JarplX)(O TOV HmNAI. 0 !:KY 1\OI 
TOV ELm ea 1tapEt~ patpaxo tOU A.tEl NAI, NA IlAME Ito omn. 
IRIPONT 
The writer of the above example is constantly confusing the perspectives of the 
narrator and the characters especially when they are having dialogues. For example 
the interaction among the boy, the dog and the frog above is almost impossible to 
understand who talks to whom. 
The-SINGULAR children-PLURAL I-saw the dog 
... 
NATLOUTZ 
In the above phrase every single word has a morphological error: plurality of artiel 
es, 
person in verb and decline of article & noun to demonstrate the object of the 
sentence. 
8. J .3.2 Types of errors in SL dominant picture texts 
On the spelling/grapheme level we have the following occurrences: 
~f isselections: 
nT\SiliH x = 1tT\Sil~H..jGIOURLOG 
4>O{J~Tat x = cjxJ{JgTat..j 
AKOAOUeT\KE x = (lKOAoUeT\Q:E..jV ALKONT 
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if>o{300\aL X = <PO~cllaLv'NATLOUTZ 
XOAacrE = r.gN:Jnf 
M!KpLa X = p,g,KpLa...J 
n6p't!! X = 7t6p'tg...JGIOP AP 
Except for the first error, which is visually induced, all the other graphemes seem to 
be of an irregular nature occurring though more in vowels than consonants. 
Overinclusions: 
X~Wlla X = XWlla...JGIOP AP 
E<pUYE! x = E<PUYE...JGOPLAST 
The first overinc1usion is meaningful in the sense that the erroneous word still exists 
in the Greek vocabulary. 
Omissions: 
MTJlCE<; X = J.L1r1llCE<;...JGIOP AP 
KOllllcl'tat x = KO!Il<l'tat...JGIOURLOG 
Misorder: 
TIEta x = 1tclEl...JNATLOUTZ 
Stress in the stories of this task is entirely absent. 
In interlanguage errors we encounter a noun modlflcation. Here the modification 
takes place in a compound word comprised from the two nouns: 
Vaseglass = {3aro"tVaNJ GlOP AP 
A rhetorical question structure appears as: 
What is he-dOing? The boy sits to watch the frog 
'Y 
n KaVel; To ayopt lCa6E'tat va ~A£7tEt 'tov ~a'tpaxo 
GIOURLOG 
In the intralanguage errors is the SUbjunctive conjunction in place of coordination: 
The boy sits to sees the frog 
'Y 
To ayopt lCa6E'tat va ~A£7tEt 'tov ~a'tpaxo 
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The following redundancy strategy (found again in the video task from the same 
student) is used again as an introductory clause to the story: 
A THE LADY. SHE-WILL-GO TO THE FRUITS 
T 
MIA II KYPIA. SA nAEI l:TA <I>POYTA 
GOPLAST 
Compensation for word cllO;ce in the exact way found in the strong bilingual picture 
task: 
... you-fell the port .•. 
T 
... E1rHlaTE 10 NJ1OOIL. •• 
GIOPAP 
Where the word "port" compensates for the word "pond" or "lake". 
In d;scollrse errors in the picture task the most distinctive feature (Le. that of packed 
information) seems to be absent. Except for VALKONT's picture story (see 8.1.3) 
the other stories lacked such sentences but did not lack the confusion due to 
problems in morphology and reference. Stories resemble the weak bilingual style. 
There are cases 0 f missing information (1), and unclear information (2) but there is 
no referent confusion: 
(I) Missing: 
The little-dog you-followed from the bees 
.* 
you-fell the port to you-heard for the frog 
T 
To CJKl>A(llQ (llCOAOUeT)1CatE «1[0 ta J.lEAtCJCJa. 
-* 
E7rEC1aTE 10 NJ1OO'L JlCUXKOVC11LKaTE "ita 10 {jaTPaxp. 
(* planned to have dialogue) 
GIOPAP 
here he missed the scene with the dear throwing him off the cliff and into the ri 
ver. 
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HE-IS VERY THIRSTY. THE LADY GAVE HIM THE STRAWBERRIES. 
~ 
81'PAEI rrOAY. H KYPIA TON E8n~E TI~ <I>PAOYAE~. 
GOPLAST 
He has missed all the forest hunting plus that the infonnation of the lady giving him 
the strawberries is not ·valid. 
Again tramps he-followed the grandma. The tramps happy to he-ate 
strawberries. 
~ 
IlaAt aAT)'tE<; alCoAou9T)lCE 'tT)v 'YUl'YUl. Ot aAT)'tE<; xapou~Ol va Eq><X'YE 
¢POOVNf;. 
He has missed also the forest hunting. 
(2) Unclear: 
And tries to you-??? Secretly he-looks at me 
~ 
Kat 1tpOeJ7ta9Et va cruX,Va~a'tE, lCpu<pa J.lE lCOl'ta~Et 
He-was-Iooking:for to ??? the frog . 
.. 
E",aX,VE va ava'YlCa 'tov patpaxo 
GIOURLOG 
VALKONT 
GIOPAP 
Also the whole text ofNATLOUTZ is incomprehensible. Her video text was bad but 
not as much as the picture. 
Lastly in the discourse errors we find perspective shift errors: 
The boy and dog you-were-looking-at a vase 
~ 
To a'Yopt lCat OlCUAt KOLmtare fila (Jaro. 
GIOPAP 
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I-am{ol/owing grandma she-will go Home To 
~ 
AKONJVOW 'Yta;ta Oa 7rfta E7nn ETO 
NATLOUTZ 
The grandma went home afterwards we-ate strawberries family 
~ 
II 'YtuytU 1t1lYE UTO U7nn /LETa E~ cPPlIDV'Nt; OLK0')'E"fta. 
VALKONT 
Again we do not have that many reported speech blends in this task so the 
perspective errors are only manifested via 1st & 2nd person errors in verbs. 
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8.2 Summary of qualitative results 
Descriptions of the errors of the different groups, the different material as well as the 
behaviour of the groups with the material were given in a qualitative interpretive way 
in the past chapter. The summary of the qualitative analysis will be presented here 
with figures. 
Figure 8-1, Figure 8-2 & Figure 8-3 show the errors each group committed in the 
video and picture task. 
VIDEO 
Packed 
information 
Redundancy 
Word order 
Word choice 
Morphology 
Topic-comment 
Conjunction misuse 
Perspective shift 
Aspect modification 
Noun modification 
Direct translati 
Noun copy 
Compensation 
strategy 
Figure 8-1: Strong bilingual group's errors in video and picture task 
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VIDEO 
Morphology 
Aspect modification 
Conjunction misuse 
Perspective shift 
Noun 
modification 
Packed 
Figure 8-2: Weak bilingual group's errors in video and picture task 
VIDEO 
Tense modification 
Aspect modification 
Topic-comment 
Noun copy 
Direct translation 
Packed information 
Rhetorical questions 
Redundancy 
Conjunction misuse 
Morphology 
Perspective shift 
Discourse errors 
Word choice 
PICTURE 
PICTURES 
Figure 8-3: Sign language dominant group's errors in video and picture task 
The analysis revealed that there were global patterns of errors, which were Co IllInon 
to all groups and all tasks (marked in blue fonts on the diagrams), These were: 
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a) Errors of morphology the gravity of which varied with the group. In the 
analysis, only a few morphological errors, mainly gender errors, were 
presented. Morphological errors in verbs -apart from the person in verb- were 
not accounted due to their big quantities and apparent random nature. 
b) Errors of perspective, the most pervasive being confusing the characters' 
perspective with the narrator's via the wrong person in verb constructions and 
blending of direct and indirect speech. 
c) Errors of conjunction misuse where the ''to'' = "pa' is used as "and" = "Ken". 
Figure 8-4 shows the errors that occurred in each task irrespective of groups. The 
overwhelming majority of the patterns are common to both tasks, which means that 
the tasks did not differ in language processing. There is only one pattern specific to 
the video task, which is tense modification. Also analysis of spelling errors was in 
accordance with the fact that deaf writers are generally good at spelling. It seems 
though that the video task produced more omissions and overinclusions of 
graphemes and the picture produced more misselections. 
VIDEO 
Tense 
modification 
PICTURE 
Topic-comment 
Noun copy 
Direct translation 
Word order 
Word choice 
Aspect modification 
Noun modification 
Discourse errors 
Rhetorical questions 
Redundancy 
Packed informatio 
Figure 8-4: Patterns of errors elicited from the video and picture material 
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Lastly the patterns of errors produced from each group irrelevant of task are shown 
in Figure 8-5. The common patterns among the groups show again that the SL 
dominant group is the middle group in the development of deaf bilingual writing. 
Most of the patterns used from the strong balanced and the SL dominant group are 
the same. The weak bilingual group did not produce such a variety of patterns and 
most of them coincided with the SL dominant group but not with the strong 
bilingual. 
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STRONG 
Packed 
information 
Direct translation 
Redundancy --+---t---. 
Aspect 
modi fication 
Word choice 
Topic-comment 
Noun copy 
Word order 
Compensation 
strategy 
Noun 
modification 
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SLDOMINANT 
Packed 
information 
Direct translation 
Redundancy 
Aspect 
modification 
Word choice 
Topic-comment 
Noun copy 
Noun modification 
Tense modificati 
Rhetorical que 
Omitting 
information 
Info misorder 
Irrelevant info 
WEAK 
Aspect modificatio 
Word choice 
Noun modification 
Omitting 
information 
Info misorder 
Figure 8-5: Patterns of errors produced from each group excluding the global 
errors . 
. The red arrows show the patterns of errors used fTom all groups. The blue arrows 
show those that are common only to the strong bilingual and SL dominant group and 
the green arrows show those that are common to the SL dominant and weak group. 
The strong and SL dominant are using many of the same techniques therefore they 
have common ways of processing information. The SL dominant though is using a 
smaller but substantial number of common processing strategies with the weak 
bilingual group (i.e. information errors such as omission, misorder and confusion of 
information). Quantitative results are therefore supported from qualitative analysis 
that indeed the SL group is a middle transitional group. 
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9 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The findings that have emerged from the study are for the most part, not statistically 
significant, which indicates that the two sets of materials did not cause a distinct 
change in the students' performance. However, there were some significant results 
from the quantitative analysis and the qualitative description of the language, which 
raise interesting issues. Going back to the research questions that were posed in the 
beginning of the study (see 4.5) we can explore in the present chapter if and to what 
extent they were answered. 
The research questions will form the structure of the discussion and in the following 
sections each finding will be analysed in terms of its possible cause. So the general 
findings as they relate to the research questions will be presented briefly here and a 
more extended discussion will follow. The first question was: "What is the 
performance of deaf students of different bilingual skills on various levels of 
writing?". The findings showed that the strong bilingual group outperfonned both SL 
dominant and weak bilingual groups in all aspects of writing except number of 
errors. The SL dominant seemed to be a "bridge" group in the continuum of language 
performance between the strong and the weak balanced. This however only occurred 
at the higher levels of writing. The SL dominant group resembled the weak bilingual 
when surface structures were examined (see below, 9.1). 
As far as the second question is concerned "Can we influence the process of writing 
by using different material?" the findings showed that we can influence some 
aspects of writing but not all. For example by using sign language material We can 
influence the information included in the written texts and some aspects of their 
organisation but not necessarily the characteristics of the text (see below, 9.1). As for 
the third research question "Do deaf writers' with different bilingual experl. 
ences 
make different use of the linguistic input?" the statistical findings showed that the 
groups do not differ very much in terms of use of linguistic input with the exc . . 
epbon 
of one finding: affective information of stories (see again 9.1). 
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The fourth research question "Do the patterns of e"ors change when we change 
material or do deaf students always go via the same route?" is linked to both 
quantitative and qualitative analyses. Since -as indicated by Question 3- the groups 
did not react differently to the materials, they were likely to react in more or less the 
same way. Both materials produced the same kinds of errors as far as statistical 
significance is concerned, with the exception of the omission of words, which was 
more frequent in the video task. However the video task as a translation task was 
more prone to sign language interference, which may explain the result (see also 
9.1). But it may also be that the picture task, which was supposedly free from 
language input, produced generally similar types of errors. This may indicate that 
deaf students, regardless of their sign language skills, resort to sign language to form 
their texts at some point during writing. 
Quantitative results will be discussed first, and then qualitative. Qualitative analysis 
of the texts revealed the existence of different writing styles among deaf students of 
different bilingual experiences (discussed in 9.2.4). Despite the distinct styles, the 
analysis showed that all deaf students shared some common (global) errors, in 
particular, errors of perspective, which need to be addressed (discussed in 9.2.1). 
Discussion of qualitative results will also address the error patterns of each group for 
each task (discussed in 9.2.2 & 9.2.3 respectively) and will include analysis of 
various bilingual or sign language specific phenomena such as contact languages, L2 
acquisition, orality and visual cues, the effects of which are all present in the 
narratives (discussed in 9.2.5). The relevance of this discussion to the research 
question is to show that most error patterns can be explained within a bilingual 
approach where the language of input facilitates different aspects of writing, 
produces a variety of writing patterns, and interacts in diverse ways with competence 
in another language. 
In summary, the structure of this discussion will start with the quantitative results, 
continue with the qualitative results and end with the limitations of the study and 
ideas for further research. This is followed by concluding thoughts about the 
implications of the results for deaf education, deaf writing and sign bilingualism. 
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9.1 Discussion of quantitative analysis 
In order to address the first three research questions two parameters were 
manipulated (language proficiency and material). Results were collected on each 
independently as well as on their combined effects. Statistical analysis revealed 
insights into the effect of language group, the effects of material and the interaction 
between language group and material (see 7.5). 
Discussion of the effect oflanguage group 
As far as the language group effect is concerned, most of the results did not come as 
a surprise: the best perfonnances for both the video and picture tasks were by the 
strong bilingual group. The strong bilingual group significantly outperformed the 
weak bilingual group but not the SL dominant group. The SL dominant group proved 
to be closer in perfonnance to the strong bilingual group and acted as a "bridge" in a 
continuum of good to weak language competence: 
GOOD LANGUAGE USE WEAK LANGUAGE USE 
strong balanced bilinguals SL dominant bilinguals weak balanced bilinguals 
However, this bridge position only occurred at the higher levels of writing: at the 
information and partly at the organisation, levels (varieties of propositional 
relationships). This is an indication that the primary levels of the writing process are 
facilitated by a good grounding in a language. It is not significant whether this is the 
language corresponding to the written one or a different one. Cognitive activities like 
"thinking-about-writing" are not language-specific, but are language-bound (see 
3.4.1). The fact that thinking-about-writing is language bound is evident, because the 
weak bilingual group lagged behind the other two at the information level. Another 
conclusion is that sign language does not impede the first levels of writing. One 
should take into consideration the fact that these results not only OCCurred on the 
video task but also on the picture task, which demonstrates that decisions about the 
text can be made effectively in sign language even if sign language has not been 
explicitly involved. On the contrary it is language absence, spoken or signed h 
, t at 
inhibits infonnation processing. 
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This placement of the groups changes when measurements of grammar and surface 
of the text are considered (e.g. the deep levels of the tree diagrams and the text 
characteristics). In text characteristics the strong bilingual group kept being ahead, 
significantly outperforming both the other groups. The SL dominant group shifted 
towards the weak bilingual group. This shows that ''thinking-about-writing'' has 
stopped and "thinking-for-writing" is underway. Thinking-for-writing is language-
dependent (see 3.1) and is only facilitated by the language of writing. The only 
group, which had a relatively good level of written Greek was the strong bilingual 
group and the difference between this group and the other two was significant. 
However, this result is in accordance with previous research on hearing bilingual 
writers, which shows that the facilitative effect of LI is not the same for all 
bilinguals and is most facilitative to the least proficient ones (see 3.4.1). This means 
that deaf writers, despite their atypical language acquisition, behave in similar ways 
to other bilinguals. Another point that becomes salient here is the relevance of the 
results to Cummin's "Common Underlying Proficiency" theory (1991) (see 3.2) and 
Mayer's claims [see 4.3.1, (Mayer, 1999; Mayer & Akamatsu, 1999)]. "Common 
Underlying Proficiency" has been partly supported by these results, given that as a 
good level of "L 1" facilitated information level, but L 1 stopped having a significant 
effect in all levels of organisation. Proficiency in a language therefore as shown by 
the strong bilingual and the SL dominant groups, does not transfer very deeply into 
the L2 process. Here Mayer may be justified saying that oral LIs cannot transfer 
many of their processes to L2 literacy. In the present study it is not clear whether it is 
the orality of sign language -irrespective of writers' proficiency- that fails to 
facilitate organisation and text characteristics in L2 writing. One thing is certain: that 
proficiency in sign language stopped having significant effects past the information 
level and that could either be because of the oral nature of sign language or because 
of the limits on the extent to which an additional language can facilitate L2. 
Whichever the case, this is an important piece of information for bilingual (and in 
particular deaf) education in terms of how to employ and what to expect from an 
additional language. 
We also have a negative result coming from the SL dominant group: they were the 
ones who produced the most ''unknown structures" among the groups. One could 
assume that most of the unknown structures originate from resorting to sign 
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language. However, one should first compare the unknown structures produced by 
the SL dominant with the other two groups. A careful look at the errors (which is 
effectively how unknown structures are classified) shows that it is the strong 
bilinguals and the SL dominants who produced more in their written texts. The 
difference is that the strong bilinguals had the Greek skills to keep the errors on a 
"recognisable" level whereas SL dominant did not and so they produced unknown 
structures and errors with greater impact, i.e. discourse errors. The weak bilinguals 
were the ones who produced the fewest errors yet their stories were not the best. This 
supports the idea that meaning can be communicated despite incorrect grammar [see 
3.4.1 Malakoff & Hakuta (1991)] and that it is the level at which errors OCcur that is 
more important rather than the actual number of errors. As said in 3.4.2 & 7.4, 
communicative and discourse errors have the biggest effect on meaning. The paradox 
of this result, i.e. the weak bilinguals having very few unknown structures and the SL 
dominants having significantly more, can be explained from two approaches to L2 
writing: "keeping up the standards" and "lowering the standards" (Larios et al., 
2002). The first approach of "keeping up the "standards" via planning, rehearsing 
and organising information in LI before writing in L2 seems to be favoured by the 
SL dominants. This results in linguistic interference and errors due to the 
"adventurous" language structures they can adopt. By contrast, the weak bilinguals 
seem to lower the standards of their L2 by reducing information, and aVOiding 
complex structures. This results in a simple text but without the errors of the other 
two groups. The strong bilinguals are "keeping up the standards" but they have the 
L2 skills to perform at a high standard also. 
When the amount of different types of errors each group produced was measured 
there was no significant difference between any of the groups. Errors are about the 
grammatical surface of the text and that is where all the groups converge regardless 
of input. This result implies that in bilingual education, the two languages taking part 
facilitate different layers of literacy activity. As such they should probably be kept 
apart and used only where they have a positive effect. The result suggests an 
approach to teaching literacy or writing in bilingual education where the CUrriCUlum 
addresses different aspects of literacy on separate occasions, ideally with dl' rr. 
uerent 
teachers using each language. 
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Discussion ofthe effect of the material 
With regard to the effect of the material only a few measurements achieved statistical 
significance implying that, in general, the material used was not crucial. However, 
the material did elicit two significant results: one positive and one negative. The 
positive occurred at the deeper levels of story organisation (improved structure on 
the 2nd and 4th level). It is not clear whether it is sign language that facilitates the 
result as it occurred in all groups including the weak bilinguals who, by definition, 
do not have the proper skills to take advantage of the language. An explanation for 
this may be that the sign language material was in effect a ready-made narrative. 
structured by the deaf narrator. The writer did not have to go to the extra effort of 
organising a narrative from scratch but only needed to keep in memory the initial 
structure of the signed story and reproduce it as closely as possible. The fact that the 
''translation'' task was in reality a paraphrase task means that memory played a 
certain role in reconstructing the meaning: once from a linguistic input and once 
from a pictorial input. The first had an internal organisation but the second had to be 
invented. 
This factor (i.e. memory) may also explain the second effect of the material which 
was negative. This occurred at the error level, which is the surface level of the text. 
The video material caused subjects to omit more grammatical words than the picture 
material (e.g. prepositions, verbs of statelbeinglcommunication). Here it is clear that 
memory had kept meaning in a specific form, as this was an example of sign 
language interference (i.e. sign language lacks prepositions and a copula, and 
communication among characters is rendered via body shifts). Apart from omissions, 
the two types of materials produced texts with more or less the same errors. This is 
evidence that the language used in thinking for writing in the pictures was similar to 
that used in the video task. Judging from the qualitative results of errors, many of 
them were sign language induced. Even the picture task elicited a lot of sign 
language errors therefore sign language inevitably takes part during the process of 
writing in all deaf groups. 
Discussion of the interaction between groups and material 
The interaction effect between groups and material produced one significant result 
and that was related to the affective information of the stories. The strong bilinguals 
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did significantly better on the video and significantly worse on the picture task. The 
weak bilinguals performed significantly better on pictures and significantly worse on 
the video task, whereas the SL dominant group did not favour either task. This may 
be the clearest indication that the three groups are really distinct and operate on a 
continuum of literacy behaviour. The strong bilingual and the weak bilingual occupy 
the two extremes of the continuum, and the SL dominant group lies in between. 
More specifically, the strong bilingual group behaved like low L2 profiCiency 
hearing students who do better in translation tasks (see 3.4.1). The weak bilinguals 
on the other hand were expected to perform worse on the video as they lack the sign 
language knowledge to carry out the translation. The picture task could probably let 
the writers of this group choose from a pool of linguistic strategies that they were 
comfortable with and so they performed better than a translation, which is assumed 
to be de facto. The SL dominant did not favour either the video task or the picture 
one. This may be the effect of very low skills in written language, which keeps 
standards of both tasks at the same level. 
As for the other component of this result, i.e. that affective information of stories, is 
sensitive to the interaction of language group and material, the reasons are not very 
clear. One explanation could be that the strong bilingual and the weak bilingual 
groups, which performed in exactly opposite directions are the groups with the most 
contrasting language experiences. The strong bilingual group is strong in both 
languages and therefore exposed to the sign language cues that reveal affect. Hence 
they could identify affect from the video more naturally than from the picture task. 
On the other hand, the weak bilinguals have.by definition not been exposed much to 
sign language and its ways of expressing affect and consequently they are not 
sensitive to this material. The picture material may have been more compatible with 
the way this group received cues about affect. In the absence of a language as Well as 
auditory stimulus, this group may have resorted to a lot of inference about affect 
from other sources, primarily visual ones; hence the picture material improved their 
performance. 
Critical period issues may also lend some insight into the results. It was mentioned in 
2 1 that there may be various "critical periods" stretching from early life to te 
. enage 
Years and concerning different aspects of language. The order of the Critical p . enods 
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starts with phonology and continues with morphology, syntax and comprehension. 
The texts of the present study did not show any major problems with the 
phonological aspect of writing like spelling, which may indicate that phonology is 
not so crucial for word acquisition and a visual alternative may be equally successful 
(see 4.3). However, we did detect various degrees of competence in morphology, 
syntax and comprehension of the story content. Admittedly, the content of the 
stories, which is connected to comprehension, was the least impaired in general and 
was worst in the weak balanced group. The syntax of the stories was next worst, and 
the most impaired aspect of the stories was the morphology. This order may indeed 
show some connection with the existence of many critical periods that these deaf 
students went through. Deprived of meaningful language input early in life they 
show signs that they have been affected by the critical period for morphology and to 
a certain extent, by the critical period for syntax. But having the opportunity to 
receive meaningful language later in the school environment, these children show 
signs that comprehension and content stand on a better level than grammar, although 
for a small number this also seems impaired. It is not clear at what point this stops 
being an L2 incompetence issue and starts being a "critical periods" one. It may be 
an issue of "critical periods" in light of both the pattern of the specific hierarchy that 
emerges and the comments of the independent assessor of Greek L2. She commented 
on the overall nature of the data as unusual and different from the bilinguals with 
which she was familiar, mostly on the level of discourse29• The difficulty in 
identifying the difference between L2 processing and dysfunctional language has led 
to similar results being interpreted in different ways (see 2.1.1). 
As a last note on assessment issues, while it is true that the written stories were the 
outcomes, they can also give clues to both L2 proficiency and a sign language profile 
for deaf students. Writing has been proposed by various academics as an alternative 
means of assessment and intervention (see.I.3.1). This study may reveal the potential 
of written products, as an extra source of information for somebody's bilingual 
profile: this is in accordance with literature which shows that the less proficient L2 
is, the more Ll is playing a role on various levels of writing (starting from content 
29 As mentioned before she was not informed about the students' deaf status. She fIrst guessed they 
might be KurdishfTurkish students because of the use of the "1" question-mark which is non-Greek 
and from the frequent lack of the verb "to be", According to her, Kurdishffurkish children make these 
kinds of errors as a result of L 1 transfer. 
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making, organising the text and using Ll surface forms to compose it). Using writing 
to assess bilingualism, particularly academic bilingualism is an area to be considered 
in both hearing and deaf education (see 4.3.1). 
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9.2 Discussion of qualitative analysis 
The qualitative analysis comprised the description and categorisation of the deaf 
writers' errors. It was not possible to account in detail for all errors that occurred and 
develop a consistent theory to encompass all of them. It is hoped, though, that the 
qualitative results have raised some interesting issues and highlighted directions for 
further research. 
First, it must be noted that qualitative error analysis is above all categorisation of 
errors, which is a method that is not without problems. On the one hand, it offers the 
neatness of taxonomy as it puts errors on a more measurable and observable, and 
therefore, scientific basis. On the other hand, the design of categories (e.g. decisions 
of how broad or specific the categories should be) may affect the results. That is to 
say, the reliability is not always guaranteed because one researcher may apply broad 
categories to the analysis and not find interesting results while another may apply 
more specific categories and obtain different results. Second, language productions 
are an extremely complicated phenomenon: in a top-down approach (Le. looking at 
the text) one has to view things impressionistically and stick to descriptions of how 
the cues of the written text interconnect on various levels. In a bottom-up approach 
there is a danger that one can miss the bigger picture noting only unrelated cues. 
Also cues that seem to belong to one category may also simultaneously belong to 
another. Categories are not mutually exclusive and can overlap. For example, wrong 
word choice may exist on both lexical and discourse levels, as it may interfere with 
the understanding of the text. 
9.2.1 Global types of errors 
This discussion will start with the global patterns of errors, which occurred in all 
tasks and groups, and comprised three types: morphology, perspective and 
cOnjunction misuse (see 8.2). First, the area of morphology as explained before, was 
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too extensive to allow a meticulous description in search of an emerging pattern. 
Moreover, an explanation of morphological errors is problematic as most of the time 
it rests on assumptions about intralanguage error. In the analysis which preceded, 
only a few morphological errors were presented, mostly related to grammatical 
gender and person in the verb. Grammatical gender, although closely connected to 
morphology, has a profound effect on text cohesion due to its anaphoric function. 
Masculine, feminine and neutral are concepts one can make sense of in light of 
experience. Gender errors found in the text could easily be explained by the real 
gender of their referent and most concerned "the boy" which is neutral in Greek but 
was referred to as masculine. This suggests two things: one is that during L2 
production, all possible sources of information are used, even experiential ones and 
second is that there may indeed exist grammatical features which are easier to 
conceive than others (see 3.4.2). 
Morphological errors in verbs -apart from person- were not counted due to their 
large number and apparently random nature. One explanation for these 
morphological errors may be that, as the Greek language lacks infinitives (Le. pure 
forms of verbs), morphology is an inherent part of the verb and may come up in 
random idiosyncratic patterns. The researcher would assume that when Writing in a 
language with infinitives such as English or Spanish, deaf writers would accidentally 
"hit" on more correct instances of verbs than when writing in Greek. This is open to 
future research. There is research, which investigates more deeply the morphology 
patterns in verbs. Ajello et al. (2002), for example, say that the 3rd person verbal 
inflection is the most frequent in Italian deaf writing. This is an interesting finding 
because it contrasts with the findings of the present study with Greek students wh 
ose 
preference seems to be the 1st person, which will be discussed below. Morphological 
errors have been also connected with critical period issues elaborated in 9.1. . 
Also, morphological errors are not the weak point of only deaf students. Other 
bilingual students who learn Greek as L2 have been described as having 
many 
problems picking up morphology. Albanian and Russian students in the beg' . 
InnIng 
and intermediate stages of learning Greek commit analogous errors despite the fact 
that their first languages are both characterised by rich ~orphological clitic and 
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agreement systems which seem not to transfer to L2 (Varlokosta & Triantafillidou, 
2003, to appear). 
Perspective errors are another type of error quite homogeneous in all groups and 
tasks. Perspective errors operate on the complicated levels of discourse and 
reference. The perspective errors were multifaceted (e.g. confusion in setting up 
dialogues, confusion in highlighting the narrator from the characters and others). In 
particular, dialogue scenes and reported speech were problematic. Erroneous 
perspective shifts seemed to be choices rather than random guesses (see 8.2) 
particularly when it came to 1 st and 2nd person errors in verbs. This was evident from 
the rest of the text where the writers were using the 3rd person correctly and therefore 
the errors could not be attributed to ignorance of rule or form. The way in which sign 
language expresses interaction among characters seems to be a possible explanation 
for this type of error. Favoring the characters' perspective or confusing the dialogues 
among the characters may have to do with sign language techniques of role shifting 
and setting up the signer-narrator as a multifunctional key of reference. The signer 
can be the narrator as well as all the characters in a sophisticated alternation of 
foreground and background focus. Perspective errors were detected in dialogue 
contexts, in descriptions and at times it even affected particular lexical choices. 
Perspective errors in dialogues and descriptions seem to be applications of sign 
language mechanisms for reporting speech and reporting action. Reported speech in 
sign language is realised through role-shifting which shows the character's thoughts, 
words, emotions and actions (Metzger, 1995; R. & Sutton-Spence & Woll, 1999). In 
role-shift, the signers use the space in front of them, and change the orientation of 
their eye gaze, head and body to indicate what would be "The boy said ... ", "The frog 
replied ... " and so on, in a spoken language. There is no indication that sign and 
spoken languages' means of structuring reported reference are analogous. Explicit 
body shift and gaze as well as modified direction of arm movements for spatial verb 
inflection have been claimed to be the analogy (Papaspirou, 1997). For others the 
distinction is less obvious (Ahlgren & Bergman, 1990; Metzger, 1995). Ahlgren & 
Bergman (1990) hold that in a signed narrative, reactions and attitudes of the 
characters look like "false quotations". They also support the idea that all characters 
of a story are allocated a reference space other than the one which is taken up by the 
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signer. This shows an interchange between narrative perspectives as opposed to the 
standard "narrator" and "characters" perspectives of the spoken/written narratives. 
Metzger (1995) says that "reported speech" seems to be similar to "reported actions". 
It seems that in sign narration, both dialogues and actions are affected by the 
reporting context and by signers' creative blend of the two in the discourse. That is 
exactly what happens in the narratives of the present study: there seems to be a blend 
rather than a preference to direct or indirect speech. This blend goes beyond 
dialogues and interferes with the whole narration/description as seen particularly 
from the narrative ofTASDIM (see 8.1.1.2). In that narrative, the 1st person plural is 
used consistently for the boy and the dog as a team, but it becomes the 3rd person 
singular when the boy acts separately (e.g. when he is pushed into the pond) or When 
another character enters (e.g. the deer). In other words there are two different layers 
of reference: not the standard ones of the "narrator" and "characters" but "the team" 
and the "non-team". 
The case of reported speech (Le. direct and indirect speech, monologues and 
thoughts) is interesting to relate to the semantics of errors. Reported speech is a 
strong narrative feature affecting the coherence/cohesion, style and evaluation of 
narratives. In semantic terms, direct speech keeps much of the original speakers' 
viewpoint in the characters' voices in the narration and so helps explore perspectives 
of the different characters (Maybin, 1999). On the contrary, indirect speech is used 
where interpretation of situations should be provided. It is important also to highlight 
the stylistic difference of the two types of references: direct reference is 
contextualised and "demonstrative", while indi~ect reference is decontextualised and 
"descriptive" (Noh, 1998). This is a typical distinction between oral and Written 
languages where direct speech is a characteristic of oral language and indirect speech 
is a characteristic of written language (see 1.1 and 2.3). This is because of the lack of 
paralinguistic cues of written language, which had to develop in a more explicit and 
less minimalistic nature. Yet paralinguistic cues are rarely translated . 
Into 
grammatical features (Neethling, 1997) and in the case of deaf writing this can be 
even more serious as paralinguistic cues serve grammatical purposes. It is not clear 
to what extent the nature of sign language and orality are causing these results. 
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Selection of the wrong lexical item according to perspective was particularly obvious 
in the following pairs of verbs: 
"~'Ya~c.o" :I- "~'Yaivc.o", ''to take ouf':I- ''to come out" 
"{3atw" :I- "J.l1taivc.o", "to put into" :I- ''to get into" 
The difference is that the first case assumes action on an object as opposed to the 
object's voluntary action of the second case. For example, in one instance the boy is 
described as ''the clothes coming off the boy" instead of the correct "he takes them 
off'. In another, the dog's head is described as "getting into the vase" instead of ''the 
dog put its head into the vase" and eventually the mouse ''takes out" of its hole 
instead ofthe mouse "coming out" of its hole. Two of the three instances arose in the 
picture task and therefore are not a direct translation but they can be connected to 
sign language structures. In signing the narrator is acting as the mouse coming out 
with her hand in a classifier handshape and the same happens with the dog's head 
and the vase. It is true that sign language is more "active" and tends to act out the 
event instead of describing it, as already mentioned. These errors seem to be within 
the general "perspective confusion" frame. Black & Chiat (2003 :241) argue that verb 
acquisition and use, is sensitive to perspective, and people acquiring different 
languages "may be biased towards perceiving some aspects rather than others". 
There is a possibility though that these errors may just reveal difficulties with 
transitive/intransitive verbs. 
The third pervasive error in all groups and tasks is conjunction misuse. The Greek 
SUbjunctive "to" = "pci' is used as "and" = "KaL" and once again the explanation is 
unclear. Unlike the perspective shift errors, here it seems that the cause of the error 
springs from structures inherent to the target language or from written language 
assumptions and not from sign language. A possible explanation may be that the 
connector "pci' due to its open vowel ending "ci' is much more salient than the 
connector "KaL"; this preference has been exhibited by Italian deaf writers who 
favoured the article "la" over others (Ajello et aI., 2002). Another possibility is that 
the students may believe verbs look or are more likely to be correct when using ""ci'. 
The last may have to do with how frequently this type of subordination is found in 
written language. Oral language is more prone to use co-ordination and written 
language is more prone to use subordination to a greater extent (see 1.1). Maybe deaf 
students become sensitive to this characteristic of written language. A final 
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explanation is that this is an overgeneralisation error whereby the writers perceive 
the function of "to" as some sort of conjunction and have understood the need for a 
conjunction at that particular point but have not figured out which of the 
conjunctions to select. "To" may act as a "generic" conjunction. It is likely that they 
go for the most demanding (Le. subjunctive) rather than the less deman~ing (i.e. 
coordination) assuming that the first incorporates the second. 
A final comment on the global errors is that two (conjunction misuse & morphology) 
out of three (perspective shifts) are not related to sign language. This has two 
, 
implications: firstly, that interlanguage errors, are not a bigger source of errors than 
intralanguage errors. Deaf writers, like L2 writers, make an effort to process their 
texts favouring L2 techniques rather than relying on Ll (see 4.3.1). This may mean 
that thinking-for-writing in L2 is primarily via L2 and not via Ll. Secondly, we see 
that these two categories of intra language errors (conjunction misuse & morphology) 
mostly concern the grammatical form of language production, whereas the 
interlanguage L I-type of error (perspective shifts) concerns the discourse of the text, 
which operates on a deeper cognitive level. Discourse errors are more serious than 
grammatical ones, as they make writing unintelligible to the reader. 
9.2.2 Error patterns for each group in each task 
If we look back at Figure 8-1 and Figure 8-3 we see that the figures for the strong 
bilinguals and the SL dominants have a similar pattern. Strong bilinguals (Figure 
8-1) have more overlapping errors between the tasks but they exhibit some exclusive 
error patterns for each task, which means they may be sensitive to the difference in 
materials. The video caused both interlanguage. (packed information) and 
intralanguage (redundancy) errors and the same happened with the picture material, 
which also caused interlanguage (noun copy) and intralanguage (compensation 
strategy) errors. This behaviour may indicate that despite sensitivity to the mat .al 
en , 
in reality the strong bilinguals recruit strategies linked to both languages tak' 
, Ing 
advantage of their knowledge of both. 
The same seems to happen with the SL dominant group (Figure 8-3) Th 
. ey also 
exhibit overlapping errors as well as task-specific errors, but to a greater ext 
ent for 
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the video. This may mean that the SL dominant group is even more sensitive to 
materials than strong bilinguals. Particularly as all of the errors are related to sign 
language it means that they involved themselves in "keeping-up-the-standards" of 
sign language. This is hardly a surprise because understanding more of the input they 
attempted to translate more of it, committing inevitably a lot of errors as a result of 
limited L2. 
The weak bilingual (Figure 8-2) does not seem to treat the video task differently than 
the picture task, rather it is the latter on which the students seem to exhibit additional 
error patterns mostly related to sign language structure. This is an unusual finding 
but, as has been mentioned previously, this group reacted better to picture material 
for a number of possible reasons (see 9.1). Committing a variety of errors means that 
a more complex process may have taken place, which brought forward their sign 
language skills as a back-up. In future research it may emerge that the group we 
called the "weak bilingual group", assuming low sign language competence, may be 
more sensitive to a visual language rather than a written language raising again the 
issue of deaf people being by nature sensitive to signing (see 4.1). 
9.2.3 Errors specific to each task 
Task specific errors are rare. There were no errors specific to the picture task and 
only one specific to the video task: tense modification (see Figure 8-4). Not 
surprisingly, rendering tense via lexical markers not via morphology is a sign 
language characteristic (see 2.2.2) and occurs on the video task, which was expected 
to be sign language biased. In fact the video task is less biased than expected or it 
may be that the picture task was processed with more sign language bias than 
expected. This supports the quantitative results where most of the measurements did 
not reveal differences. One may safely argue that thinking-for-writing in both tasks 
was similar and this route ofthinking seemed to have passed through sign language. 
9.2.4 Writing profile of groups 
Figure 8-5 shows once again what the quantitative results had shown before: that the 
SL dominant group is a middle group in the development of bilingual writing. It is 
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easy to see that most of the strategies used by the strong balanced and the SL 
dominant group are the same. The weak bilingual group did not produce such a 
variety of errors and most of them did not coincide with the other two groups. The 
strong and SL dominant are using many of the same techniques; therefore, they have 
common ways of processing information. However, the SL dominant group is also 
using an equal number of processing information as the weak group. The middle 
position of the SL dominant is apparent from qualitative error analysis as well as 
quantitative. 
We can highlight two things here. First, discourse errors were basically the text 
parameter that made the narratives of the weak and SL dominant groups look similar 
and made both of them appear so different from the strong bilingual group. Second, 
the weak group had the least errors in terms of both number and variety. This Shows 
that, whereas the great number of errors of form is not necessarily linked to bad texts, 
the discourse errors are. 
The profiles of the different groups each showed a distinct style. Strong balanced 
bilinguals' language use resembled that of other known bilingual popUlations with 
similar characteristics such as Albanian and Russian bilingual students or Roma 
children. The simi~arity, though, is between the best performers among the deaf 
students and the beginner or intermediate students of the other populatio 
ns. 
Nevertheless, the texts of the strong balanced bilinguals reflected a Variety of 
linguistic structures both at a grammar and discourse level (for the elaboration of the 
strong balanced bilingual profile, see 8.1.1). 
The weak balanced bilingual group produced a style of "sentence-collect· n 
Ion 
narratives. The sentences had a standard simple style and all of them seemed to be 
created according to a fixed NOUN+VERB+NOUN order with few Variations. The 
only variation in their sentence production was when they began the sentence with 
something other than a noun. Fixed sentence order occurs in the other groups as 11 
We, 
but among other strategies. This strong characteristic of weak balanced bilin&Uals' 
writing may be the result of constant drills of grammar exercises on the Greek 
language. These students, not having enough normal discourse experience in either 
language from which to deduce a sense of cohesion, can only produce exerc' 
lse-like 
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language (for the elaboration of the weak balanced bilingual profile, see 8.1.2). On 
the contrary, the SL dominant bilinguals produce a variety of different cohesive 
structures but in a language system other than that of writing. This means that despite 
exercise drills in Greek, this group has more information on language cohesion from 
another system, which disruptively makes its way into the L2 texts (for the 
elaboration of the SL dominant bilingual profile see 8.1.3). 
In summary, the styles of the three groups seem to be that the weak group prefers to 
focus on producing correct sentences, while keeping a low profile in writing. The SL 
dominant group takes more risks and produces a lot of incorrect structures, and the 
strong bilingual group takes the greatest risks with language but also has the 
knowledge to construct correct language. The first two groups seem to be struggling 
with the mechanics of sentence formation so their discourse cohesion is either 
nonexistent or very weak. The last group has mastered better sentence formation and 
can afford attention to discourse. However it is true that a minimum knowledge of 
writing mechanics is necessary to inspire a decent written discourse (see 3.4.1 & 
4.3.1). 
Another observation worth mentioning is that within all groups there was a great 
diversity of performances, which may account for the lack of statistical significances 
in most measurements. Within this range of performances the SL dominant seems to 
be the one with the greatest diversity in scores and language products (for example 
compare the narratives of NATLOUTZ and GIOURLOG with other members of 
group, Appendix 18.3). Of course this might be the result of inconsistency in 
assessments (Le., it could be that some members of this group belong to one of the 
other groups). To a certain extent this may be true for the participants of all groups. 
However, on the video task the SL group produced more variety in writing than on 
the picture task, which may show sensitivity of a bilingual population to involve both 
languages in the writing process. Since their sign Janguage is of the same level, it is 
their experience in the target language that varies. Clearly experience in this 
language is of paramount worth for future research investigating larger group 
popUlations. 
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9.2.5 Types of errors found in texts and their relevance to various 
bilingual phenomena 
The types of errors found in the narratives have raised some very interesting 
questions about the nature of deaf students' bilingualism. As mentioned in the 
literature review, underpinning the present research is the theoretical framework of 
bilingualism. This framework encapsulates a wide variety of bilingual phenomena 
such as the possibility of the written products demonstrating characteristics of 
contact languages, oral languages and code-switching. As mentioned in chapter 2.3 
all of these can co-exist and may be difficult to separate. Various errors found in the 
texts have given evidence in support of all of the above. The most obvious was the 
case of missing verbs of state such as "to be", which was analysed as a sign language 
error. This, in combination with use of the verbs "to have" and "to be" in similar 
contexts, is a classical characteristic of contact languages (see 2.3). Both of these 
errors were present in the writing, the first also being statistically significant. This 
could be the result of two situations: either that of Greek sign language has contact 
language characteristics or that bilingual production in general produces contact 
language characteristics (see 2.1.1). It is also possible that both may be true and the 
existence of either one is strong proof ofthe bilingual profile of deaf students. 
Other types of errors that occurred in the writing are also in accordance with contact 
language processes. Throughout the texts a number of content words were used for 
grammatical purposes. Such cases included noun modification by sequencing of 
nouns in a concatenative manner, modification of external tense and aspect, and Use 
of content words as conjunctions such as "together" instead of ''with'' or "and". 
Using content words for function words is a sign of gramaticalisation, a key 
characteristic of the contact language process. The omission of prepositions, another 
significant result, can also be seen as a contact language as well as a sign language 
transfer phenomenon. Contact languages use prepositions and function words but in 
the form of content words (Pinker, 1994). Sign languages, described either as contact 
or as polysynthetic languages, also do not use prepositions and many other 
grammatical words (see 2.2.2). Another type of error, which was described as 
redundancy is also a contact characteristic, because contact languages Use 
circumlocution in their syntax. However, redundancy is also a characteristic of L2 
acquirers who resort to saying more than is necessary to make sure they pass on the 
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meaning (see 3.4.2). Topicalisation was also very prominent in the narratives. 
Topicalisation is not only existent in sign languages and contact languages but is also 
a characteristic of oral languages. Lack of subordination and use of co-ordination as 
a means of conjoining sentences was also present in the texts and this is another a 
characteristic preferred by sign languages, contact languages and oral languages. All 
of the above may be an indication that the written narratives of deaf students mirror 
not only a contact language (in this case GSL) but also the orality of this language. 
There are a few types of errors that are sign language specific, e.g., noun-copy, 
packed information and rhetorical questions. The overwhelming majority of errors 
are those that sign languages and contact languages have in common. Pidgin or 
Creole written language could be what is being produced by deaf people. If 
Pidgin/Creole is characterised by a situation in which groups of people without a 
common code are forced to communicate then this is true for deaf writing: the 
written mode is frequently the only mode of communication between deaf and 
hearing people when neither knows sign or Greek fluently. The researcher argues 
that bilingualism and orality of language best explain deaf students' writing. The 
assumption is that deaf students' writing resembles L2 acquisition, which follows a 
progression similar to contact languages due to simplification and then expansion of 
the new code. 
Orality in particular is difficult to pin down and is usually connected to minority 
languages, which do not enjoy high prestige from society. In the present study deaf 
written products are comparable in many respects to the language products of Roma 
children in Greece i.e. children who use a minority, oral language. Roma children 
have been reported to use many of the structures used here by deaf students such as 
topicalisation; reduced structures including omission of copula; contextualisation of 
their language and numerous morphological and agreement errors (Daltas, 200 I). 
The bilingual nature of the errors committed by deaf students is only apparent not 
only from the characteristics of contact languages but also from comparison with 
other bilingual populations. For example, Albanian children learning Greek as L2 at 
the beginning and intermediate stages, as mentioned above, have been reported to 
make many morphological errors in verb tense and aspect; in the use of subjunctive 
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"to" = ""ci' as opposed to other types of subordination; in the use of the present tense 
as opposed to past, and direct speech as opposed to indirect (Varlokosta & 
Triantafillidou, 2003, to appear). 
An under-researched area in bilingual writing is the case of code-switching. It is 
under-researched partly because it can only take place between different scripts in 
informal writing and between writers who share the same bilingual background (see 
3.4). These parameters are not the case for deaf writers in the present study as the 
writing took place in the school environment and deaf students do not share the same 
bilingual situation as their readers. Still, code-switching is a powerful phenomenon 
and some of the structures observed may be the result of it. For example, it has been 
reported that in writing, code-switching takes place mostly in quotations, 
exclamations and emphasis (Jayantilal, 1998). Given the atypical structures that deaf 
students produced in reported speech it may be that there is code-switching occurring 
between narration in Greek and sign language dialogues. 
Up to now, the errors have been considered in light of various bilingual phenomena, 
or relative to particular hearing bilingual populations. The writing which the Greek 
deaf students produced here has a lot in common with the writing of others such as 
Italian deaf writers. Ajello et a1. (2002) observed structures such as : a) generalised 
present tense, b) two different determiners used together, c) dominant masculine, d) 
omission of main verb, e) agreement in endings, and t) lexicalisation of granunar 
most of which were also detected in the present study. These researchers explained 
their results as being particular to deafness (see 4.3), but in this study the same errors 
have been explained bilingually. For example (e) was described here as 
syntactic/grammatical gravity where a structure "spills" into neighbouring structure 
s, 
(see 8). Other errors were described as semantic for example (c) where the prominent 
masculine gender was determined by the character's real gender. It is Possible, 
though, that parameters other than bilingualism, such as visual aspects of language 
processing due to deafness, are much more pervasive in deaf students' writing than 
the results of the present study suggest. 
Two further areas for discussion concern the visual aspects of writing (i e r'. • 1 
.• laCla 
expression, spatial manipulation, etc.): the absence of visual cues and the presence of 
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visual cues. The first has been blamed for the prevalence of poor and unsophisticated 
sentences in deaf writing. It is true that deaf students have not been directed to pay 
attention to the concurrency of their visual language and consequently do not 
interpret the unfolding progression of signs as they relate to facial actions 
(Swanwick, 1999). Educational practice needs to pay attention to this aspect of deaf 
studnets' perception of the world and sign language, i.e. that paralinguistic 
information is important grammatically, and should explicitly receive attention 
during the teaching of deaf students. Attention to facial expression is not only about 
making the text richer and more sophisticated. It has also been described as marking 
structures such as subordination, i.e. relative clauses and negation (see 2.2.2), and it 
plays a prominent role in marking reference an area in which the present narratives 
suffered greatly. 
The relevance of visual cues became most apparent in the "packed infonnation" 
errors. This structure occurred in varying degrees in all groups and particularly in the 
SL dominant group. Packed infonnation is an indication of the concurrency of sign 
language mentioned in 2.2.1 and specifically relates to referent placement. Placement 
is a crucial structure in sign language discourse directly connected to sign's 
concurrent visual nature. When signers start narrating, they place their referents in 
signing space and point to the locus that each occupies. As referents are cognitive 
products of a narration, index points serve anaphoric purposes. Apart from signing or 
pointing to the referents, reference is also shown by other means such as facial 
expression, eye gaze, head orientation and body position. In such cases, reference is 
not lexically determined. Before the signer makes use of these elements slhe has 
already organised the sign space, which is now loaded with semantic infonnation. 
Any shift or index to a specific locus refers now to whatever this locus represents. 
Reference in signing is detennined by the use of space since both manual and non-
manual elements of reference are possible because of space. The more the signer 
shifts perspectives, the more slhe seems to use non-manual components of the 
language. The less s/he shifts perspectives, the less slhe seems to use non-manual 
components. However, space is still crucial for reference since indexing and verb 
inflection take place there inevitably. 
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Placement is difficult to render in a linear process such as writing. It means that the 
referents (i.e. the nouns) are marked first and then the interaction follows (i.e. the 
verbs). The structure of placement and its concurrent activities of body shifts and 
facial expression is particularly difficult to separate from other constructions, 
particularly from serial verbs constructions which are indicative of Creole languages. 
Nevertheless, to this researcher, sentences such as the ones below (example taken 
from SL dominant narrative) are strong indications of initial placement of referents 
and reference to them afterwards: 
The boy the strawberries the girl to comeback walks the pavement will know 
the man the shop. 
To Ayop\ nc; 'PpaouAEC; to 1(OPltat va £IDO'tPO'Pl11t:£p1t:at£l to 1t:£~OOpO~o On 
eyvwpuL TOP WOpW1fO UTa #J.<X"P~ 
The above example is how the Strawberry Lady story is set in sign language: the boy 
(i.e. the fruit seller) the girl (Le. the old lady) and the strawberries, are mentioned 
first without any coherence between them. Verbs start appearing after the referents 
are introduced and refer to the woman "coming back from her shopping" and 
"knowing the man at the shop". This concurrent style of narration has been seen 
many times in the narratives (see qualitative results: 8) and to this researcher, reveals 
concurrent spatial/visual arrangements of narrative referents. If the processing of sign 
language is more compact and less sequential, this is something that contrasts with 
writing which is sequential-linear. Here, educational practice may need to work on 
contrastive translation between languages and hopefully future research on visual 
processing of sign languages will make such issues of language equivalents, clearer. 
As far as the spelling errors of this study are concerned, once again deaf students did 
not have problems. Indeed, this was one of the biggest distinctions between deaf 
bilinguals and hearing bilinguals that was noted; it is in agreement with Fabbretti et 
al. 's (1998) findings (see 4.3). Spelling errors were not included in the statistical 
analyses but were described in the qualitative analysis. It should be pointed out that 
the picture task seemed to have produced more spelling errors in general than the 
video task. This may be an indication that picture rather than video stimuli actiVate 
phonological processing whose side-effect is spelling errors. After all, hearing 
bilingual writers produce many spelling errors because of phonological processin g. 
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The vidc;:o, conversely, may have activated more visual processing. However, the 
most obvious ''visual'' error between the letter pair "~ & r'30 and the most obvious 
"phonological" error between the letter pair "IC & X"31 both arose in the picture task, 
thereby complicating any straightforward conclusion on task processing. Finally, not 
all spelling errors are easy to classify as phonological or visual (e.g., overinclusions 
or omissions of graphemes). 
9.3 Limitations of the present study & ideas/or further research 
The study had to handle a variety of difficulties that limit the generalisation of the 
results and question some aspects of data validity. The most pronounced difficulty of 
the study concerned the assessments. Although the assessments were not the focus of 
attention they were essential to categorisation of subjects and they raised a variety of 
issues. Firstly, they were the most demanding and controversial part of the research, 
particularly those that concerned sign language (see 4.3.2 and 6.2.1 for the 
theoretical and practical difficulties that had to be overcome). All correlations for 
agreement between the assessors, showed significance and therefore are indicative of 
reliability but the lowest are the sign language correlations. The reason is that Greek 
sign language has not been sufficiently described and its characteristics are still 
undefined, if not unknown, to teachers of deaf students. Most of them therefore may 
have judged from intuition or from their own sign language knowledge, their attitude 
towards sign language, etc. Despite the effort to define criteria, the sign language 
assessments used in this study can be challenged. Greek language on the other hand 
IS not only better defined in its fonn but also criteria for assessing it have been 
developed and practiced in schools for a long time. It is natural therefore that on the 
Greek language assessments, the correlations were higher. Yet the researcher 
believes that even those assessments can be unreliable, albeit to a lesser degree, 
because teachers are not used to assessing Greek as an aspect of sign bilingualism. It 
may be that other popUlations learning Greek as L2 (e.g. Albanians, Russians) are 
better assessed because their bilingualismlbiculturalism is better defined. 
30 The two letters look similar 
31 Th 
e two letters sound similar. 
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A second issue to emerge from the assessment process and which limits the 
generalisation of results is that a fourth group was expected to appear: the Greek 
dominant group. That group was to include all deaf students who were educated 
orally and had better Greek than sign language skills. Such a group did not emerge; 
there was no one who had developed better skills in an oral language than a visual 
one. This does not mean that there are no deaf people who have acquired oral Greek 
successfully. However, it may be indicative of their relative rarity which could be 
considered as further evidence that deaf people should be regarded as bilinguals (see 
4.1). 
In the present research there is little reason to assume that assessors would not 
genuinely appreciate the Greek skills of their deaf students. They were more likely to 
misjudge their sign language skills than their written Greek. Yet none of the students 
was rated higher in Greek than in sign. However two texts attracted the attention of 
both the researcher and the independent assessor of Greek as L2 as superior to the 
rest (see Appendix 18.1, stories of STAT A and ANTSIN). Despite this high level of 
performance in Greek, it was still possible to detect their non-nativeness. As these 
two subjects were also very competent signers, their performance in written Greek 
could be considered a positive result of their bilingual nature, i.e. they represent 
examples of the potential benefits of sign bilingualism. 
A further issue, which could also have had an impact, not only on the assessment 
process of both languages but also on the hinguage proficiency of deaf students as 
such, is the culture of the school. The researcher sensed that each of the three Schools 
had a distinct "culture". One of these was residential with a large number of stUdents, 
many strong signers and with deaf and hearing staff who were familiar with deaf 
issues and sign language. The second and third schools had fewer deaf stUdents and 
one of the two was based within a hearing school. In one of these schools, the 
researcher sensed a less positive attitude towards sign language, even from the deaf 
students. For example, in conversation with some of the students about GSL and 
Greek a strong preference for Greek over signing was evident. In the other Schools 
the culture seemed to lie somewhere in between. Future research could possibly 
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address this socio-cultural issue of deaf students' perfonnance in relation to the 
culture of the school in which they are educated. 
A serious limitation of the present study is posed by the small sample size. The 
population from which it is drawn is very small in Greece (see Lampropoulou, 1994), 
so it is not surprising that the sample is very small. However, in statistical terms, the 
quantitative results have serious limitations of generalisability and they should be 
viewed within these very tight limits. More specifically the quantitative results of the 
present study cannot be considered as a basis for policy-making in deaf education as 
a whole. However, the results found in this small sample are true for this sample, 
which is nonetheless a big chunk of the deaf Greek population at the end of high 
school education. This means that the quantitative results could be used to indicate 
trends for various tasks in educational practice. As such, teachers and practitioners 
may find these results more useful than policy makers. The fact that the statistical 
results came from a very small population means that there may be more significant 
effects in a larger population. This is a call for future studies with the same design 
but based on a larger sample to be carried out, whereby the task effect can reveal its 
power. In this study the qualitative results may be of most value, along with some of 
the more interesting case-studies that have emerged from the sample. 
In the present research, there were few significant results compared to the number of 
measurements taken. This could be because of the small number of SUbjects. 
Nevertheless, the fact that there were some statistically significant findings implies 
that the effect of materials on perfonnance may be great. The effect may become 
more obvious in future research with larger groups. The general trend though was 
that the strong bilinguals and the SL dominant subjects did better on the video task 
and that the weak bilinguals did better on the picture task. The video may have 
yielded better written narratives, but it also elicited the greatest diversity of 
perfonnances. Measurements based on a bigger sample would be able to reveal any 
genuine effects of the material on the perfonnance of different groups and this is a 
direction for future research. 
Another difficult and controversial part of the research was the text analysis. It seems 
that there is little agreement on how to transcribe andlor investigate atypical written 
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language. Techniques can be borrowed from various disciplines (e.g., follow"oral" 
methods to deal with written products) but still the researcher is left very much up to 
his/her own deviCes and assumptions. In particular, the organisation of content has 
been elaborated in the literature, on data of a high standard of writing, mostly writing 
for academic purposes and with a preference for expository genre (see 1.3.2.2). The 
criteria used in literature for rhetorical analysis generally are not dependent on the 
grammar to the degree that the present study has been. The researcher considered the 
tree diagrams developed by Langer (see 1.3.2.2) to be the best compromise in order 
to investigate the narrative genre in students' educational contexts. What was 
missing from Langer's tree diagrams was the atypical language discourse of her 
students. Also some standard measurements of written language such as sentence 
complexity, number of words per sentence, clauses per sentence, clauses in text, etc. 
may not be appropriate measurements for atypical texts analyses. For example, a 
high index of "number of wordslT _U" was not necessarily correlated with good 
quality of texts. This shows that some indexes should be reconsidered when atypical 
language texts are being studied. It is also necessary to develop a variety of 
measurements that address atypical language issues. 
Apart from its limitations, the present research has raised interesting ideas for 
exploration in various areas. A first suggestion is the great potential that self-
correction has as a research method. In research on writing, self-corrected errors are 
studied in order to separate mistakes from real errors. It would be interesting to see 
what kind of errors deaf students can self-correct once they are told they are wrong. 
This will give more insight into which structures are really unknown to them about 
their L2. It is possible that the present research is tougher on their writing ability 
because a number of errors found might be easily identifiable and even correctable 
by the writers themselves. From an educational point of view it is important to see 
not only how a learner performs in one short timeframe but also to see the pace of 
sel f-improvement. 
Another interesting area for further research is to observe what deaf subjects do 
whilst writing. For example, we can observe the kinds of questions they ask When 
seeking help and whether these concern spelling, grammar, discourse t 
e c. 
Additionally, we can determine whether they use mouthing, signing, fingerspelIing, 
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etc. whilst writing. This could then be compared with students with different levels 
of sign language and writing skills. Sometimes the learner himself gives away not 
only the way to his inner-processes but also the way slhe can best be helped. Think-
aloud protocols are another method to access inner-processes although they require 
metacognition and they cause segmentation of a process that ought to be constant 
(Le. the subject being at the same time the object and subject of investigation). 
Think-aloud protocols are a valuable insight into how the mind works but cannot be 
used with all populations, e.g., with young children. In deaf writing, observation and 
think-aloud protocols have rarely been used and where they have been employed, 
they have yielded very interesting results about mind processes (for example see 
Mayer, 1999 in 4.3.1). 
It would also be interesting to compare deaf students' production of different written 
genres, e.g., composing their own narratives vs. composing their own expository 
texts. In the present study the product chosen was the easiest possible, i.e. retelling 
from a video or a picture task. In the case of creating their own text, it would be 
interesting to see how sign language and sign discourse interacts with the 
information and organisation of the text particularly on a demanding composition 
such as argumentation. An investigation such as this can include comparisons 
between situations such as elaborating the theme beforehand by signing as opposed 
to no preparation, or signing the narrative before writing it or not. Results may vary 
as language behavior to a certain degree is organised around function (narration and 
argumentation are two different functions) and not only around levels of language 
performance. Also most of the studies in L2 writing have been done in 
argumentation and we need substantial data from the deaf population to compare 
with hearing bilingual Writers. 
The results on affective information of the stories have also suggested a challenging 
area for exploration. The study of aatTective information is an interesting field 
because of its relation to ToM (theory of mind) issues. It would be interesting to 
compare deaf children with hearing bilingual populations and see whether they lag 
behind in perceiving affective information from various inputs. It has been claimed 
that deaf children, due to language deprivation, are in danger of not developing ToM 
(Courtin, 2000; Peterson & Siegal, 2000). It may be that some aspects of ToM (e.g. 
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false belief) are absent in deaf students because their attention as youngsters was not 
directed to others' feelings or their interpretation of somebody else's state was rarely 
required. Deaf children in hearing families not only grow in a poorly stimulating 
environment for language and world awareness but this environment can also be 
unusually over-protective. As a result, deaf students' narratives may lack much 
affective information compared to other bilinguals. Future research may also indicate 
how the material relates to ToM, i.e. whether it facilitates their written skills, and 
indicate which aspects of ToM are at risk. 
In discussing the quantitative results, (9.1) one of the explanations offered for the 
discrepancy in errors of morphology, syntax and content was the "critical periods" 
issue. If there is indeed a range of critical periods and if there is also a specific order 
of these periods as discussed in the literature review, then it would be interesting to 
see if they can be detected or confirmed from the writing process. It may also put 
expectations about their performance in perspective. 
A last area for further study raised by the qualitative results in particular concerns the 
errors connected with spelling errors. Although the present study did not explicitly 
manipulate and study them, they are important for deaf education because as 
mentioned before (see 4.3), writing can be processed phonologically as well as 
orthographically or articulatorily (Le. visually). It would be interesting to see Which 
material produces more phonological (e.g. based on sound similarity) or 
orthographic/visual errors (e.g. based on grapheme similarity). The present study did 
not account for this distinction at all at a statistical level but there was an effort to 
describe spelling errors in the qualitative analysis. Future research on this topic 
would definitely give insight into whether different spelling processing may be 
triggered by different material as well as whether individual language groups commit 
different patterns of spelling errors. In relation to this, we could also mention an 
issue raised by the external assessor: that the deaf sample seemed to be a Special 
bilingual group because they were unusually good in orthography. Thi~ comment has 
important implications. Here we have a population that does not possess phonemic 
awareness yet their spelling is relatively unaffected. The visual methods used by the 
deaf subjects may indicate a tactic for visually training other cases that have 
problems at the level of word formation such as dyslexia. 
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9.4 Conclusions 
In conclusion we can see whether the hypotheses of the study have been supported 
(see 6.3). These were: 
• The different bilingual groups will produce different texts in quality and 
quantity with different characteristics in organisation, grammar and 
information. 
• The picture and video material will produce different texts in quality and 
quantity of organisation, grammar and information produced. 
• There will be an interaction between the groups and the material. 
The results showed that the hypotheses were met partly, given that not all results 
revealed statistical significance. However, the fact that significance appeared on 
certain levels but not on others confinns the view that writing is a multifaceted 
process in which the material used facilitates certain layers and does not affect 
others. Also, the material used appears to be recruited in different ways and for 
diverse purposes from students with different language proficiencies. 
The effect of sign language on writing demands attention to the issue of how to use it 
most effectively in schools. Even if sign language has been accepted as a language 
for use in deaf education, deaf students' sign language skills are still not routinely 
assessed or even scrutinised. Deaf students should be treated as bilinguals with 
varying skills in sign language. The consequence of such an approach may be to 
consider grouping deaf children in classes according to their language skills and not 
according to their age. This of course will only be fully feasible when assessments 
for sign language are developed and standardised. 
A second conclusion from the results is that teachers can use different types of 
source materials for different purposes. Teachers need infonnation about what types 
of materials can be used in order to improve specific aspects of writing. Not in all 
circumstances and with all deaf students will the presence of a sign language work 
positively. 
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A third conclusion is that the presence of surface errors was the only negative effect 
of the sign language task on all groups. In all the other levels of analysis, the strong 
balanced bilingual group significantly outperformed the other two groups. Even 
though errors were present, the texts with the greatest number of errors were not 
necessarily the worst texts. Error counting is a fairly low level of analysis, and 
meaning can be passed on even in the absence of correct grammatical form. What 
makes a good text is the provision of all necessary information, good organisation 
and good discourse manipulation. These, were more often than not, better with the 
sign language source material. 
As a conclusion on the writing itself, this has always been viewed as a self-explored 
process rather than a process possible to be explicitly taught. As shown ~y the 
different results in different levels, teaching writing in bilingual education, and in 
deaf education specifically, could be broken down into discrete categories of 
planning and forming which may 'even be presented in two different languages. 
Explicit instruction can be applied to teaching writing rather than treating writing as 
if it were a talent. 
The present study has various implications for the newly applied sign bilingual deaf 
education. The study demonstrated that deaf students' written language errors could 
be explained as bilingual errors. Given the fact that the deaf students had most likel y, 
an unusual language acquisition, it may be that their writing is not 100% bilingual 
but also a reflection of communication and academic problems and should be seen in 
light of language learning difficulties. We must view deaf education rather as a 
special case of education where the use of sign language is imperative as the only 
language compatible to deafuess. This means that the politics of hearing bilingual 
education may be less relevant to deaf education than was believed before and that 
sign language is really imperative for deaf education. This means that the teachers of 
the deaf students should be able to handle sign language at a level capable of 
communicating with their students and use it for their students' advantage Ll·t 
. eracy 
is a metacognitive function and knowing a language very well does not mak: 
e one 
necessarily efficient in using it for literacy purposes. Nevertheless, if teachers are 
masters of sign language, educational practice may improve dramatically without 
necessarily waiting for progress in other areas such as sign linguistics and 
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assessments. In addition, introducing into deaf education teachers who are proud to 
use sign language, can empower deaf students, which is another parameter with 
potentially positive academic results. As mentioned in 3.3.1 the language of 
instruction is only a surface structure and power relations can be expressed via two 
languages as well as via one. Bilingualism is not the answer unless it is accompanied 
with empowering philosophy. In educating deaf students we must ask what the 
problem is: is it that they are not getting instruction in sign language or that their 
identity as deaf person is not accepted and empowered? Sign language is only one 
aspect of this empowerment yet an important one. We must consider here the general 
attitude towards sign language as poor and unsophisticated (similar to the attitude 
towards Creoles). If this seems to be true, it is probably because we manage to make 
the users of these languages use them only for basic types of communication. Yet a 
language is only as good as its users and its use. If we keep the deaf population in a 
situation where they will always have to struggle for basic communication, the 
language developed will only be good for basic communication. We need to raise 
standards of deaf life, expectations, ambitions, education, and work prospects so that 
their language will be used in more situations and will ignite the innate creative 
potential that all languages have (i.e. creation of new vocabulary, terminology, 
structures of a more literate mode, etc). This may then become the link between the 
written code of spoken language and the oral code of sign language: the context of 
use. Mayer (1999) advocates that it is the context that is transferable and not the 
language skills. Therefore if sign language cannot be made capable of functioning 
academically in an academic environment it will never facilitate any literacy activity. 
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13 APPENDIX 3: TABLE FOR MEASURING AMOUNT & TYPE 
OF INFORMATION 
13.1 Table for the Strawberry Lady 
Story Basic story lines Descriptive info Affective info (manner/ 
grammar (action, events, descriptions) characters'interaction! 
inner state, thoughts) 
SEITING Lady buys • Time/character introd! Lady- careless/ happy/ 
strawberries • Place/ At grocer's shop/ Grocer-friendly 
• Scene (grocer prepares the box) 
REASON • Man follows her • Time (while she was walking/after 
she left) Lady- careless, friendly, 
• Man tries to • Place (street! shops/ out) talks to flower lady 
snatch box • Scene Flower woman- friendly, 
a strange man follows her/ woman talks to lady 
ignorant! Man- strange look! 
says hello to flower lady/ strange clothes, bad, 
lady senses him! poor, homeless, hungry, 
man tries to snatch the box but wants to eat strawberries 
fails 
ACTION • Man starts • Time 
chasing woman • Place (bus! woods) 
• Scene 
• She always Lady runs to bus/, Lady- frightened! in 
manages to another lady was coming on a hurry 
escape roller-skate/ 
Man missed lady/ 
Man falls on other lady/ Woman relieved! 
Bus leaves! 
Bus arrives to woods/ Strange atmosphere/ 
Woman gets off but man comes 
with roller-skate/ 
Man chases woman into wood! 
Woman escapes/ 
Man always behind! 
Woman hides behind tree/ Lady- scared 
Man spots her/ 
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Woman climbs tree/ 
Man spots her/ 
Woman swings away from tree/ 
Man spots her/ Man- puzzled! 
Man looses her/ unhappy/desperate 
CLOSURE • He eventually • Time Man-happy/ excited 
finds raspberries • Place 
and forgets her • Scene 
Man fmds a raspberry bush! 
Starts eating and forgets the lady/ 
• She arrives home • Time (after/ eventually) Lady-relieved 
and gives • Place (home) Family members have 
strawberries to • Scene good timet happy 
her family Woman arrives home/ 
Gives all family the strawberries! 
Boxemptyl 
TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL 
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13.2 The table for the Frog Story 
Story Basic story Descriptive info Affective info (mannerl 
grammar lines (action, events, descriptions) characters' interaction! 
inner state, thoughts) 
SETTING Boy & frog Characters' introduction Boy- contented! sleepy 
have frog Time (night) Dog-contentedl puzzled! 
Place (boy's room) wants to play 
Scene (they look at frog in ajar) Frog- puzzled! frightened! 
happy 
REASON Frog escapes Time (while boy & dog sleep / during the 
night) 
Scene (out of jar & off the window) Frog 
ACTION Boy & dog set Time (later/ in the morning! when they Boy- puzzled! worried 
off to fmd frog wake up) Dog- puzzled 
Scene (get dressedl look in room! shoes/ 
under bedl dowers/ into jarl call from Boy- scaredl angry/ tells 
window/ dog fells/ they set off) dog off 
Dog- thanks boy 
They get Time (then! after) 
involved in Place (forest) 
many Scene 
adventures Dog & beehive/ Dog- plays 
boy & hole/ Boy- curious! 
dog throws beehive/ Dog- worried 
boy fmds ratl 
dog is chased by bees/ Dog- scared 
boy & tree hole/ 
boy is chased by owV Boy- scared 
boy & dog run! 
boy climbs rock! Dog- cautious 
dog sniffs aroundl Boy- surprised 
boy caught by deer's antlers/ 
deer runs away/ 
deer pushes boy off cliff! 
boy & dog fell into water/ Boy & dog- alert! 
boy hears something! 
boy tells dog to be quieti 
they look behind trunk! 
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I 
I CLOSURE They find frog Time (then) with family Place (behind tree trunk) Everybody is happy 
Scene Boy & dog- surprised 
boy & dog look at frog & wife/ Frog- apologises for 
baby frogs appear/ leaving! wanted a family! 
Boy & dog take Time wants to stay in the woods! 
little frog and go Scene doesn't wants to go back 
home boy and dog take little frog! home/ 
say good bye and leave/ Baby frogs are sweet 
TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL 
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14 APPENDIX 4: TABLE FOR ERROR ANALYSIS 
Level SUBSTANCE TEXT DISCOURSE 
Grapheme/Spelling! GRAMMAR LEXIS Cohesion! 
Punctuation Class: Sense coherence 
noun!verb/adj/adv/ relations 
Modification prep/conj/article/ collocations 
pronoun 
Omission 
Over-
inclusion 
Misselection 
Misorder 
Blend 
random 
The above table was adjusted from James, C (1999) 
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16 APPENDIX 6: THE FORMS DISTRIBUTED TO THE 
STUDENTS 
Forms for the Strawberry Lady 
TilE STRAWBERRY LADY 
Name/surname,' 
Age: 
Class: 
Forms 
TilE FROG STORY 
Name/surname: 
Age: 
Class: 
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H KYPIA ME TII tPPAOYAEI 
Ovoua!/::7rWVVYO,' 
m..1Kfa: 
Tytwa: 
H IITOPIA ME TO BATPAXO 
Ovoya!/::7rWvvyo: 
HA.l/da: 
TwWa: 
.' 
17 APPENDIX 7: EXAMPLE OF A TREE DIAGRAM: EVMOU'S VIDEO STORY 
Sequence 
Sequence Sequence Sequence Sequence Sequence Sequence 
!I\ ~~~ !I\ 
Ev Ev Ev Ev Desc Ev Ev Ev Ev Ev Ev Desc Ev Ev Ev Dec Ev Desc Ev Eva! Ev Ev Ev 
1 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 18 20 21 23 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 
Cau 
I I I ltl Eva! Expl Desc 
2 7 15, 16 19 22 24 
I 
Adv 
17 
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EVMOU'S VIDEO STORY IN CLAUSES ON WHICH THE DIAGRAMM IS 
BASED 
The Greek text: 
1. H Kupia mlYE <JtO llava~T) 
2. Yla va ayopaoEl n<; <ppouA£C; 
3. 1tAT)PWOE 
4. lCal t<pUYE. 
S. Auril1tEp1tariloE <JtO SpOIlO, 
6. ~u<pV1lCa lCU1t010<; ayopl Eivat 
1tapa~EvO 
7. to 1tp0<JW1t0 tOU <Jav EiVat 
paytu u(x. 
8. AutoC; alCoAou9"OE tT)v lC01ttAa 
9. lCa19tA£l 
10. va 1tUPEl n<; <ppaouA£<;. 
11. H 1Cl>pla EtptXE 
12. KCd Ttp9E to AEOO<pOPEio 
13. IlmllCE !lE<Ja. 
14. Aut6C; Eivat <Jtevaxoopl<JIlEvO<; 
15. 'Y1an 9£1.£1 
, 16. va <pUEt 
17. uUa Sev EXE1. 
18. AUll <popu 1tUAl aut6<; EiSE 1l1a 
1Cl>pia 
19. 1tOU tXEl nc; <ppaouAEC; 
20. E1:PEXE 
21. lCat alCOAou9,,<JE, 
22. uUa 1Cl>pta E~a<pavi<JtT)lCE 
IlEoa 01:0 SuooC;. 
23. 'OIlOOC; EiVat ayopi 
a1t0')'0T)tEUnlC6c; 
2'4. Ylan Sev ~picrKEtal n<; 
cPpaov'Nr;. 
25. Ka1t01a IlEPU auto<; EiSE 
26. OtO Suoo Eivat <ppaouAE<;., 
27. E<PUYE 
28. lCal E'UT\)X1<JIlEvO<;. 
29. H 1Cl>pia mlYE <JtO <Jmn 't1l<; 
30. lCal tSOO<JE <JE OAOU<; 01lCO'YEVeia 
171r; 
31.KCdf¢ayw 
The English translation of the text: 
1. The Lady went to the grocer-man 
2. to buy the strawberries 
3. she paid 
4. and left. 
5. She walked in the street, 
6. suddenly some boy is strange 
7. his face like is witch. 
8. He followed the girl 
9. and wants 
10. to take the strawberries. 
11. The lady was running 
12. and came the bus 
13 got in. 
14 He is sad 
15 because he wants 
16 to eat 
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17 but doesn't have. 
18 Some other time again he saw a 
lady 
19 who has the strawberries 
20. was running 
21 and followed 
22 but lady disappeared in the wood. 
23 But is boy disappointing 
24 because not is-found the 
strawberries. 
25 Some day he saw in the wood 
26 there are strawberries, 
27 ate 
28 and happy. 
29. The lady went to her house 
30 and gave to all her family 
31 and ate 
17.1 Criteria used for deciding the content of the clauses 
- Descriptions were the clauses with the verb "to be", e.g. "there is a room 
small". Very frequently the verb "to have" has the meaning of "there is" 
which also makes the clause Descriptive: 
.. . has a glass vase where the frog is inside" = meaning "there is a 
glass vase ... 
STATA 
Also relative clauses fell into this category as the second clause describes the 
first: 
The little dog jumped suddenly from the balcony and broke the vase 
which had on his head little dog 
STATA 
- Evaluations were the clauses with the verb "to be" or other state verbs but 
followed by evaluative comments such as "the dog is happy". 
- Cause clauses describe a "before" and "after" relationship. The most obvious 
indication is the "in order to" or " ... to ... " and there has to be an intentionality 
to cause. Usually all the subjunctive clauses where the first verb is a verb of 
action can fall in this category: 
... went to the window to see outside the yard 
GEOSOM 
The criteria was not the subjunctive connector "to" but the meaning of the 
clauses joined together. That was because in many occasions the connector 
"to" was used with the meaning "and" which is a coordinate connector. This 
was a consistent and widespread error in most of the writings. 
She-walks to think that the children you-liked-them the strawberries 
GIORGPAP 
- Explanation is a straightforward category as it is mainly detected by the use 
of "because" and "because of'. There were a number of clauses though of the 
" ... want to ... " kind, which fall into the Explanation category, as the second 
clause in these constructions comments or explains the first. 
the frog he-told-him sorry that I escaped because wanted to marry a 
woman 
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GEOTSA 
- RemarkIResponse & Question/Answer categories refer to any intent to 
animate the story. The difference between them is that question-answer is 
specific whereas remark-response is general to any interaction. Semantically 
they all fell under the same concept -that of animation- so when they 
occurred together they did not count as different categories. 
'" RemarklResponse She tells him "I would like a kilo of strawberries". The 
grocer man tells her "Yes we have, all fresh!" 
STATA 
Question/Answer -What do you want? -I want a kilo ofstawerries 
GIORGPAP 
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17.2 Criteria used for text characteristics 
The criteria used to define deviant T-Units, clauses and T-Unit complexity are: 
• T-Units (T-U). 
In present research the T-Us were equal to sentences. A sentence in well-formed 
narratives was defined from fullstop to fullstop. There were sentences though, 
were the punctuation and conjoining of clauses was problematic, and the above 
definition could not be used. In such cases, the different T -Us were judged 
according to the following criteria: 
a. A different T -U begins when new reference to a character is implied even 
if this is the same character the previous T-U was talking about. For example 
the following is a fragment of a narrative where punctuation is almost absent: 
The grandma is walks the child is a bad steals strawberries wants to 
eat the child has is-following the grandma 
FOTFOT 
The separation of T -Us was where the reference seems to change topic, i.e. 
The grandma is walks II the child is a bad steals strawberries wants to eat \I 
the child has is-following the grandma. Therefore, here we have 3 T -Us. 
b. A different T-U begins when temporal/spatial/ or other indication of 
change of topic is inserted in the middle of discourse. For example: 
In the morning boy and together dog he-wakes up after will-be-going 
to see inside box the frog 
. 
VALKONT 
The separation of T-Us has been decided to be where there seems to be an 
indication of changing topic with discourse markers such as "after" in this 
case. So, e.g.: In the morning boy and together dog he-wakes up II after will-
be-going to see inside box the frog. Here we have 2 T-Us. 
• Clauses. 
In the present analysis the clause is determined by the presence of one verb in all 
cases. The reason is twofold: firstly a verb alone can be regarded as a sentence or 
a meaningful unit and secondly the Greek language does not have infinitives (. I.e. 
pure unmodified forms of verbs). So, just the presence of a verb could constitute 
a clause in Greek. This is not the case in English where the phrase: "The lady 
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wanted to buy strawberries" is considered one clause as the verb "to buy" is 
infinitive and does not constitute a clause. In contrast, the same sentence in Greek 
would be two clauses. So the following example is segmented as: 
There was a grandma II who went II to buy strawberries 
PANPRISK 
Another reason for segmenting the text into the smallest phrases was that it 
helped when counting errors. For example if the above definition was adopted 
then clauses like the ones below, would be considered one: 
The boy I-wanted to he-sleeps 
IRIPONT 
Although it is difficult to represent exactly the type of error in English it is 
obvious that the two verbs are not in agreement with the subject -in fact the first 
verb is wrong and the second is correct. In error counting this is problematic: is 
the clause correct or incorrect? The whole approach in the present research is to 
segment as far down as possible and only account for the erroneous bits. 
The criteria used to determine the clauses more specifically are: 
a. It was noted that verbs like ''to be" and "to have" when they are next 
to other non-state verbs, act as modifiers therefore their presence did 
not constitute clauses. For example: 
The grandma is went II is-shopping strawberries. II The 
grandma is walks II. 
FOTFOT 
b. Auxiliary verbs do not constitute a single clause (Le. must, can, may, 
have) 
c. There were many instances of absent verbs especially with particular 
groups of verbs: state verbs (Le. ''to be"," to happen" "to appear") and 
communication verbs (i.e. "to say", ''to ask", ''to reply" "to think"). In 
the cases were the absent verb is easy to imply from the context, then 
a clause is counted even in the absence of a verb: 
Eventually he-went to the woods to find it, called many times 
II but nothing! 
STATA 
In the example below though it is not obvious what is missing: 
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The woman asks one kilo the strawberries 
H YUVa1Ka pro'taEt EVa KlAO 'ta q>pouaAa 
ARILIA 
It could either be ''The woman asks for one kilo of strawberries" or 
"The woman asks how much one kilo of strawberries cost". 
Nevertheless this is not clear and the clause was segmented. 
• T- Unit complexity 
In a deviant use of language such as the one investigated here, we must find a 
way of explaining how words are used and which are the criteria for what 
constitutes a "complex" structure. These are the following: 
a. Any correctly used subordinate/subjunctive structure or coordinate 
structure other than the "and" type 
b. Any item, which modifies verbs or nouns: adjectives ("beautiful sweet 
little frog"), adverbs ("he was walking slowly slowly"). The 
adjectives do not count when they occur without their nouns (e.g. "the 
bad steals strawberries" = "TO KaxO K'N.{3H CPPC4Jv'N.~' 
c. Unusual vocabulary ("in-good-mood" = "Euota8s'toC;", "in-wondering_ 
state" = "a1topru.tevoC;") 
d. Correct clitic system especially in the pronouns of the indirect objects, 
which is acquired late from the Greek as L2 learners (e.g. "And again 
she understood him that he followed her" = "Kat 1taAi TOP KCUc:iAEfJE 
6n 11JP axoMv871(JE"). Declines of nouns especially the possessive 
one. 
e. Any correct attempt of tenses other th.an present and past. EspeCially 
the perfect tenses. 
f. Participles especially the active voice ones (e.g. "she left running to 
catch the bus" = "Eq>UyE rptxovcaC; ')'ta pa 1tpoMPEt TO AEroCPOPEio") 
g. On a more holistic discourse level the use of beginning sentences in a 
decontextualised way. For example beginning the story with indefinite 
determiners or time/space phrases and other elaborated and stylistic 
ways than the typical S-V-O 
e.g. A young woman has got family 
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While she was walking ... 
Ka9ros 7tEp7tatcl'Y£ ... 
Eventually they were full of bees 
T € N,K ex ')'f IlLUaJI ucfn1'Y" E ~ 
The marking was as follows: every item received one point and the 
accumulation of points was measured against the number of T -Units. For 
example, GEOTSA in her video story scored 12/15 (73%). This means that 
she produced 12 complex structures in a total of 15 T-Units and therefore the 
73% of the T -Units had some sort of complexity. 
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